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Preface

Railway is one of the most sustainable ground transportation modes with advantages
of safety, reliability, punctuality, high efficiency, and environmental protection. It is
the backbone of the comprehensive transportation system in Europe, America,
Japan, and Korea, especially in China. Safety is the core competitiveness and
permanent goal of rail transportation. The lack of technical safety assurance would
be a devastating strike to the railway industry, and leads to serious social issues.
To ensure the rail transportation safety, some scientific problems should be solved
in theory to satisfy urgent industry demands, including assessing the real-time risk
quantitatively, classifying the service state of equipment in high risk level and
predicting its growth accurately, conducting the risk control in system level, and
building a perception and pre-warning-based active safety assurance system.
In addition, the indigenous innovations on core technical equipment and software
should be developed.

The main purpose of rail transportation system safety is to describe the real-time
risk and its evolution rule quantitatively and formally, analyze the system risk
profiles and their relationship, as well as research the accident control method in
high risk level. Traditional risk analysis methods could not meet above demands.
Because these methods are based on the mechanism or experience and they are
qualitative or semi-quantitative. This book proposes the data-driven-based active
safety analysis methodologies – safety region based safety analysis theory. The
content of this book includes three aspects. The first one is the system of safety
analysis methodology based on the safety region. The second one is the method of
fault diagnosis and prognosis for rail transit trains. The third one is the dynamic
assessing method for the rail transport network operation. In addition to the above
contents, the authors also research on the traffic operation risk analysis model based
on safety region and the traffic crash risk evaluation model based on reliability
theory. Sufficient field examples are provided to verify the proposed methodology.

The authors have constantly studied in this area for nearly 20 years and have
received much support from national projects on basic theory and key technology

v



researches, such as the natural science foundation of China (NSFC) [Grant:
60332020], national 863 plans projects [Grant: 2011AA110501], national technol-
ogy support projects [Grant: 2011BAG01B02], the doctoral fund of higher educa-
tion program [Grant: 20120009110035], and so on. Research achievements include
one second class prize of national prize for progress in science and technology and
ten first or second class prizes at ministerial and provincial levels. The authors also
have published 60 papers of SCI or EI and 3 Chinese books. Patents include 2
American patents and 21 Chinese patents. Besides two national or industry standards
have been formulated. Thirty Ph.D. or master’s students have graduated during this
research process. The research team has developed the technology and equipment
for the trains, including online safety monitoring and warning, safety and reliability
assessment, and operation and maintenance optimization. They have been applied to
CRH380A/AL high-speed trains and urban trains. The authors also developed safety
monitoring and emergency command systems for the rail transit network. They are
applied to the operation and command center of rail transit network in Beijing and
Guangzhou and so on.

This book will be pretty useful to many individuals, including reliability and
safety professionals working in the transportation industry, transportation system
administrators, transportation engineering undergraduate and graduate students,
researchers and instructors in the area of transportation, and engineers at large.
The Ph.D. candidates Xuejun Zhao and Linlin Kou mainly assisted in writing this
book. During this process, the authors also received the great help from Yuan Zhang,
Yangfang Yang, Yong Fu, Mingming Wang, Shan Yu, Zhenyu Zhang, Ting Yun,
Wantong Li, Dandan Wang, and so on. The authors are really grateful for that.

In this book, many valuable references have also been cited. The authors tried to
keep a style of clear definition, with best effort, so as to make all kinds of readers
have a clear understanding of the rail transportation safety. Due to the author’s
knowledge level and the depth and breadth of the study, the views, methods, and
theories mentioned in the book certainly have some deficiencies. Do not hesitate to
connect the authors to provide your valuable advice.

Beijing, China Yong Qin
Limin Jia
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Chapter 1
Fundamental of Rail Transportation Active
Safety

1.1 Research Paradigm of Rail Transportation Active
Safety

1.1.1 Concepts and Methodologies

Active safety assurance plays a key role in complex large-scale engineering system,
and it is one of ways to keep system working properly (the other is the passive
safety). Based on the system safety theory, active safety emphasizes the ability of
perception of system state and making output under control, so as to reduce the
system risk and avoid accident. Essentially, active safety is to model, analyze and
control the activities of complex system. Recently, active safety becomes an inter-
disciplinary research area across safety science, control science, information science,
intelligent system and other disciplines, and has already have a more and more
essential role in the transportation, power system, Internet, military system, nuclear
industry, aerospace system and so on.

Safety region (SR) is a quantitative model used for the description of safe and
stable running region of the whole system. Currently, the theory and approaches of
safety region has been studied deeply in complex power systems [1, 2] and also
introduced to rail transportation field [3, 4]. This theory provides a new method for
the development of online monitoring, early warning and risk assessment of rail
transportation system.

Safety region is defined as a state or feature space to describe the system dynamic
behavior. Let X ¼ {x1, x2, . . ., xn} be the set of characteristic(state or feature)
variables, in which n is the number of the space dimension. The characteristic
variables may contain both discrete variables and continuous variables. Define
space E as safety region: within the boundary of E is safe space; otherwise is.

Accident or unsafe space �E. The boundary is determined by the threshold of
system safe state, i.e. the accepted risk level that can ensure system safety.

© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2019
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The boundary of the safety region is only determined specifically to a certain
system. Usually, the state of the system located in safety region is called the balanced
state or safe state. If the character point falls in the safe space, then the system is
confirmed to be safe, with the distance between the point and boundary, called safe
margin, to assess the safety level of the system. Otherwise, the point falls in the
accident space when it breaks through the safety boundary, indicating that the risk
reaches an unacceptable level and then causes the accident.

Figure 1.1 shows a safety region consists of 2 dimension variables, in which
represents respectively system running safely and accident taking place. Obviously,
the crucial task to use safety region to denote system safety is to obtain the safety
boundary – a decision function returning a safe threshold that differentiate the state
of safety and accident.

Off-line space division and boundary estimation have to be conducted before
online risk evaluation, as shown in Fig. 1.2. This book provided two ways to divide
safety space for two typical data classification situations. One is the directed acyclic
graph SVM and the interval fuzzy set based IT2FCM methods which mainly focus
on the dataset with complete samples (fault and normal), and those samples are
nonlinear signals embedded in strong noise. The other is the kNN and one-class
SVM based method for single class classification with big data in normal condition.
System state determination and its safety margin calculation in real time are provided
after off line computation, as shown in Fig. 1.3.

1.1.2 Research Architecture

A data driven enclosure circle for active safety assurance model for railway transport
system was provided as seen in Fig. 1.4. This model has four steps: condition
monitoring, risk assessment, risk control and emergency management. It has the
following characteristics: (1) Data-driven based: It is an automatic and intelligent
knowledge process based on real-time monitoring data. (2) Integrated treatment: It is

Fig. 1.1 Schematic diagram of two-dimension safety region
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an entire process optimization from risk identification to risk control. (3) Advanced
information processing technologies: It took full use of advanced technologies, such
as Internet of Things, sensor networks, cloud computing, knowledge processing and
so on.

Safety region

R1

Boundary 3

Status points

Unsafe sub-region 1

R2

Unsafe sub-region 2

R3

Unsafe sub-region 3
R4

Boundary 2

Boundry of 

safety region

Fig. 1.2 Space classification of safety region

Boundary of 

safety region

Status point

Safety region
Unsafety region

Status point

Euclid distance = 9.358

Euclid distance = 2.366

(25.60, 87.27)
(24.10, 89.10)

(21.40, 139.40)

(26.86, 147.01)

Fig. 1.3 Real time risk evaluation
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From an implementation view, the active safety assurance system has a hierar-
chical structure, including perception layer, intelligent layer and system layer, as
shown in Fig. 1.5. Real time monitoring and information fusion with advanced
sensor and network techniques are conducted in perception layer. Intelligent layer is
the core layer mainly for fault diagnosis, risk evaluation, reliability calculation and
remaining useful life prediction, based on feature extraction and state identification.
System layer provides user interface. It integrates the perception layer and intelligent
layer to invoke their functions for user requirements, and supplies a systematic
service.

1.2 Literature Review

1.2.1 Safety Region Estimation Theory and Methods

This book is based on the basic principles of regional division, putting forward the
idea of using state-based safety domain estimation to identify. So it is necessary to

Fig. 1.4 Closed-loop model of the active safety system
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introduce the state-based identification of regional division of the state related
research.

In the fields of power system, automotive vehicle, aerospace, mechanical elec-
tron, computer and so on, some scholars have studied the relevant aspects such as
state identification, fault diagnosis and pattern recognition based on regional divi-
sion. Zheng Tao et al. [5] focused on multi-power open-loop operation of distribu-
tion network, combining the idea of regional division, by judging the substation
transformer low-voltage side of the switch fault information to improve the fault
location method. Tian et al. [6] studied the boundary search of vehicle operating
characteristic parameters and proposed a hybrid search algorithm which combined
adaptive genetic algorithm and floating search algorithm, and selected the optimal
characteristic parameter of vehicle operating state subset. In order to overcome the
shortcomings of DV-Hop algorithm process, Xia Shaobo et al. [7] proposed a
DV-Hop improvement algorithm based on hop count region partitioning, introduc-
ing RSSI ranging technology and limit hopping mechanism to optimize the combi-
nation of beacon nodes. Then with multiple trilateration methods, he used the
centroid method to determine the unknown node coordinates. Safizadeh M S et al.
[8] aimed at the state detection of rolling bearings, extracted the state features from
vibration acceleration signals and load signals respectively, and clustered the
two-dimensional state feature points to obtain the distribution regions of different
state points. Yan Zhiyong [9] studied the classifier based on decision-making
boundary from the perspective of dividing data space and studied the classifier
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using decision-making boundary as tools. The theoretical framework of classifier
was studied based on decision-making boundary from the perspective of dividing
data space. Based on this theoretical framework, the classifier is improved.

In the field of information safety, a safety region refers to different logical subnets
or networks within the same system that are classified according to the nature of
information, use of the main body, safety goals and strategies. Each logical area has
the same safety protection requirement and the same safety access control and border
control policies, and have trust relationship between regions. And the same network
safety domains share the same safety policy [10]. Intuitively interpreted as a safety
region is to protect different safety needs of information and information carriers, the
system with the same safety requirements of the trusted or untrusted part is divided
into different safety zones which are established safety connection by trusted way
[11]. The research and application of safety domain based on this concept have been
extended to network control [12, 13], road traffic [14, 15], e-government and so
on [16].

In the field of power system safety, as early as the 1980s, some scholars in the
United States proposed the safety region approach to the stability and safety of the
power system [17]. In the early 1990s, some scholars in our country also researched
the power safety based on the dynamic safety region to study the power system
safety [18]. Recently, many scholars at home and abroad have carried out extensive
and in-depth research on the practical safety region of complex power system.
Among them, Yu Yixin’s researches are the most in-depth study. The United States
Department of Energy [19] conducted a methodological study of the wide area safety
region of power systems and developed practical applications that take into account
various constraints such as thermal, voltage, voltage stability, transients, and poten-
tial oscillation stability limits. The safety region is described in the form of hyper
planes. The validity of the safety region estimation method is verified by numerical
simulation of the system model of the Western Electricity Coordination Committee.
The Saudi scholar Mohamed A. El-Kady et al. [20, 21] gave a framework of the
identification method of power system operation safety zone. The method of quan-
tifying the safety level by Euclidean distance was given. Based on this, the safety
assessment under different operating states is carried out. Yu Yixin et al. [22]
proposed that the study of a large real power system shows that under some
important predictions, the practical dynamic safety region boundary which can be
surrounded by a plane perpendicular to the coordinate axis and a hyper plane that
describes the critical point of transient stability by injecting upper and lower limits
into each power injection space in the injection power space that guarantees the
stability of transient power angle. And with numerical simulation method searching
for a large number of critical points and the practical dynamic safety domain
boundaries are obtained by least squares fitting. In addition, based on the theoretical
results of safety do-main estimation, Yu Yixin and his team also studied the
dimensionality reduction visualization method of practical dynamic safety domain,
and proposed a method to reduce the practical dynamic safety domain with high
dimension to ensure transient stability into three dimensions which can allow
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dispatchers to see the stability margin at different points in the injection space for the
current operating point so that pre-decisions and even emergency controls can be
quickly and accurately implemented [23]. Based on the probabilistic stability model
of the safe region, Wang et al. [24] used the theory of dynamic systems to determine
the linear boundary of the dynamic safety region near the dominant unstable
equilibrium point of power system transient stability. And the joint probability
distribution weighted by random variables is obtained by Edge worth series expan-
sion based on semi-invariant, so as to construct the transient stability probability
model of power system.

In the field of rail transportation, after 2010, some scholars conducted field-
related researches on the safety analysis of rail transportation vehicles from different
angles and depths. Jin Xuesong et al. [25] established the derailment model of train
based on vehicle-track coupling dynamics in complex environment, and used dif-
ferent derailment criterion and dynamic simulation results to get the safe operation
limit of high-speed train under complex environment and defined it as operating
safety region. Zhang et al. [26] studied the influence of slip angle and bridge height
on the aerodynamic load characteristics of high-speed trains. The aerodynamic loads
are applied to the dynamic model of high-speed train as external loads. The opera-
tional safety of high-speed trains on the bridge is analyzed and the operational safety
zone of high-speed trains on the bridges is given. Qin Yong, Jia Limin and Zhang
Yuan et al. took the lead in independently and systematically proposed a method for
estimating the safety margin of a rail transportation system. For the first time, the
definition, formalization and processing steps for the safety of a rail transportation
system [27, 28]. And apply it to the analysis of the safe operation of the key
equipment of rail vehicles and the influence of rail lines on the running safety of
trains [29]. On the basis of this, a technology system of active safety guarantee for
rail transportation based on safety domain is gradually established.

1.2.2 State Identification and Predication of Train Equipment

Rail transportation trains mainly include running system, power system, braking
system, communication signals, auxiliary system and other subsystems. Running
system is used to guide the vehicle along the track, and the weight of the vehicle
passed to the rail. The power system is mainly used to supply power for trains and its
main function is to transfer electrical energy from the traction power supply network
to the mechanical energy to drive the vehicle. Braking system is mainly used to
achieve the train speed control (deceleration, no acceleration or stop), its functions
include the implementation of braking and braking relief. Auxiliary system is mainly
used to achieve the train lighting, ventilation, air conditioning, emergency power
supply and other ancillary functions.
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1.2.2.1 Safety State Analysis of Equipment

1. Running System

The research on the safety of running-critical equipment mainly focuses on the
objects of wheel sets, suspensions, axle boxes, gears, motors and frames. Abroad,
research methods made use of signal processing, statistical limit checking and based
on empirical methods. Arash et al. [30] used time-spectrum kurtosis method to
analyze the high-frequency sound data of axle box bearings collected along the
railway to infer the fault condition. Goo [31] analyzed the stability of the bogie using
the finite element analysis method. British scholar Stefano Bruni et al. [32] summa-
rized the research and application of the condition monitoring methods of suspen-
sion system and bogie based on sensor information and mechatronics technology.
Gharavian et al. [33] based on Fisher discriminant analysis and principal component
analysis of the two methods to extract the fault characteristics of the gear box, with
good fault classification separation performance. Polach et al. used non-linear
parameter estimation method to analyze wheel-rail contact force to estimate
wheel wear.

In our country, the research methods adopted are similar to those abroad. The
research mostly focuses on the fault diagnosis based on vibration signals and the
design of condition monitoring system. Xiao et al. [34] established the three-
dimensional wheel-rail instantaneous rolling contact elastic-plastic finite element
model with the train speed of 300 km/h, by using the nonlinear finite element
software ABAQUS to analyze the wheel rail contact plaque lateral creep, longitudi-
nal creep and creep force distribution. And the result is used as the input of the
stability diagram and the damage function to analyze the influence of different
friction coefficient on the contact patch fatigue index and the wheel damage distri-
bution. Zhao Rong et al. [35] proposed a high-order spectral feature extraction of rail
vibration signals and a particle swarm optimization (PSO-SVM) algorithm for
vehicle wheel flaw recognition. By establishing the vertical coupling model of
vehicle track and the wheel abrasion model, the rail vibration response of normal
wheel and abrasion wheel is calculated. In order to study the law of tread wear on
high-speed train wheels, Han Peng et al. [36] conducted follow-up tests on a high-
speed EMU serving a line and recorded the amount of tread wear during the
rounding cycle. And, based on the two-time fitting of the wear statistics, a wheel-
wear prediction model is proposed. Cao Qingsong et al. [37] proposed a vertical
coupling dynamic model of vehicle body-frame-suspension-rolling bearing-wheel
and rail to solve the problem of the looseness of the inner race and journal of the
high-speed train rolling bearing. In addition, the nonlinear fourth-order Runge-Kutta
numerical integration and test method are used to study the nonlinear dynamic
characteristics of high-speed train rolling bearings supported loose system under
different clearances and traveling speeds. Wang Jing et al. [38] studied the fault
vibration characteristics of traction gears, locomotive axle box bearings and motor
bearings, the mechanism of frequency band failure, as well as the monitoring
methods and fault diagnosis signal processing algorithms. Based on the traditional
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particle filter and Kalman filter parameter estimation algorithm, the introduction of
uniform sampling strategy, Fang Yu et al. [39] established a rail vehicle suspension
system condition monitoring method. According to the established vertical dynamic
model of railway vehicle system and the vertical state space model, the parameters of
suspension system of railway vehicle are simulated and estimated. In addition, some
scholars have studied the state of the body based on optical fiber sensing
technology [40].

2. Power System

The study of the safety state of the key components of the operation safety system
of the power system mainly focuses on the objects of the bow power supply
equipment, traction motors and traction converters.

Aydin et al. [41] proposed an optimized kernel parameter tracking method to
detect the abnormalities in the bow network system. Karakose [42] based on the real-
time acquisition of arch network current data, using low-pass filter and fuzzy
S-transform method to process the bow network current signal to obtain the charac-
teristic data, in order to achieve the bow network system state monitoring. Marco
Bocciolone et al. [43] proposed the use of FBG optical sensor monitoring network
system, this method can monitor bow network contact for online monitoring. Bucca
et al. [44] evaluated the wear condition of the bow web by plotting the wear curves of
the bow system with the contact and wear models of the flow receiver and catenary.
Switzerland ELAG company [45] has developed a non-contact inspection system
based on a 2D laser sensor for catenary and pantograph. Mohamed et al. [46] used
the fault diagnosis method based on neural network to classify the fault types of
power transformers. D. Grillo et al. [47] pro-posed a monitoring system for an
electrified railway traction system that can measure and transmit the relevant elec-
trical parameters online. H. Kamijo et al. [48] designed a superconducting floor-
mounted locomotive vehicle traction converter system that can measure the electrical
parameters and test the dynamic characteristics of the traction converter based on the
dynamic simulation of rolling stock. Mermet-Guyennet, M. et al. [49] studied the
reliability of railway traction systems and discussed the design of traction converters.

In China, bow net monitoring, traction motor and traction converter fault diag-
nosis research and the results are also more abundant. Qin Yong et al. [50]
established the dynamic model of bow mesh and analyzed the relationship between
the catenary irregularity and contact force, and established the bow network system
state prediction model based on catenary irregularity. Liu Kai et al. [51] analyzed the
bow network operation by detecting the contact pressure and pull-out value of the
pantograph and the catenary, and independently developed a bow-net monitoring
system based on the embedded system. Peng Wei et al. [52] proposed a mathemat-
ical model to solve the contact line vibration based on triangulation method for the
pull-out value and the contact line height fault caused by bow vibration, and adopted
the method of video surveillance and fault image diagnosis based on 3G technology,
which realized online monitoring and fault diagnosis of bow network. Zhang et al.
[53] studied and designed a comprehensive system for fault diagnosis of traction
system of metro vehicles integrated with vehicle-mounted, ground and monitoring
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center. Chen et al. [54] pro-posed a fault diagnosis model based on space-time fusion
of information and successfully applied it to the fault diagnosis of electric locomo-
tive traction motors. Liu Ling et al. [55] studied the fault identification method of
traction converter of CRH5 EMU based on BP neural network and simulated the
open circuit fault diagnosis of converter inverter. Wang Yi et al. [56] proposed a
method of fault diagnosis based on wavelet analysis and decision tree based on the
change of output voltage of main converter under different failure mode of main
converter of Shaoshan 8 electric locomotive.

3. Braking System

The research on the state assessment of the key equipment of brake system at
home and abroad is more common in Europe and Asia and more related to the
control of brake parameters and the reliability analysis.

Foreign studies mostly focus on the target parameters of the braking system and
fault detection. Niu et al. [57] used the method of combining linear categorical
transformation model and data-driven to monitor the abnormal state of braking
system online. Zhuan [58] studied the fault detection and isolation of the braking
system through the difference between the steady-state speed fault and the intact
brake system.

Domestic research emphasizes reliability analysis of key equipment in braking
system. Tu Jiliang et al. [59] proceeding from the design principle of high-speed
EMU braking system, it elaborates the design concept and implementation method
of fault diagnosis and safety measures of EMU braking system. From the design of
intrinsic safety proceed and taking into account the various possible faults and their
possible consequences of the severity and designing the corresponding identification
and control methods, the system automatically or prompts the crew to handle faults
or isolate faulty equipment, speed-limit operation or automatic parking, thus ensur-
ing the safety of the train. Liu Jie et al. [60] established support vector machine frame
including feature selection, feature vector selection, model construction and decision
boundary to monitor the braking system faults of high-speed trains. Jia Limin [61]
conducted a reliability analysis on the brake system of subway vehicles. After the
qualitative and quantitative parameters were estimated by the method of fault tree
analysis, the fault tree model was derived by Monte-Carlo method based on prob-
ability and statistical analysis of basic event lifetimes. Ding Jianbo et al. [62]
summarized the common fault characteristics by analyzing the pneumatic transmis-
sion principle and structural characteristics of the 120 type freight train brake engine,
established the fault tree and fault knowledge base of the brake system by using the
fault tree analysis method, and developed a fault diagnosis system. Wu Mengling
et al. [63] developed the domestic urban rail transportation vehicle unit brake and its
reliability characteristics, described the method of durability test. Based on the test
results, the reliability of the unit brake was evaluated. Huang Zhiwu et al. [64]
studied MAS-based fault diagnosis theory and technology, and developed an online
diagnosis system for synchronous braking system of heavy-duty combined trains.
The system was applied to HXDl heavy-haul combined trains on Daqin Railway.
Tian Chun et al. [65] evaluated the reliability of the relay valve used in the brake
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system of rail transportation vehicles through the durability test. The results show
that the relay valve failure obeys the Weibull distribution with shape parameter
m ¼ 3.43, and the failure rate increases with the increase of test cycles. The main
failure modes are fatigue failure of the V-ring and return spring.

4. Auxiliary System

The research results on the evaluation of key equipment state in the auxiliary
system mainly focus on the storage battery, auxiliary reverse and air-conditioning
devices, among which the research on the battery has been carried out as early as the
1980s.

The French scholar Khadija El Kadri et al. [66] proposed a model and control
algorithm for heavy-load electric drive system simulation, in which the battery was
modeled and the shape behavior of the battery was analyzed. The research results
can provide support for the study of decision-making and fault-tolerant behavior in
the case of fault. Wu Canpei et al. [67] studied the remote monitoring and control
system based on Web for the emergency power supply of high-speed railway trains.
The real-time display technology based on Ajax and SVG remotely monitors the
emergency power supply on the ASP.NET platform. Berger et al. [68] proposed a
simulation model of on-line inverter current protection for trains, which has good
effect on the protection of inverter inverter of trains. Wu et al. [69] based on the
sound signal collected from the air conditioning system, the use of wavelet packet
transform method in the neural network combined method of air conditioning
system fault diagnosis.

Jia Limin et al. [70] aiming at the fault types of auxiliary inverter system of urban
rail transportation, proposed a fault diagnosis method based on wavelet packet and
neural network. Liu Gang [71] studied the basic method of fuzzy logic for state
inspection of battery technology, established the mathematical model of battery
failure, and proposed the basic idea of classifying the failure state of battery as the
premise of whether it can be repaired without disassembly. The technical staff of
Shanghai metro operation company analyzed the overvoltage monitoring failure and
start-up failure of the auxiliary inverter’s three-phase AC output, and put forward the
corresponding solutions [72, 73]. Guangzhou metro corporation head technicians on
the Guangzhou metro Line 5 emergency lighting frequent failures, combined with
the train lighting system control principles, to identify the cause of the malfunction
and put forward reasonable optimization and improvement measures [74]. Chen
Huanxin et al. [75] developed TAFDES, a bus air conditioner fault diagnosis expert
system. The system can perform fault diagnosis on the performance test of air
conditioner in passenger car and can indicate the cause of the malfunction and the
method of repair and adjustment.

1.2.2.2 State Monitoring and Evaluation of Wheel Rolling Bearings

The research objects and application examples of this book are mainly concerned
with the rolling bearing or axle box system in the traveling system of trains.
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Therefore, the following is a detailed analysis of the research state at home and
abroad for the on-line condition monitoring and safety evaluation of train rolling
bearings.

The condition monitoring methods of rolling bearings for rolling stock vary with
the amount of inspection, mainly including vibration, ultrasonic and acoustic emis-
sion, thermal infrared, oil sample analysis and temperature monitoring [76], Among
them, vibration and sound-based monitoring methods are the hot topics in the field of
rolling bearing monitoring and diagnosis in recent years. Although the method based
on sound signal has the characteristics of rich information and non-contact measure-
ment, the sensors required are expensive and susceptible to various external noise
and interfere with low signal-noise ratio and high technical difficulty. The vibration
monitoring method is widely researched and applied in bearing condition monitoring
because it does not need disassembly equipment, vibration signal acquisition is easy
and it contains abundant equipment state information and signal processing methods
are flexible. Nowadays, most of the bearing diagnosis instruments and systems used
in locomotive depots, locomotive factories and some depots in our country, as well
as the vast majority of bearing diagnostic instruments on the market, all use vibration
analysis methods [77].

Vibration signal-based monitoring methods mainly involve signal feature extrac-
tion and feature-based state identification.

1. Signal Feature Extraction

Vibration signal feature extraction technology is the key to rolling bearing
monitoring and diagnosis, there are time domain analysis, frequency domain anal-
ysis and time-frequency analysis.

Time domain analysis is mainly used for statistical and analysis of signal time-
domain features include statistics, model methods and time-domain signal
processing [78]. Among them, the statistical method mainly calculates the time-
domain index of mean, root mean square, peak, skewness and kurtosis. The model
method is to process the vibration signal as a time series, fit the time-serialized
parameter model, and take the model parameters as signal features. Time-domain
signal processing methods include traditional filtering, convolution, correlation and
other digital signal processing, DSP technology and chaotic theory based feature
extraction and other methods.

Frequency domain analysis is the commonly used method at present, which can
realize fault analysis, that is, identify the fault location compared with time domain
analysis [78]. Frequency domain analysis includes spectrum analysis, envelope
analysis, cepstrum analysis and high-order spectral analysis. The spectrum or
power spectrum is mainly obtained by Fourier transform and Fast Fourier transform,
taking the spectrum at the entire spectrum or feature frequency as the signal feature.
Envelope analysis, also known as amplitude demodulation or high-frequency reso-
nance technology, includes two steps: band-pass filtering and envelope estimation. It
can detect early faults of bearings and is therefore maturely applied in the condition
monitoring of rolling bearings [79]. Cepstral analysis is the logarithm of the power
spectrum of the signal, which is used to monitor the frequency spectrum. Higher-
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order spectra usually refer to bispectrum and tri-spectrum, which are the Fourier
transforms of the third and fourth order statistics of the signal.

Time-frequency analysis is the same time in the time domain and frequency
domain signal analysis, and more for the analysis of non-stationary signal. Com-
monly used method are short-time Fourier transform, Wigner-Ville distribution,
wavelet transform, Hilbert-Huang transform and other methods. Short-time Fourier
transform, also known as window Fourier transform, the signal within the sliding
window is Fourier transformed to obtain different resolutions in time and frequency.
Wigner-Ville distribution is a bilinear transform to get high-precision FM signal
frequency distribution. The wavelet transform is built using translation and scaling
invariance to provide analysis of different resolutions on time and frequency scales.
Hilbert-Huang transform is to decompose the signal into a number of mode func-
tions, and extract the signal features based on this.

2. Feature-Based State Recognition

Based on the extracted signal characteristics, a variety of identification and
diagnostic methods can be used to identify and evaluate states. State identification
methods are divided into two major categories, including the traditional one and
intelligent one.

Traditional methods of identification include distance classifier, clustering anal-
ysis, Bayesian classification and other classification methods, but these methods
have some limitations. Therefore, more and more researchers have paid attention to
the identification methods of intelligent and hybrid intelligence recently. These
methods mainly include neural network, fuzzy reasoning, support vector machine,
intelligent group algorithm, rough set theory and so on [80]. Neural networks have
good non-linear learning ability and distributed parallel information processing
capabilities, and are easy to combine with other intelligent computing methods, so
they are widely used in pattern recognition and other fields. Fuzzy reasoning can
gather the prior knowledge of experts and is widely used in the processing of
uncertainty data. Support vector machine is a novel machine learning algorithm
based on statistical learning theory, which can adapt well to small sample and
nonlinear data environment. Intelligent group algorithm is a new evolutionary
computing technology, including particle swarm and ant colony algorithm, which
can be used to solve discrete optimization problems. Rough set theory is a new
mathematical tool dealing with ambiguity and uncertainty. It does not need prior
knowledge and mathematical models, simplifies information and is very suitable for
mechanical fault diagnosis.

In the field of train rolling bearing condition monitoring and fault diagnosis, many
scholars at home and abroad have done extensive and in-depth work on the combi-
nation and application of the above various signal feature extraction and state
identification methods. He Shenghan et al. [81] designed a wireless collector based
on low-power wireless communication module and single-chip microcomputer to
acquire the vibration signal of high-speed train’s axle box, which can be used to
detect and evaluate the axle box online. Shang Wanfeng et al. [82] proposed to apply
high-order cumulant adaptive filtering algorithm to ace fault diagnosis and
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monitoring. The algorithm extracts the characteristics of the monitoring signal to
separate the normal bearing signal from the fault signal. He Ping et al. [83] proposed
an acoustic sensor-based race fault acoustic signal acquisition system to evaluate the
operating state based on the analysis of race fault acoustic signals. Ding Fuyan et al.
[84] proposed a relatively complete locomotive bearing condition detection and
quality control system solution, including three subsystems: vehicle monitoring
system, ground detection and diagnosis system and locomotive bearing state infor-
mation system. Nabiyev N.K [85] proposed fault diagnosis of axle box bearing
based on identification measurement. The method is based on the measurement
method, the variability of the vibration signal and the characteristics of the signal
it-self. The current automatic monitoring system used in vehicle maintenance
company’s technical service and maintenance. Yang Jianwei et al. [86] proposed
improved wavelet packet and BP neural network for race fault detection. Piezoelec-
tric acceleration sensors are used to collect vibration signals of potentially faulty
bearings and perform noise elimination with wavelet. Then, the improved wavelet
packet is used to analyze the data and train the improved BP neural network as a fault
sample to realize the fault diagnosis. Wei He et al. [87] proposed the use of wavelet
SOFM network for rolling race fault diagnosis, Based on the frequency domain
features of the vibration signals, the method performs race fault diagnosis through
time-frequency domain analysis of neural networks and vibration signals. Yang
Jiangtian et al. [88] proposed a locomotive bearing diagnosis system based on
Lacplace wavelet analysis and envelope spectrum analysis to extract the fault
characteristic frequency. The impulse response of the fault bearing was composed
of a series of unilateral attenuated oscillatory signals. The characteristic of race fault
characteristic frequency contains less energy and is disturbed by noise. Laplace
wavelet is introduced into bearing vibration signal analysis.

The existing methods have good theoretical analysis and practical application
effects on typical and significant serious faults. However, there is a great deficiency
both in theory and in practice for the early fault diagnosis and life prediction under
complicated conditions. And integration and operation and maintenance plan opti-
mization methods have yet to be further in-depth study. At the same time, with the
development of detection data toward massive big data, the method of state identi-
fication and prediction based on big data is also an important research direction in the
future.

1.2.3 Train Safety and Reliability Evaluation

The reliability of a train system is the ability of the system to fulfill the prescribed
functions within the stipulated time and under specified conditions. The higher the
reliability of the system, the less likely it is to fail, and the greater the probability of
completing the prescribed function. Train system safety refers to the ability of the
system to avoid accidents. Safety is usually a condition. In many cases, unreliable
train systems can lead to system in safety. In the event of a system failure, not only
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does it affect the functioning of the system, it can sometimes lead to accidents,
resulting in death or property damage. Therefore, to take measures to improve
system reliability, both to ensure that the system functions, but also can improve
system safety. However, the reliability of a train system is not exactly the same as
safety. Their focus is different: reliability focuses on maintaining system function
and achieving system goals, safety focuses on preventing accidents and avoiding
personal injury and property damage. Reliability studies the state of the system up to
the point where the failure occurred before failure occurred, safety focuses on the
impact of the failure on the system after the failure. Because of the close relationship
between system reliability and system safety, the study of train system safety should
be based on the research of train system reliability.

At present, the railway system in developed countries has formed a relatively
complete system of safety assessment and safety management and has formulated a
series of practical technical standards for safety assessment. For example, the
IEC61508 standard for electronic system safety management was officially released
in 2000. Based on the IEC61508 standard, CENELEC has successively launched a
series of safety standards for different applications of rail transportation: EN50126,
EN50128, EN50129 and EN50159, which are adopted by the IEC organization and
are currently used by European national railways. Taiwan’s high-speed railway in
our country is also independently verified and confirmed according to the EN series
of standards. So far, the Chinese railway has introduced the European standard
IEC61508 in terms of safety management and has formulated the Chinese national
standard GB T20438. In the aspect of rail transportation system RAMS manage-
ment, China transferred the rail transportation industry RAMS standard IEC62278:
2002 developed by the International Electro technical Commission to China’s
national standard GB T21562–2008 ‘Reliability, Usability, Maintainability and
Safety of Rail Transportation in 2008’ norms and examples. “.

At present, some experts and scholars have studied the safety and reliability of
high-speed train systems from the perspective of system safety and reliability. For
example, based on the reliability theory, Yu Mengge et al. [89] established the multi-
body dynamics model of high-speed train and deduced the extremes of system
reliability sensitivity to determine the safety curve of high-speed train. Based on
the correlation between system reliability and safety, Li Chao et al. [90] analyzed the
process of system safety change from three aspects of entity danger event, coupling
danger event and system danger event, and put forward a method of stratified
coupling analysis of equipment system safety with reliability and improvement of
impulse process. Yu Zhuo-min et al. [91] proceeded with the structural sys-tem
safety and reliability and applied the product life-cycle management theory.
According to the four stages of designing, manufacturing, using, repairing and
scrapping of rolling stock, the paper proposed to establish the train of thought,
main content and system framework of the whole life cycle structure safety man-
agement system of rolling stock. Su Hongsheng [92] analyzed the structure and
function of CTCS-3 train control system and combined with the fault data of train
control system equipment. From the perspective of system engineering, the reliabil-
ity of CTCS-3 train control system was analyzed and evaluated by using FTA
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method and BN technology, considering the characteristics of multi-factor fault
modes such as maintainability, common cause failure and polymorphism. By deter-
mining the potential risks of the train control system, the causes of the risks and the
possible consequences of the risks, BN is used to establish a risk assessment model
to evaluate the safety risks of the train protection alert system.

At present, the analysis of the safety and reliability of trains, especially high-
speed train systems, lacks pertinent analysis methods, complete methodologies and
assessment processes, and has not yet formulated corresponding industry and
national standards. Therefore, there is an urgent need to establish a safety and
reliability analysis and evaluation method system suitable for the design and oper-
ation of high-speed trains in our country, and to support the design of safety and
reliability of high-speed train systems and the healthy operation and
maintenance work.

1.3 Research Work of Authors’ Group

Railway is one of the most sustainable ground transportation mode with advantages
of safety, reliability, punctuality, high efficiency and environmental protection. It is
the backbone of the comprehensive transportation system in Europe, America,
Japan, and Korea, especially in China. Much progress has been made in China
that 20,688 electric multiple units (EMU), about 2586 high speed trains, over
22,000 km of high-speed railway and 4153 km urban railway are in operation, as
well as many pioneer achievements around the world such as the longest Beijing-
Guangzhou high speed railway, Harbin-Dalian high speed railway in the highest
latitude areas, Lanzhou-Sinkiang high speed railway in desert with strong wind.
China has taken the first place in operation mileage and equipment manufacture
scale of high speed railway. In accordance with the national Medium and Long term
Railway Network Plan (revised in 2008), the total length of China’s high-speed
railways will reach 30,000 km and cover 80% large cities by 2020, and the speed will
reach 350 km/h among megalopolis, while the total railway operating mileage is
expected to reach 150,000 km.

Safety is the core competitiveness and permanent goal of railway. The lack of
technical safety assurance would be devastating blow to the railway industry, and
lead to serious social issues. The 7.23 Yong-Wen line major transportation accident
in 2011, led to great progress stagnation and negative impact on Chinese high speed
rail industry. The operational risk analysis and control of rail vehicle is the founda-
tion to rail safety assurance, as train is the direct carrier of railway transportation.
And real time monitoring, diagnosis and prediction of component in high risk level
should be conducted after that to reduce the total system risk. However, rail train is
an extremely complex electro-mechanical system, with more than 20,000 coupled
components. The long service time, extended locomotive routing, heavy-duty,
severe environment, impact in high speed condition have brought unprecedented
challenges to long term service. Over 40% rail accidents were caused by failed
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equipment on train according to statistics. In the meantime, train equipment failure is
also the overriding factor of accident in urban rail transportation. Serious accidents
caused by defect of rolling stock happened occasionally. In 1998, the wheel set
failure of high speed rail train caused 101 deaths in German. On 27th, August, 2007,
a dangerous accident of derailment took place on the No. 35203 freight train because
of the heat cutting-axle fracture at the 16th car.

Some scientific problems should be solved in theory to satisfy the urgent industry
demand: How to assess the real-time risk quantitatively, how to classify the service
state of equipment in high risk level and predict its growth accurately, how to
conduct the risk control in system level and build a perception and pre-warning
based active safety assurance system. In addition, the indigenous innovations on
core technical equipment and software should be made.

The authors have worked on railway transport in safe and efficient operation over
20 years, and insisted on an idea that theoretical innovation should be driven by
industry requirements, be the foundation of real expertise, and in turn to support
industrial development. The author and his team fully took part in the construction,
operation and important technical creation of the national train speeding project,
Qinghai-Tibet plateau railway project, high speed and urban rail network project,
high speed and urban rail train project and so on. They have made significant success
in the basic theory,key technologies and application systems of rail system safety
and dispatching optimization(shown in Fig. 1.6).
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These innovations have made great contributions to safe operation of the largest
and highest-speed railway network, highway network, plateau railway (the Qinghai-
Tibet Railway), urban railway network in megalopolises and the key equipment on
high speed railway vehicle. They also helped getting more than 11 awards, that the
National Science & Technology Progress Award (second class), safe production and
scientific achievement (first class) from the State administration of Work Safety, and
second prize from the Education Ministry and China Railway Society etc. Despite
that, more than 85 patents has been applied, and about 43 patents was granted, one of
them received a golden medal for invention in Nuremberg, Germany. Moreover,
these innovations have gotten 50 software copyrights. 155 SCI/EI papers have been
published and one of them was selected into the global top 1% highly cited papers.
The authors edit 4 international academic proceedings, and some sections of an
international monograph.

The authors have been constantly studied in this area for many years, and have
got much support of national projects on basic theory researches, such as the Natural
Science Foundation of China (NSFC) [Research on intelligent transport comprehen-
sive information system and technical of High speed railway, No. 60332020], the
New Century Talent Supporting Project by education ministry [Research on com-
plex dynamic system safety theory of high speed rail train group operation, No.
NCET-08-0719], the Doctoral fund of higher education program [online safety
assessment of key equipment on railway vehicle based safety region theory,
No. 20120009110035], IBM International Cooperation Program (Reliability center
maintenance) and so on. Much engineering practice and pilot application had been
carried out with the support of national 863 plans projects [Research on operational
hidden risk mining and evaluation with pre-warning techniques and system
(2011AA110501), Research on reliability and safety macro model of high speed
rail vehicle genealogy (2012AA112001–07)] and the National Science technology
Support Plan Projects [Holography Testing and fault diagnosis technology and
equipment development of urban railway operation project (2011BAG02B13),
Safety, reliability and availability evaluation method of the next urban rail vehicle
system (2015BAG12B01–06)]. Especially during the 12th Five-Year-Plan period, as
the technical executive director in chief of the only program in urban rail vehicle
operational safety assurance (2011AA110500, total fund is 2.3 billion Yuan, with
government grants of 7 3.71 million Yuan), the authors worked 3 years, coordinated
more than 10 companies, including the Guangzhou Metro, CRRC, Tongji university
etc. They worked more than 6575 person-months and developed the hidden risk
mining and evaluation technique, operational fault diagnosis of key equipment on
rail vehicle, sensor network of rail vehicle, comprehensive maintenance decision
supporting system and some other techniques. The first operational fault diagnosis
detection and pre-warning systematic equipment for urban rail vehicle with Chinese
own intellectual property rights has been inducted and engineering validated, which
was installed on 15 trains and worked on 2 lines between three stations, two sections.
All the programs and projects had been finished on August, 2014. Achievements
from them were reported to the Ministry of Science and Technology and played a
leading role in this area.
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These researches not only deepen and widen the system safety theory and its
application in transport system, but also improve the safety assurance mode chang-
ing from single component to system, negative safety to active safety, small sample
analysis to big data analysis. It is original innovation support of system safety related
theory to high speed railway, and a new solution of operational system safety for
transport network in large scale.
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Chapter 2
Safety Region Based Active Safety Methods

2.1 Safety Region Analysis Model

The safety region based state identification theory and method was discussed in this
section. A boundary estimation algorithm was proposed based on formalized
description of some basic definitions like safety region estimation, multi-domain
division.

2.1.1 Basic Concepts

Safety region is a quantitative model that studies the system safety and stability
problem from the regional perspective. Relative relationship between safety region
boundary and system operating point can provide quantitative safety margin and
optimal control information under various conditions. For a certain study object,
safety region is proposed to describe safe operation of studied object in the space
decided by safety related variables.

Broadly defined, if the object is working in safety region, it is considered to be
healthy, or at least at a low risk level. Otherwise it is considered to be in two states,
except safety region, as described below. One is that when the object was failed, and
the failure would lead to unsafe event (e.g. accident), at this time it is considered to
be at high risk level. The other one is the object was abnormal or unhealthy, but
would not cause any adverse events directly. At this point, the object was within
moderate risk. We discussed a narrow safety region definition here, only the state
that would cause accident was divided into unsafe region.

g Xð Þ ¼ g x1; x2; . . . ; xnð Þ ¼ c ð2:1:1Þ
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Mathematically, safety region boundary can be described by a safety region
boundary formula, where x1, x2,. . ., xn denote safety related variable, n is variable
numbers, g(X) is output variable characterizing safety state of running, and c is a
constant of safety threshold. If n ¼ 3, safety region boundary is curved surface in
three-dimensional space; if n ¼ 2, safety region boundary is a curve in
two-dimensional space; if n ¼ 1, the safety region boundary formula will be
univariate threshold. The region of g(X) < c (assume the region below curved surface
determined by a safety region boundary formula) is defined as safety region.
Conversely, the region of g(X) > c is defined as non-safety region. According to
whether the object’s current operating state point lies within safety region. The
object’s safety state can be judged. If the point is within safety region, the object
is safe. If the point is outside the safety region boundary, there may be risks.

In addition, as shown in Fig. 2.1, the safety degree can be described by the
distance between the object’s real-time operating state point and the safety region
boundary. Furthermore, quantitative safety margin can be given to take the optimal
prevention and control measures and ensure further running safety.

In view of complicated rail vehicles equipped with a set of various types of
equipment, safety region research can be divided into three layers in accordance with
the structure of objects in Fig. 2.2. The top is system layer namely the whole rail
vehicles. Then unit layer includes several larger units of rail vehicles, such as
running system, power system and brake system and so on. The bottom is device
layer, includes key equipment of unit layer, wheel sets in running system, for
example. Different objects of various layer can be studied separately, meanwhile,
safety region estimation about the top layer can combine the lower’s results.

For some study object safety assessment of service state based on safety region
includes two steps as follows.

1. Determine safety related variables, estimate safety region boundary and divide
safety region and non-safety region of service state.

Fig. 2.1 Visualize description of safety region
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2. Judge whether the object’s current operating state point lies within safety region
based on service state data and safety region boundary formula. If yes, then the
distance between the object’s real-time operating state point and the safety region
boundary should be calculated to gain safety margin. If not, alarm information
should be given. Finally, give quantitative evaluation results.

The safety region of railway systems is a domain for evaluating the system safety
state within a space as determined by system’s safety-related variables (such as
running speed, track irregularity, safe interval, pantograph catenary voltage/current,
cross wind, etc.). As shown in Fig. 2.3, if the system is operating in the safety region
(as shown in green), the system operating state is considered to be safe, otherwise it
is considered to be unsafe. If the railway system performs a transportation from the
safety region to the warning region (as shown in yellow) due to the equipment failure
or other external disturbances, i.e., system operation at risk, prevention and control
measures should be adopted timely to change the system state back to safety from a
risk (as shown by dashed arrow). Without appropriate prevention and control
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measures when system is running in warning region, the system state will deteriorate
further and will be evolved to the emergency region (the area shown in red), which
eventually leads to the accident (as shown by failure trace). In other words, the
behavior of railway system operation is changeable with the system state, and the
evolved trajectories are different due to the different interaction imposed to the
system. For the railway system as a complex dynamic autonomous system, a direct
mapping exists between the safety region and the stability region of its safety-related
model. Based on this, the fundamental conception and geometric interpretation of
safety region are proposed as follows.

Now, consider the research object as an autonomous nonlinear dynamical system,

dX
dt

¼ _X ¼ f X; t½ � ð2:1:2Þ

where X ¼ (x1, x2,. . ., xn) 2 Rn is safety-related state vector; f(X) ¼ ( f1(X, t), f2(X, t),
. . ., fn(X, t))

T and f is locally Lipschitz on Rn.
So, SR of RTSOSA is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1 (Safety Region) Let set A � Rn, with the initial condition X0,
Ds(A) ¼ [[Ds(ε, A): ε 2 R+] is safety region of (1) on set A if there exists a
neighborhood of A Ds(ε, A) 2 Rn satisfy ρ[X(t; X0), A] < ε, t > 0 (ρ is the distance
between X(t; X0) and A) when X0 2 Ds(ε, A) for 8ε 2 R+.

A more intuitive explanation of safety region: in the railway system, a point X in
safety-related variable space starts movement from an initial point X0, and if
X gradually approaches the equilibrium point Xe over time and each point of its
trajectory makes the system operating safely at the same time, then X is called safety
point. The body of safety points regarded as the safety region. The geometric
interpretation of a two-dimensional safety region is shown in Fig. 2.4.

The relationship between region division and state classification is discussed
below. As mentioned before, safety region and unsafety region correspond to the
normal and fault states of device respectively. Meanwhile, unsafety region can be
divided into several sub regions and each one represents one fault type (shown in
Fig. 2.5). Take race fault as an example, unsafety regions are the ball fault, inner race
fault, outer race fault and so on (Fig. 2.6).

For two class identification, the decision function is

f Xð Þ ¼ sign Bound Xð Þ½ � ð2:1:3Þ

Where: X ¼ (x1, x2, � � �, xn) 2 Rn is the feature, n is the dimension of feature
variable, and x1, x2, � � �, xn are the values of feature in every dimension; Bound(X) is
the boundary between two regions. Bound(X)¼ 0 is the boundary function to divide
two regions.

As for multi-class identification, a rule function, named multi-class discrimina-
tion function should be determined to locate different states into their region. For a
state point X in certain feature space, the classification function is
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Class Xð Þ ¼ multisign
i¼1, 2, ...k

Boundi Xð Þ½ � ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;mf g ð2:1:4Þ

where, Class(X) is the state discriminant decision function, X ¼ (x1, x2, � � �, xn) 2 Rn

is the variable in feature space, n is the dimension, and x1, x2, � � �, xn are the values of
feature in every dimension; Function multisign() is the multi-value sign function. Its
value ranges in {1, 2, . . .,m}, and represent Class 1, Class 2, . . ., Class m, where m is

Fig. 2.4 Geometric
interpretation of safety
region
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the number of regions in state space; Boundi(X) is the ith boundary function, i ¼ 1,
2, . . ., k, k is the number of boundaries.

Figure 2.7 shows the region division of two dimensional feature variables of x1
and x2. Bolded line is the boundary between safety and unsafety regions, where
Bound(X) ¼ 0; Dotted borders are the boundaries among sub unsafety regions,
where Bound1(X) ¼ 0, Bound2(X) ¼ 0, Bound3(X) ¼ 0. The space represent by x1
and x2 has been divided into four regions, R1, R2, R3, R4, which are safety region,
unsafety region 1, unsafety region 2, and unsafety region 3 corresponding to normal,
fault 1, fault 2 and fault 3 states.
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2.1.2 Processing Procedures

For a specific object, it generally takes the following five steps to complete the state
identification based on safety region theory.

Step 1: For a specific object, analyze its characteristics based on its mechanism and
working condition. For example, whether it is convenient to modeling or whether
it can obtain the monitoring data.

Step 2: Study the express of the state characteristic, fully consider the working
environment and object characteristics, and chose the feature which can sensi-
tively reflect the change of the working state.

Step 3: Extract features and calculate their values based on the chosen state variables.
Then the point in feature space has been obtained. Noise and the environment
uncertainty should be taken into consideration if necessary.

Step 4: Estimate the boundary of safety region, and the feature space would be
divided into several sub regions.

Step 5: Corresponds the state point to a certain region based on the completed
boundary evaluation.

Step 6: Safety margin will be calculated later if the state point locates in safety
region, otherwise, find out which unsafety region it belongs to.

Step 7: Prognose the remaining useful life and future operating information of the
target device or system when its state point lying in safety region.

A brief demonstration of safety margin is provided in Fig. 2.8. There are two state
variables, which mean the state space is in two dimensions. Assuming boundary
between safety and unsafety region has already been obtained and represented by the
bold line in Fig. 2.8, and the green dot is the state point in this 2D space. Calculate
the smallest distance between the state point and safety region boundary, which is
called safety margin. For example, a state point is (26.86, 147.01) in the given space,
and its smallest Euclidean distance to safety region boundary is 9.358. Then the
safety margin of state point (26.86, 147.01) is 9.358. Furthermore, if the state point
changed to the red dot of (25.60,87.27), the margin is 2.366 after evaluation, which
means state of the target device is getting worse.

Furthermore, as the description of the Step 6, the quantitative state identification
result can be obtained by calculating the safety margin if the state point is in the
safety region. For the key equipment of the train, especially the electro mechanic
equipment, the change or transfer of the working state point is very slow. Therefore,
the safety margin can be described by the minimum distance between the state point
and the boundary of the safety region. When the safety margin is reduced and the
state point is approaching the boundary of the safety region, it is necessary to
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warning for reminding the relevant personnel to take appropriate preventive and
maintenance measures, ensuring safe working state of the equipment.

The basic procedure of state identification based on safety region theory is shown
is Fig. 2.9.

2.1.3 Computation Methods

The methodology of SRE of RTSOSA is proposed which includes two different
research methods.

1. The method based on stability region estimation of safety-related state-space
model

The safety-related state-space model of railway system need to be established;
and the different parameter matrix of the state-space model used to represent
different state of the system which may run either properly or in multifarious fault
conditions. The different boundary of SR (also known as the different SRs) can be
obtained by estimating stability region of the state-space model with different
parameter matrix. This approach is indirect as object model should be built first;
therefore, it is called the indirect method.

2. The method based on intelligent analysis of safety-related data
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Fig. 2.8 Safety margin calculation
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As the system evolves from the safety state to the risk state, state information and
data information of the whole process are required to collect when safety-related
variables take on diverse values. According to the whole process information, the
corresponding data of safety-related variables can be divided into two categories
which can respectively indicate safe or unsafe state of system using some intelligent
classifiers. The separating surface that achieves the best classification is the bound-
ary of SR to estimate. In this case, no mathematical model of the system needs to be
created and estimation of the SR can be achieved directly, and hence this method is
referred to as the direct method.

Details of the implementation of the two methods are explained as below.

1. Implementation of the Indirect Method

1. Implementation Steps

As described above, to apply the indirect method, four issues should be taken into
consideration, which are to select safety-related variables, to build the safety-related
state-space model, to identify different parameter matrixes of the model under
various conditions and to estimate the stability region.

Step 1: Select safety-related variables
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Fig. 2.9 Procedure of state identification based on safety region theory
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With reference to the standards of safety and comfort and other relevant litera-
tures of domestic and international railway system, and full consideration to feasi-
bility of establishing the state-space model and the actual situation of railway system
operation, select accessible and representative safety-related variables using expert
experience, statistical data, correlation analysis and other methods.

Step 2: Establish the safety-related state-space model

Reference to a wealth of existing dynamic models of railway system and safety-
related testing data, with appropriate simplification, reasoning and conversion
methods and advanced state-space model identification techniques, establish the
state-space model dX/dt ¼ f(X) in the safety-related variables space, where
X ¼ (x1, x2, x3. . .xn) is an n-dimensional vector and xi is a certain safety-related
variable.

Step 3: Identify parameter matrixes

Base on the state-space model established, refer to the normal values of the basic
parameters in the existing railway system models, and use of expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm, hierarchical identification and other methods to
determine and identify the parameter matrix P1 for intact system and P2, P3, . . .,
Pp for diversified system troubles.

Step 4: Estimate stability region

Utilize the existing stability region estimation methods of complex system to
achieve the stability regions SR1, SR2, SR3. . . SRp which respectively correspond to
parameter matrix P1, P2, P3. . ., Pp. These estimated stability regions are the required
safety regions for multiple system states.

2. Stability Region Estimation

Now, many computational methods including Lyapunov function method [1–3],
flow estimation method [4], Monte Carlo method, inverse iteration method [5] and
energy function method, as well as some optimization methods like linear matrix
inequality(LMI) [6] and genetic algorithm [7] are applied to estimate stability region
of complex objects. The following is a brief introduction of several popular
approaches.

(a) Lyapunov function method

This method is primarily to construct a suitable Lyapunov function. If the
Lyapunov function constructed on a stable fixed point is convex at some other
points and the trajectories which start from these points converge to the stable
fixed point, the convex boundary of the Lyapunov function is the boundary of
stability region. The method is applicable to continuous or discrete dynamical
systems in any dimension, however, no general means or rules to construct
Lyapunov function can be followed. Moreover, the results obtained are mostly
conservative.
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(b) Flow estimation method

The boundaries of the stability region are contained in the stable manifold of an
unstable set on the border. For a mapping system, the stable flow of the saddle fixed
point (or unstable set) can be obtained by numerical method according to the Center
Manifold Theorem, then boundary of stability region can be gained. This approach
can be convenient to get all stability regions of mapping system, but for many actual
dynamics systems, it is difficult to find an efficient way to solve the stable manifold
of the system.

(c) Monte Carlo method

For getting the stability region, a defined work domain in the variables space is
divide into a finite number of initial points (scan pixels), and use numerical method
to scan these initial points and mark their motion state trajectory. This method is
practicable for systems in any dimension and the calculation error can be adjusted by
changing the number of the initial points. During the time-domain simulation, very
huge workload and the low efficiency are the deficiencies of this approach. In
addition, constant test is needed to determine the work domain.

(d) Inverse iteration method

The idea is to determine a small stability region in advance in system’s state space
as a target set. Then compute the reachable set with inverse time searching namely
the stability region. This method is generally used for evolution system, and it can
get the final outcome of the evolution. Nevertheless, the effective definition of the
stability region can be ensured only on the basis that the inverse mapping of system
exists and can be effectively solved.

2. Implementation of the Direct Method

1. Implementation Steps

As mentioned above, implementation of the direct method needs to address four
major issues: the selection of safety-related variables, the establishment of simula-
tion models, the collection and analysis of the whole process data, and intelligent
classification of dataset.

Step 1: Select safety-related variables

This step is basically the same with the first step in the indirect method.

Step 2: Build the simulation models

Under full consideration of actual operating conditions of railway system, using
advanced multi-body dynamics simulation software (Simpack or ADAMS/Rail),
identify and summarize common risks and failures of railway system, and build
multiple simulation models of the system or some subsystems in the case of system
intact or system failure.
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Step 3: Collect and process the whole process data

Based on numerical simulation methods, determine the input data corresponding
to safety-related variables, input the input data to the multiple simulation models,
and collect the simulation models’ output data which can characterize the whole
process of system operating state from safety to risk (therefore, the input data and
output data called the whole process data), and then process the source data using
data cleaning, data transformation, data reduction and other methods.

Step 4: Classify the data intelligently

Based on multiple sets of the whole process data, train intelligent classifiers using
related intelligent optimization algorithms to classify the data of each set into two
classes which are labeled as ‘safe’ and ‘unsafe’, and obtain the formulas SRi (X)¼ 0,
i ¼ 1 ~ p of the best separation surfaces. The formulas are the boundaries of SRs
under various system states.

2. Intelligent Classification Based on Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a creative machine learning method based on
the foundation of the statistical learning theory and the optimization theory, which is
proposed by Vapnik and his copartners in 1995 [8], and the basic idea is to transfer a
classification problem in a low dimensional input space to a high dimensional space
by using nonlinear transformation defined in the kernel function, and find the
generalized optimal separating surfaces in this space. The training algorithms
based on SVM have already been used in many fields aiming to find the decision
boundary that separates the dataset into a discrete predefined number of classes in a
fashion consistent with the training examples.

With the rigorous theoretical foundation and structural risk minimization princi-
ple, SVM is particularly appealing in small-sample and nonlinear cases of classifi-
cation [9]. And the excellent learning and generalization performance of SVM
exceeds the neural network and some other artificial intelligence methods in high
dimensional dataset classification.

Furthermore, SVM can be applied to fulfill the data classification better by
combining advantages of other intelligent optimization theory and algorithms,
including the fuzzy theory, genetic algorithm, the rough set theory, the hidden
Markov model and the DS evidence theory, etc. Respectively, the combination
with the fuzzy theory can effectively solve the noise problem in the training sample
[10]; the combination with genetic algorithms can solve the parameter selection
problem within the SVM and its kernel function [11]; the combination with rough set
theory can improve the capacity to deal with imprecise and incomplete data [12]; the
combination with Hidden Markov model allows improved robustness for data
classification and pattern recognition; and the SVM combined with DS evidence
theory has advantages in terms of multi-source information fusion [13] (Fig. 2.10).

3. Framework of SRE Method
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2.2 Safety Region Based Accident-Causing Model

Accident-causing theory mainly studies why accident happens and the mechanism of
its process [14]. In order to prevent future accidents, the relationship of the causation
found out in each part of procedure is established by disclosing the interaction of the
components in the system. Traditional accident-causing theory, like Domino theory
proposed by Heinrich in the 1940s [15], takes single element such as human,
equipment or other causes separately into consideration as a chain or sequence of
events [16], which explains well accidents caused by physical components and
relatively simple systems [17]. Whilst systems we build today are increasingly
complex and linear model is no longer adequate to capture the interactions and
coupling within the system; thus it requires us to analyze the accident causation
systematically as a whole. To catch up with the complexity, the accident theories
developed via previous linear causation theories to present-day systematic theories,
such as: system theory, perturbation accident-causing theory, energy transfer theory
and information theory [18].

The system approach addresses the notion that safety is an emergent property,
which arises from non-linear interactions between multiple components across
complex system and the relationship of behaviors implicated in operation [19]. In
systemic safety models, the accident process is described as a complex and
interconnected network of events to model the dynamics of complex systems
[20]. Rasmussen’s hierarchical framework [21] and Leveson’s system theoretic
accident modeling and processes [17] are two notable approaches. Even though
these accident models considered the joint effect of multi-factors in an accident with
their dynamic interactions, the descriptions of them (human, equipment, environ-
ment and etc.) are mainly qualitative, and the outcome of those interactions of
system components are described respectively without an uniform expression. On
the one hand, these models are sufficient to help us learn from accidents that have
already happened, and thereby preventing hazards from the similar kind. On the

Fig. 2.10 The framework of SRE method
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other, as they hardly reveal the course of the outcome of system change, they are
inadequate to guide real-time emergency response to prevent accident when the
system is disturbed and prone to accident. This is mainly because the consideration
of system state as a whole is lacked in these models. And the challenges we meet
today to achieve safety is going beyond accident analysis to the extent of resilience
engineering [22]. Hereby, the accident analysis should also be able to implement in
the real-time field work to prevent accident not only after but during its process, by
enhancing its resilience against disturbance.

To achieve this goal, the conception of safety region, which depicts the safe state
affected by different factors in a unified way, is introduced with the combination of
perturbation accident-causing theory to establish the perturbation-safety region
(P-SR) accident-causing theory. In this theory, in addition to analysis causality
systemically, the safe state of the system after perturbation is described quantita-
tively with the changing course of it in P-SR model. And then by exploiting the safe
state as risk assessment, the monitoring and evaluation of system safe state as well as
the corresponding control measures are brought into the model to enable its practi-
cability in safety management of production activities.

2.2.1 Concepts and Procedures

Inevitable as perturbation is in production activities, Amalberti [23] argued that these
‘noises’ (e.g. equipment malfunction or human errors) jeopardize operation safety;
conceptually they should be symmetrically assessed and then calculate the associ-
ated risks. With new safety methods and perspectives that keep up with the contin-
uously increasing complexity of industry, accident models aiming at explaining
events and guide risk assessment need to match this complexity [24]. Specific to
the complex system, the P-SR model promotes a quantitative description of the safe
state and risk boundary of the system, which will better instruct safety monitoring
and relative control measures. The concept, perspectives and processes are defined
and described in this section.

2.2.1.1 Definition of Safety Region

Safety region analysis have been applied to monitor the safety and stability of power
system [25]. The concept of region quantitatively describes the safety boundary of a
system so that it could dynamically and consecutively monitor the system state with
its changing process, and evaluate the safe state to provide warning information.

On the basis of the object studied in accident models, the safety region is defined
as a changing space to describe the multifactor. Let X ¼ {x1, x2, . . ., xn} be the set of
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characteristic variables representing the characteristic state of the system, in which
n is the number of the critical subsystem. The characteristic variables, derived from
multifactor of human, equipment, environment, management or other factors, con-
tain both discrete variables and continuous variables. Define space E as safety
region: within the boundary of E is safe space; otherwise is accident space �E. The
boundary is determined by the threshold of system safe state, i.e. the accepted risk
level that can ensure system safety.

The safety region is determined as a n dimension space by the number of the
characteristic variables n, in which the lower dimension spatial scope may vary with
high dimension variables. Figure 2.11 gives an example of a 3-dimension safety
region composed of X ¼ {x1, x2, . . ., xn}, in which x3 is a discrete variable,
representing two types of system state at this dimension: when x3 ¼ 0, the safety
region is E0; when x3 ¼ 1, it changes to E1.

The boundary of the safety region is only determined specifically to a certain
system. Usually, the state of the system located in safety region is called the balanced
state. If the character point falls in the safe space, then the system is confirmed to be
safe, with the distance between the point and boundary, called safe margin, to assess
the safety level of the system. Otherwise, the point falls in the accident space when it
breaks through the safety boundary, indicating that the safe state reaches an unac-
ceptable level and then causes the accident.

In production activities, the system state continually deviates from safe space
under the influence of perturbation. As it reaches a certain extent that beyond the
safety boundary, the system enters the accident space. Figure 2.12 show a safety
region consists of 2 dimension variables, in which represent respectively system
running safely and accident taking place. Obviously, the crucial task to use safety
region to denote system safety is to obtain the safety boundary, a decision function
returning a safe threshold that differentiates the state of safety and accident [26].

Fig. 2.11 The change of system safety region
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2.2.1.2 Analysis of Accident-Causing Model

The P-SR accident-causing model consists of four critical parts: the risk resource
part, the perturbation part, the alarm and system change part, and the accident part,
shown as Fig. 2.13.

To study the nature of accidents, in the first part, the risk resource is prominently
analyzed in the perspective of energy carrier, followed by the analysis of the direct
cause of perturbation. The moving device, electrified equipment, and containers
loaded of hazardous chemicals constitute the energy carrier in the system, which is
the material basis of an accident. And the severity of the accident is related to the
types, quantity, property, state, and energy storage method of the energy carrier.
Normally, the system maintains safety by effectively taking control of the energy.
Only when the unsafe multifactor disturbs the system will it result in failure of
energy control mainly because of the unsafe state and unsafe behavior:

1. Unsafe state includes environment change and the defect of the equipment itself.
Firstly, natural disasters and extreme weather, e.g. lightning, earthquake,
typhoon, debris flow and blizzard, are uncontrollable stochastic factors, which
will influence the equipment and energy transmission in the system by causing
the perturbation to the balanced state and further the accidental release of energy.
Secondly, the equipment has problems of wear, deformation, and metal fatigue
due to the long time use, thereby increasing the probability of mechanical fault.
And the device itself may also have design flaws. Meanwhile, with the increasing
complexity of the system, the dynamic interaction of each part is more compli-
cated that the fault of single equipment may affect the whole system. Thus, the
system is vulnerable to the unsafe state.

2. Unsafe behavior mainly refers to the unsafe operation and management of
human. The role people play in the system mainly includes: design personnel,
operation staff, maintenance staff and management personnel. They together
determine the reliability, stability and safety of a system. Yet each person is an

Fig. 2.12 A schematic diagram of two-dimension safety region
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Fig. 2.13 Perturbation-safety region accident-causing model
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individual with different quality, characteristic, education and etc. In the process
of production, man’s operation ability, management level and experience are
closely related to system safety. Unsafe behaviors such as sneaking off in work,
illegal operation, the decision-making mistakes, and loose management are the
possible causes of an accident.

The effect of the unsafe state and behavior engenders the perturbation V(t), shown
in the perturbation part of the model in Fig. 2.13, which is the direct cause that
deviates the safe state from balanced state. The perturbation should be further
analyzed in term of the specific system and situations.

As the controllers or decision makers are highly dependent on feedbacks to take
action after perturbation, the necessary information about the actual state of the
process is crucial to avoid accidents [27]. The question then arises about how we
express and present the actual safe state. In the next stage, the alarm and system
change, the concept of safety region we introduced is the solution to this problem. At
the beginning, the initial balanced state is expressed as X(t) ¼ {x1(t), x2(t), . . ., xn(t) |
x ε E}. After the perturbation, it changes to X(t + 1)¼ AX(t) + V(t), x ε E, in which A
is the system parameter. In order to ensure the system to still be in balanced after the
disturbance, the changes of state in safety region need to be monitored so that the
safe margin can be calculated. Then, according to the safe margin, corresponding
prevention and control measures should be taken to rebalance the system. If the
adopted measures are inadequate, the system will break the safety boundary and into
the accident space. Herein, a system state monitoring and warning module based on
safety region is included in this part. As X(t + 1) moves to the safety boundary, the
safe margin decreases. Then the warning system generates alarm information; based
on the alarm information, safety control measure U(t) should be applied on the
system, which is expressed as X(t + 1) ¼ AX(t) + B U(t) + V(t), x ε E, (B is the safety
control parameter). If the system restores balance, it continues to monitor the change
of safe margin and assess the control measures, so that the safety control measures
module responds appropriately; if the system state broke the balanced state, it means
undesired energy transfer has occurred and resulted in an accident.

Figure 2.14 depicts the rebalance or accident procedure after perturbation under
the action of system state monitor and early warning module (the arrows are the state
locus, and the blue lines show the safe margin at each time).

The system is in balanced state before t1. At t1 the safe state begins to move
towards the safety boundary under the effect of perturbation V(t). Then the warning
module detects the reduction of the safe margin and raises alarm. Afterwards, the
countermeasure U(t) is applied at t2 to slow down the decrease of safe margin. Later,
the safe margin decreases slower at t3, indicating that the system tends to restore the
balanced state. Still, appropriate safety measures continue to be implemented at t3.
Finally the safe margin begins to move toward the internal safe space at t4, which
means the system state has been effectively controlled, thereby avoiding the
accident.

Another trace in Fig. 2.14 shows an opposite situation where the safety measure
U(t) fails to work. The difference is that the countermeasure taken at t2 is far enough
to slow down the decreasing speed of the safe margin. Thus, at t3 the system state is
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already close to the safety boundary and keeps approaching it. Ultimately, the
system state breaks through the boundary, with the energy (chemical energy,
mechanical energy, kinetic energy, or electric energy) transferring to people, equip-
ment, and environment.

According to the previous analysis, the safety control measure based on the
monitoring and warning module is critical to restore system safety after perturbation,
as it decides the trend as well as the speed of the system state change. Therefore, in
the accident prevention and control procedure, we should establish corresponding
emergency plans specific to the object; and strengthen its disturbance control
measures to reduce the probability of accidents, eventually avoiding the accidents.

Nevertheless, when the accident happens, there’s still shielding method-the
isolation of people, environment and energy carrier which we can take to control
the damage degree of the energy releases. If the shielding measure fails or not timely,
the accident may cause severe direct loss like casualties and property loss, as well as
the indirect loss such as damage of the environment, the social influence and the
production stagnation, which is described in the accident part in Fig. 2.13.

To sum up, the key of P-SR model is to extract the characteristic state variables of
safety critical subsystem to build the safety region; and then determine the safety
threshold to establish the safety boundary. That’s when the system state can be
quantitatively calculated as safe margin.

2.2.2 Case Study

As China’s railway transportation system thrives, the train speed is increasingly
faster, train numbers are much denser, power supply capacity is bigger, and the
multi-factors coupling is higher. With a lot of risk sources, the railway system is both
an ultra-safe system and a typical complex system, confronted with enormous

Fig. 2.14 The state transportation after perturbation
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challenges of accident prevention and control. The P-SR model herein provides a
solution to solve these problems as the following one accident analysis example and
one emergency control example confirm.

2.2.2.1 The Wenzhou Train Collision Accident Analysis

According to the accident investigation report established by State Council of China
[27], the P-SR model is employed to analyze and reconstruct the Wenzhou train
collision process so as to provide decision support for future accident prevention and
the improvement of safety measures.

On 23 July 2011, high speed train D301 from Beijing to Fuzhou collided with the
high speed train D3115 from Hangzhou to Fuzhou on Yongwen railway line,
Wenzhou, Zhejiang province, China. The analysis of the accident based on P-SR
model is established in Table 2.1.

As the relative speed and position of a train with adjacent trains is the essence to
control safety, this system safety-critical state space is defined as three-dimension:
train running control mode, train speed and train interval. So the safety region is also
three-dimension, in which the train running control mode is discrete variable with
the value of automatic block control or manual control; the train speed is continuous
variable ranging from 0 to 350 km/h; the train interval is discrete variable indicating
the number of blocks between two trains running on the same rail at the same
direction. To facilitate the graphical display of the safety region, the traffic control
mode is set as a third dimension, thus we can describe the changing of the system’s
safe state in two-dimension space.

Previously we introduced that the special extent of the safety region in dimen-
sionality reduction space is possible to vary with the value of high-dimension
variables. In this example, along with the change of train running control mode,
the boundary of the two-dimensional safety region made up by the train speed and
train interval changes as well, as seen in Fig. 2.15. In automatic block control mode,
also the normal operation mode, the safety space is in a large range as shown in area
E0; while in manual control mode, the spatial extent of safety region reduces to E1,
as automatic train protection (ATP) requires the speed to be lower than 20 km/h and
the train interval is required to be as the distance between adjacent stations.

The system safety region composes of the velocity v (km/h) of the first train
running into the section and the interval of the subsequent train n (the number of the
blocks between two successive trains). In automatic train control mode, the safety
boundary is made up of the safety threshold, in which the train running speed is
250 km/h and the minimum safe interval of 2 blocks, as E0(v, n)¼ {v� 250, n� 2}.
In the manual mode, the safety threshold of the speed changes to 20 km/h and the
minimum safety interval increases to 3 blocks, as E1(v, n) ¼ {v � 20, n � 3}, for
sufficiently stopping the train before any collision.

The safety region is E0 at E1, when D3115 set off from Yongjia station at a normal
speed into the section under automatic train control mode. However, the control
mode changed into manual mode at t2, with the safety region narrowed down to E1.
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Table 2.1 The accident-causing analysis of Wenzhou train collision

Items Content

Energy

Moving motor train unitCarrier

Trigger
factors

Unsafe
state

1. The lightning activity unusually intensive alone Wenzhou-Yongjia
and Wenzhou-Ouhai railway line;

2. The host in the control center only transfer the fault message
received the form track circuit to the monitor and maintenance
terminal, while continuing outputting the signal control message
according to the occupancy of track at the last moment before
malfunction (the track was free so the control center authorized green
signal).

3. The integrated wireless communication devices in D3115 lost its
signal, so the driver couldn’t connect to train dispatcher in time.

Unsafe
behavior

Management 1. The equipment design company had severe defects
in the design process and quality control of control
center equipment;

`2. The project director ministry had a series of
management failures on equipment bidding, techni-
cal examination and inspection for service for newly
developed signaling equipment;

3. The project director ministry had a series of man-
agement failures on equipment bidding, technical
examination and inspection for service for newly
developed signaling equipment;

Operation 1. The field stuff didn’t perform joint interaction
control of train running and track occupancy under
manual mode;

2. The D315 was authorized onto the section at
automatic control mode without confirmation that the
D3115 had arrived at the next station or the equip-
ment had restored to work normally.

The
perturbation

1. The lightning struck a trackside signal assembly, burning out its fuses F2,
while the transmitter in track circuit 5829AG lost connection with the control
center;

2. The control center gave an incorrect indication, based on the state before the
fault when the track was free, that the track section containing train D3115 was
occupied, thereby allowing the signal instruction staying green;

3. Due to the communication error between 5829AG track circuit and control
center, 5829AG track circuit began to send messy code, causing the computer
in-terloacking system in Wenzhou south station displayed red bond on the
corresponding section;

4. As D3115 run into the malfunctioned track 5829AG the messy code trans-
mitted to the train triggered automatic braking of ATP, so that D3115 came to a
halt with 3 times failure to override the system into visual driving mode.

The monitor
and warning

1. The computer interlocking system in Wenzhou south station appeared ‘red
band’;

2. The frequency shift track circuit terminal at mechanical room in Wenzhou
south station displayed red alarm light;

(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)

Items Content

Energy

Moving motor train unitCarrier

3. The last two communication boards in the track circuit interface unit in
Wenzhou south station indicated red warning light;

4. The computer interlocking system in Wenzhou south station appeared ‘red
band’, while the Centralized Traffic Control System (CTC) in dispatching station
didn’t.

Safety
measures

1. The track maintenance workers walked alone the Wenzhou-Ouhai and
Yongjia-Wenzhou railway line to check the occupancy of track;

2. The railway electricity workers attempted to restore the faulted equipment;

3. The control mode was change from automatic into manual control mode in
Yongjia station, Wenzhou south station and Ouhai station;

4. The dispatcher instructed the driver of D3115 driving under visual mode at a
speed lower than 20 km/h, when encountering red light in the section.

Accident space

Energy transfer Train D301 ran at 99 km/h crashed into the rear-end of the D3115 run
at 16 km/h.

Accident The 15th and 16th coached at rear of D3115 and the front five
coaches of D301 were derailed.

Shielding The driver of D301 pulled on emergency brake at the sight of D3115.

Loss 40 people were killed and 172 injured;

7 motor train set vehicles was scrapped, 2 broken heavily, 5 broken at
medium, 15 broken slightly; the network of overhead Contact System
in accident section collapsed; the railway line at accident section shut
down for 32 h and 35 min.

Fig. 2.15 The evolution of system state in Wenzhou train collision based on safety region
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Soon after, D3115 was stopped by the ATP when running onto the track 5829AG
with faulted track circuit. At the time of t3, D301 entered the same section occupied
by D3115 as a way of the automatic mode, which it shouldn’t. Two minutes later,
D3115 finally overrode the ATP to start the visual driving mode. Nonetheless, the
interval between these two trains decreased sharply at this time. As there was no
effective warning, no imperative safety measure was taken.

Thus the safe margin diminished dramatically. Eventually, D301 collided with
D3115 at t4 that the system state broke through the safety boundary, with energy
transfer, causing the accident. The course of the accident is shown in Fig. 2.15 as red
arrow lines. The warning and monitor information with relative safety measures at
each time is evaluated according to safe margin in Table 2.2.

According to the analysis of the P-SR accident-causing model, it is the joint
efforts and the interaction between multiple factors that put the system at risk of
accident. However, it is the control measures that finally decide whether an accident
will happen or not. In Wenzhou train collision accident, the safety measures adopted
according to the early warning has somewhat maintained system safe margin. But
when the system neither obtained the early warning information in the field, nor did
any imperative human or equipment safety control measures are taken, the system
safe margin began to drop dramatically until the accident happened.

Table 2.2 The monitor and warning information Wenzhou collision and corresponding evaluation

Time

The monitor and
warning of
equilibrium state Safety measures

Safety
regions

Safety
margin

Evaluation
of safety
measures

t1 None None E0 Equilibrium
state

–

t2 The inconformity
of the display in
CTC and train
control center

The train control mode was
change to manual control
mode in Yongjia station,
Wenzhou south station.

E1 Increasing Effective

Track circuit sent
messy code

D3115 was stopped by the
Automatic Train Protection
(ATP)

E1 Increasing Failed

None The driver of train D3115
overrode the ATP and drove
at visual mode.

E1 Decreasing Dangerous

t3 None The following train D301
approached onto the section
of track where D3115 had
been stopped at
automatic mode.

E1 Decreasing
dramatically

Slight

t4 None Emergency brake of D301 E1 Enter acci-
dent space
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2.2.2.2 Specified Application of the Safety Control Measures

This section focuses on the system safety control measures to restore the order of the
system. Specific to the railway system, train dispatching and rescheduling is the
imperative method to ensure both the operation safety and transportation capability
of the whole system, as essentially they avoid the time and space conflicts between
different trains, which is the decisive factor to the range of safety region. Therefore, a
train rescheduling method is specially proposed in this part.

1. The principle and strategy of train rescheduling

When the railway system is in unbalanced state, strategies to restore the system
need to follow certain principles.

(A) Principles of train rescheduling

• Schedule the train in the original path and avoid detour and outage to the
greatest extent.

• When detour is necessary, confirm the train and the line and choose the
shortest one.

• Higher grade trains can’t be overtaken by lower ones.
• Passenger trains can’t be overtaken by freight trains.
• The punctual trains have a higher priority.
• Passenger trains can arrive in advance but can’t departure in advance.

(B) Strategies for train rescheduling

• Detour, outage, reconnection and turn-back can be adopted when necessary.
• Change the section running time.
• Change the dwelling time in station.

2. Rescheduling method

• Change the overtaking station or time.

Paper [28] summarizes 3 rules for the events dispatching. A first-to-start dis-
patcher selects the next train to be moved based on the earliest start time. A first-to-
finish dispatcher selects the next train to be moved based on the earliest finish time
on its next segment. Other possible dispatchers can be created by setting the
dispatching decision time for train i as ti ¼ (1 � δ)ui + δvi, where ui is the start
time for train i and vi is its expected finish time on its next immediate segment and δ
2 [0,1].

While the trains’ priority is not considered in the dispatching rules mentioned
before. As the priorities are different between the neighboring trains, there will be
3 situations: the neighboring trains have the same priority (Fig. 2.16a), higher
priorities train run after the lower priority train (Fig. 2.16b), and lower priority
train run after the higher priority train (Fig. 2.16c).
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When the actual start time of trains (AST) in each section is obtained, the
timetable is got too. So the calculation of AST is the key of the problem. In this
paper, AST is calculated by the formulas in Table 2.3.

In Table 2.3, si stands for AST, while si00 stands for the earliest start time (EST).
The two concepts can be distinguished that AST is EST considering constrains
between trains. EST can be got by two factors, (a) the reckoning time according to
AST and section running time in last section and the operation time in last station,
(b) the start time in the original timetable. We choose the bigger one as the result. It
can be seen in (2.2.1).

s00k ¼ max sk�1 þ tk�1 þ t j; s
∗
k

� � ð2:2:1Þ

Where, s00k stands for EST in section k, sk � 1 stands for AST in section k� 1, tk � 1

stands for the running time in section k � 1, and tj stands for the operation time in
station j.

On account of factors such as weather, track condition, equipment condition and
etc., the velocity of trains is not constant. So we consider the pure running time as a
variable number. The section running is depicted in (2.2.2).

tp ¼ αp�1τq þ αpþ1τt þ δ ð2:2:2Þ

Table 2.3 Formula as for the actual start time

(a) If S00iþ1 � Si � I Then Siþ1 ¼ S00iþ1, Si ¼ Si
If S00iþ1 � Si < I Then Si + 1 ¼ Si + I, Si ¼ Si

(b) If S00iþ1 � Si � I Then Siþ1 ¼ S00iþ1, Si ¼ Si

If S00iþ1 � Si < I Then Si + 1 ¼ Si + I, Si ¼ Si

(c) If S00iþ1 � Si � I þ ti � tiþ1 Then Siþ1 ¼ S00iþ1, Si ¼ Si

If S00iþ1 � Si < I þ ti � tiþ1 Then Siþ1 ¼ S00iþ1, Si ¼ Si + 1 + I

Fig. 2.16 Different tracking form of different train degree
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Where, α is a 0 � 1variable representing whether train stops in station or not, τq
and τt stand for the addition time of start and stop, tp stands for the pure running time,
δ is a stochastic number.

The variation of section running time enriches the problem space, and we can find
a better solution. The value of δ is vital to the quality of the result. R. Albrecht [29]
made many experiment to obtain a more proper value in his doctoral dissertation,
finding that when distributed normally (that is δ 2 N(0, αT) and αT ¼ m/2 [28], the
result could be better. m stands for the section running time. The conclusion is still
applied in this paper.

The algorithm is depicted in the following.

Step1: Choose all the events in section I.
Step2: Calculate the earliest start time of section i according to formula (2.2.1).
Step3: Calculate the actual start time of the section event according to Table 2.3.
Step4: Do I ¼ I + 1 until the last section.
Step5: Repeat step 1 to step 5 N times (N is determined by decision maker, it can be

100 or another), thus we have N feasible schemes, and find the best solution
according to the object function among the N feasible schemes.

Step6: Draw the adjusted train diagram.

3. An experimental example of the method

The results of using the method before are discussed here for a representative
example on Jin-qin passenger railway (approximately 260 km with 9 stations),
China. The case is based on real data and a scene with disorder is assumed.

The assumed scene: the section Junliangcheng north station to Binhai station
suffered heavy rainfall during the period 13:00–17:00. And the allowed speed of the
trains passed by then is 100 km/h. Because of the bad weather, 11 trains are late. So a
quick adjustment of train timetable is needed.

We take the minimum deviation between the original timetable and the adjusted
timetable as objective, then carry out the algorithm before with related data and the
output objective distribution is shown in Fig. 2.17. The results are normal distrib-
uted. The result with minimum deviation time is an ideal scheme and the rescheduled
timetable is shown in Fig. 2.18.

Fig. 2.17 Objective
distribution with
running time
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We can see that in Fig. 2.18, D6795 is a train with lower priority compared to
others and in order to cause larger deviation it is overtaken by train G1253 in Binhai
station only. In this case the objective number is 109.3672 and the result can be got
in an acceptable time. The method has also been applied with success to a range of
test problems with various network sizes, number of trains and works well.

2.2.2.3 Corresponding Prevention Measures

On the basis of the theory and analytical method of the P-SR accident model, we can
further conclude the following preventive measures against accidents.

1. Strengthen the implement of technical engineering in the system changes and
control measures parts. As the external disturbance is almost inevitable, to
maintain system balanced state is the critical process to prevent an accident.

2. Strengthen the monitoring of the system running state and quantitative analysis of
safety region, so as to timely reflect the safe state of the system. And then offer the
safe state analysis and early warning information to provide basis for adopting
corresponding control measures;

3. Take comprehensive and effective safety control measures based on safe state and
early warning information, and at the same time constantly monitor the system
state to assess the effectiveness of safety measures to adjust inappropriate control
measures in time.

4. Strengthen the construction of emergency management and human emergency
response. As human bears huge psychological pressure when the system works
out of order after disturbance, they are likely to make inappropriate decisions or
take unsuitable actions that may aggravate the reduction of system safety margin.

Fig. 2.18 Train timetable with running time
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Chapter 3
Train Equipment Fault Diagnosis
and Prognosis

3.1 Fault Diagnosis of Rolling Bearings Based on Safety
Region

3.1.1 The Configuration and Faults of Rolling Bearings

Train rolling bearings are the most commonly used mechanical components in the
rail transportation. They are important components of the running part of the train.
According to the statistical report, about ten percentage to twenty percentage of the
rolling bearings can reach to the designed life longevity. Many kinds of fault may
happen during the train operation, including wearing, erosion, breakage, and so on.

Currently, two-column cone element bearings are mostly used on trains. In
addition to the domestic production, those bearings are imported from abroad such
as SKF and FAG. The configuration of the train rolling bearings is shown in Fig. 3.1,
which is made up of inner race, outer race, rolling elements, cage, and space ring.

According to the fault location of the rolling bearing, the faults can be divided
into three kinds, including the outer race fault, inner race fault, and the rolling
element fault, shown in Fig. 3.2.

3.1.2 Rolling Bearings Vibration Mechanism

According to the difference of the feature during the operation of the train rolling
bearings, the vibration signal can be divided into two categories, including wearing
and the surface damage. Wearing will not lead to the rolling bearing damage
immediately. Its harm is far less than the surface damage. Therefore, we mainly
discuss the surface damage. When the surface damage occurs, as the rolling elements
strike a local fault on the outer or inner race, a shock is introduced that excites high-
frequency resonances of the whole structure between the bearing and the response
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transducer. The same happens when a fault on a rolling element strikes either the
inner or outer race.

3.1.3 Procedure of the Safety Region Identification of Rolling
Bearings

The safety region identification of the train rolling bearings is composed of two
stages, including the state feature extraction and the boundary division of the safety
region. The first stage is to finish the signal decomposition of bearings vibration
signals and calculate the state feature index. The second stage is to finish the
classification of the different faults based on the feature index, named safety
boundary classification.

Fig. 3.1 The configuration of the train rolling bearing

Fig. 3.2 Train rolling elements faults
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Specific steps of the safety region identification are as follows:

Step 1: Collect the vibration data under the normal state and the fault state, respectively.
Step 2: Considering the data length of collected vibration data, the collected data are

divided into several segments: the number of the segment of the decided by the
data sampling frequency and experiment condition.

Step 3: Apply the local mean decomposition to the segmented data, and get com-
ponents of the corresponding data.

Step 4: To ensure the same dimension of every state feature vector, calculate the
minimum number of the segment of corresponding data, and take the number as
the dimension number of the corresponding data.

Step 5: Choose the state feature index, and calculate every index value of the
corresponding signal segment; thus, the state feature vector can be obtained.

Step 6: The state feature index are marked as normal state vector and fault state
according to the data condition from the Step 1. Fault states are numbered from
1 to N if this is a multi-classification problem.

Step 7: Apply the LSSVM to the classification problem, and decide the safety region
boundary.

Step 8: If this is a multi-classification problem, apply the DAGSVM to the classi-
fication of the problem, and obtain the multi-classification model.

Steps of safety region identification of the train rolling bearings are also shown in
the Fig. 3.3.

3.1.4 LMD of the Vibration Signal of Rolling Bearings

The local mean decomposition (LMD) was put forward by Jonathan S. Smith and
has been used to analyze electroencephalogram signal [1]. LMD can self-adaptively
decompose a complicated multicomponent signal into a set of product functions
(PFs), each of which is the product of an envelope signal from which instantaneous
amplitude of the PF can be got and a purely frequency-modulated signal from which
a well-defined instantaneous frequency could be calculated. Therefore, each
resulting PF component is, in fact, a mono-component amplitude-modulated and
frequency-modulated (AM-FM) signal. Furthermore, the complete time-frequency
distribution of the original signal could be obtained by assembling the instantaneous
amplitude and instantaneous frequency of all PF components.

Since a multicomponent AM-FM signal could be decomposed into a set of mono-
component AM-FM signals by LMD, LMD is suitable for processing of the
multicomponent AM-FM signal. When gear or roller race fault occurs in the rotating
machinery, it is generally the case that the vibration signals measured by sensor
present AM-FM feature. For this kind of signal, the demodulation analysis is the
most common method [2]. Therefore it is possible to apply LMD to the feature
extraction of gear and roller race fault vibration signals because the decomposition
process of LMD is exactly the process of demodulation.
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Fig. 3.3 The flow chart of the safety region identification
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Furthermore the modulation feature could be extracted effectively by applying
spectra analysis to instantaneous amplitude of each PF. Until now, lots of research
results have been proposed based on the LMD, such as the order tracking [3], Fourier
transform [4], energy demodulation [5], and envelope analysis [6].

1. Product Function

The frequency-modulated signal can be written as a(t) and f(t) which are the
instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous phase, respectively. The formula suits
the physical expression of the signal component signal, so the instantaneous fre-
quency has physical meaning.

x tð Þ ¼ a tð Þ cos 2π
Z

f tð Þdt
� �

ð3:1:1Þ

Thus, the product function (PF) is defined; it can be represented by the production
of an envelope signal and a pure frequency-modulated signal whose amplitude is
one, shown as (3.1.2)

PF tð Þ ¼ a tð Þs tð Þ ð3:1:2Þ

Firstly, the PF component is a modulated signal which includes the amplitude
modulation and frequency modulation. It contains some certain important features
which can be obtained easily form those components. Besides, the PF component is
signal component signal, which only represents one vibration model. Therefore,
combining all the PF components can obtain the time-domain distribution of the
original signal.

2. LMD Analysis Method

The nature of LMD is to demodulate AM-FM signals. By using LMD a compli-
cated signal can be decomposed into a set of product functions, each of which is the
product of an envelope signal and a purely frequency-modulated signal. Further-
more, the completed time-frequency distribution of the original signal can be
derived [7].

We apply the LMD based on the cubic spline function, and the steps are shown as
follows [8]:

Step 1: Determine all local extreme ni of the original signal x(t), and then the mean
value of two successive extreme ni and ni + 1 can be calculated by

mi tð Þ ¼ ni þ niþ1

2
ð3:1:3Þ

All mean value mi of two successive extreme are connected by straight lines, and
then local mean function m11(t) can be formed by using moving averaging to smooth
the local means mi(t).
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Step 2: A corresponding envelope estimate ci is given by

ai tð Þ ¼ ni � niþ1j j
2

ð3:1:4Þ

Step 3: The local mean function m11(t) is subtracted from the original signal x(t), and
the resulting signal h11(t) is given by

h11 tð Þ ¼ x tð Þ � m11 tð Þ ð3:1:5Þ

Step 4: h11(t) can be amplitude demodulated by dividing it by envelope function
c11(t)

s11 tð Þ ¼ h11 tð Þ
c11 tð Þ ð3:1:6Þ

Step 5: Ideally, s11(t) is a purely frequency-modulated signal, namely, the envelope
function c12(t) of s11(t) should satisfy c12(t) ¼ 1. If c12(t) ¼ 1, then s11(t) is
regarded as the original signal, and the above procedure needs to be repeated until
a purely frequency-modulated signal. Therefore,

h11 tð Þ ¼ x tð Þ � m11 tð Þ
h12 tð Þ ¼ s11 tð Þ � m12 tð Þ

⋮
h1n tð Þ ¼ s1 n�1ð Þ tð Þ � m1n tð Þ

8>><
>>: ð3:1:7Þ

s11 tð Þ ¼ h11 tð Þ
c11 tð Þ

s12 tð Þ ¼ h12 tð Þ
c12 tð Þ

⋮
s1n tð Þ ¼ h1n tð Þ

c1n tð Þ

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð3:1:8Þ

Step 6: Envelope signal c1(t), namely, instantaneous amplitude function, can be
derived by multiplying together the successive envelope estimate functions that
are acquired during the iterative process described above

c1 tð Þ ¼ c11 tð Þ � c12 tð Þ� � �c1n tð Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

c1i tð Þ ð3:1:9Þ
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Step 7: Multiplying envelope signal c1(t), by the purely frequency-modulated signal
s1n(t), the first product function PF1 of the original signal can be obtained.

PF1 tð Þ ¼ c1 tð Þ � s1n tð Þ ð3:1:10Þ

Step 8: Subtract the first PF component PF1(t) from the original signal x(t), and we
have a new signal r1(t), which becomes the new original signal, and the whole of
the above procedure is repeated, up to k times, until rk becomes monotonic
function.

r1 tð Þ ¼ x tð Þ � PF1 tð Þ
r2 tð Þ ¼ r1 tð Þ � PF2 tð Þ

⋮
rk tð Þ ¼ rk�1 tð Þ � PFk tð Þ

8>><
>>: ð3:1:11Þ

Thus, the original signal x(t) was decomposed into k product and a monotonic
function rk

x tð Þ ¼
Xk
v¼1

PFv tð Þ þ rk tð Þ ð3:1:12Þ

Furthermore, the corresponding complete time-frequency distribution could be
obtained by assembling the instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous frequency of
all PF components, shown in Fig. 3.4.

3. LMD Characteristics

According to the elaboration of the LMD algorithm, the characteristic of the
LMD can be summarized as follows [2].

1. Self-Adaptation

The time scale is an important factor to describe the signal feature, and it has close
correlation to the local extreme points. Generally, the time range between two local
extremes is chosen as the time scale of the signal, and it can reflect the vibration
wave of the signal. The practical vibration signal usually contains multiple vibration
waves, and every vibration wave contains a kind of signal feature. The small time-
scale parameter corresponds to the high-frequency vibration wave and reverse either.
Based on the time-scale parameter, different vibration scale can be separated out
from the original signal. Therefore, LMD is a kind of self-decomposition without
prior knowledge. Besides, different signals contain different local extremes and
different vibration wave component. These components have different frequency
range and central frequency. But the LMD can obtain different decomposition
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results toward different signals to suit the signal-wave components. Therefore, this
shows the self-adaptation of the LMD.

2. Independence

LMD decomposes the original into the pure frequency modulation and the
envelope signal. Then the production of the pure frequency modulation and the
envelope signal can be taken as the PF component. For the same PF component, the
instantaneous amplitude and the instantaneous frequency are independent. This
independence can bring about two merits. The first merit is that the PF component
can hold more local feature which will not disappear after the production. Secondly,
the instantaneous frequency is positive according to the calculation; thus the result is
physically meaningful.

3. Orthogonality

Every PF component decomposed by the LMD is a one-time scale of the signal.
Therefore, the PF components are orthogonal to each other, shown as (3.1.13)

Fig. 3.4 Vibration signal and corresponding PFs
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Xk
i, j¼1

PFi tð ÞPF j tð Þ ¼ 0, i 6¼ j ð3:1:13Þ

It is noted that the orthogonality is a local orthogonality, because some certain
signal may have the same frequency when the signal is decomposed into two
adjacent PF components. This phenomenon will turn out to be more obvious as
the signal becomes longer.

4. Completeness

The completeness of the LMD represents that the sum of the all those PF
components equal to the original signal.

Above all, compared to other methods, LMD has a better performance when
dealing with the endpoint effect, reducing the calculation time and holding the
integrity of the original signal.

3.1.5 Safety Region Feature Extraction of Rolling Bearings

After the decomposition of the vibration signal, the feature value can be calculated
based on that. The following content will introduce the feature extraction method.

The first class of method relates the direct calculation of vibration data so as to
obtain some certain time-domain feature parameters. This kind of method doesn’t
need any time-frequency transformation, and the calculation volume is small. But
the time-domain feature can represent little useful information, and the performance
is not convincing enough.

The second class of method relates the decomposition or transformation of
vibration signal. Different from the first class of method, this method doesn’t
calculate the time-domain parameters directly. Pretreatment methods, such as Fou-
rier transform, wavelet decomposition, and empirical mode decomposition, should
be carried out to analyze the signal. After that, the feature will be extracted.
Compared to the first class of method, those methods usually have a better perfor-
mance, but the calculation volume is large.

The first method has a long history, and the time-domain parameter has closed to
intactness. With the development of the machinery industry, the complexity of the
signal has increased a lot, and the first class of method cannot meet the demand of
analysis accuracy. Therefore, recent researches pay attention to the second class of
method. And feature index based on the energy and entropy has developed a lot.

Assume the collected data are x ¼ {x1, x2,. . ., xN} ¼ {xi}, i ¼ 1,2,. . ., N, where
N represents the sample numbers. The following will introduce the direct time-
domain feature and features based on energy and entropy.
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1. Time-Domain Feature

1. Root mean square (RMS)—the root mean square represents root mean square
the vibration amplitude

RMS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN
i¼1

�
xi � �x

�2
vuut ð3:1:14Þ

where x is the mean value of the whole sample. The RMS increases with the fault
develops and it can reflect the vibration energy. Thus it is sensitive to the race fault
and insensitive to the peeling or scratching fault [9].

2. Peak value, which reflects the maximum difference value of the vibration
amplitude

Peak ¼ 1
2

max xið Þ �min xið Þð Þ ð3:1:15Þ

3. Crest factor

Crest factor ¼ Peak

RMS
ð3:1:16Þ

The crest factor reflects the signal intensity, which is suitable for the surface
corrosion and damage. It is also sensitive to the instantaneous impulse of the rolling
elements or the cage [9].

4. Square root amplitude

xR ¼ 1
N

XN
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
xij j

p !2

ð3:1:17Þ

5. Absolute mean value

xR ¼ 1
N

XN
i¼1

xij j ð3:1:18Þ
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6. Skewness, which measures the asymmetry of the signal probability distribution

Skewness ¼ 1
N

XN
i¼1

�
xi � �x

�3 ð3:1:19Þ

7. Skewness factor, which is a dimensionless factor relates to the skewness

Skewness factor ¼
1
N

PN
i¼1

�
xi � �x

�3
RMS3

ð3:1:20Þ

8. Kurtosis

Kurtosis ¼ 1
N

XN
i¼1

�
xi � �x

�4 ð3:1:21Þ

9. Kurtosis factor, which is a dimensionless factor relates to the kurtosis

Kurtosis factor ¼
1
N

PN
i¼1

�
xi � �x

�4
RMS4

ð3:1:22Þ

Kurtosis and kurtosis factor are used to reflect the rule vibration amplitude; when
the fault occurs, the kurtosis will increase and it is sensitive to the impulse. So those
two features are suitable for the early fault diagnosis.

10. Shape factor

Shape factor ¼ RMS

1
N

PN
i¼1

xij j
ð3:1:23Þ

11. Impulse factor

Crestf actor ¼ Peak

�xj j ð3:1:24Þ
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12. K factor

Kf actor ¼ RMS� Peak ð3:1:25Þ

2. Feature Index Based on the Energy and Entropy

Besides the direct time-domain parameters, feature indexes based on the energy
and entropy are introduced.

1. Energy value

Energy ¼
XN
i¼1

xij j2 ð3:1:26Þ

The energy value is widely used in fault diagnosis. When the fault occurs, the
machinery tends to vibrate violently. Thus the energy value of the amplitude can be
used to diagnose the state of the machinery.

2. Energy moment

Energy moment ¼
XN
i¼1

i � Δtð Þ xij j2 ð3:1:27Þ

where Δt is the sample period. This feature not only considers the energy value of
the vibration amplitude; the amplitude distribution is also put into account so as to
uncover the fault.

3. Shannon entropy

Shanon entropy ¼ �
XN
i¼1

p xið Þlogp xið Þ ð3:1:28Þ

where p(xi) represents the probability of x ¼ xi, and
XN
i¼1

p xið Þ ¼ 0. Shannon

entropy is used for the measuring the uncertainty of the signal. The fault signal has
more uncertainty.
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4. Renyi entropy

Renyi entropy ¼ 1
1� a

XN
i¼1

log p xið Þa½ � ð3:1:29Þ

where a represents the order of the Renyi. Renyi entropy equals to Shannon
entropy when a ¼ 1.

5. Energy entropy

Energy entropy ¼ �
XM
j¼1

p jlogp j ¼ �
XM
j¼1

E j

EA
log

E j

EA

� �
ð3:1:30Þ

where pj is the ratio of the energy Dj to the whole energy

Ej is the jth energy of the signal, E j ¼
XN
i¼1

Dj

		 		2
EA is the sum of signal, EA ¼

XM
j¼1

E j

3.1.6 The Safety Region Identification of Rolling Bearings
Based on SVM

1. Support Vector Machine

After the analysis of the above sectors, the classification of different feature indices is
critical for the state identification based on the safety region. Support vector machine
(SVM) is powerful classification tool for this purpose, and it can figure out the
boundary function directly. Later in this book, support vector data description is also
applied in the degradation performance of rolling bearings. So the basic concept of
SVM is introduced firstly.

SVM is proposed by Vapnik in 1995 [10]. SVM is a creative machine learning
technology, and it has become one of the most standard tools for data science. SVM
is developed based on the statistical learning theory (SLT) and the structure risk
minimization (SRM) [11]. SRM is more advantageous than traditional empirical.

Risk minimization (ERM) so as to make the SVM spreads widely [12]. SVM has
strict math and theory base without local minimum value, which makes it widely
used in the area of pattern recognition and control field [13–15].

In this sector, the basic concept of SVM and machine learning technology based
on SVM is introduced and discussed.
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1. SVM theory

A. Basic theory

SVM theory involves the machine learning theory, ERM, and SRM. All those
theory need to be introduced.

(a) Machine learning theory

Machine learning theory is to design some algorithms which can make the
algorithm learn automatically. Classical definition of SVM is that a computer

program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks
T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P,
improves with experience E.

Assume the input and output variables are x and y, respectively. The variable x
and the variable y have corresponding relationship. The problem solved by the
machine learning is that training a model to make this model can simulate the
relationship between x and y. The model can output a result which approaches the
variable y as much as possible. Thus, when the model is obtained, the predicted
value of y can be regarded variable y itself. The machine learning model is shown in
Fig. 3.5.

(b) Empirical risk minimization

As shown above, machine learning can be treated as the relationship between x
and y. This relationship meets the union probability distribution F(x, y). The task of
the machine learning is to find the optimal function to predict y according to
n-independent identical distribution samples, such as (x1, y1), (x2, y3), . . ., (xn, yn).
The predictive result has to decrease the expectation risk as much as possible

R wð Þ ¼
Z

L y; f x;wð Þð ÞdF x; yð Þ ð3:1:31Þ

where {f(x, w)} is the predictive function set, w is the parameter, and L(y, f(x, w))
is the loss function [16].

Fig. 3.5 Machine learning
model
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In general, the risk R(w) cannot be computed because the distribution F(x, y) is
unknown to the learning algorithm (this situation is referred to as agnostic learning).
However, we can compute an approximation, called empirical risk, by averaging the
loss function on the training set, named empirical risk minimization (ERM) which is
shown as Eq. 3.1.32.

Remp wð Þ ¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

L yi; f xi;wð Þð Þ ð3:1:32Þ

Empirical risk minimization for a classification problem with 0–1 loss function is
known to be an NP-hard problem even for such relatively simple class of functions
as linear classifiers, though it can be solved efficiently when minimal empirical risk
is zero, i.e., data is linearly separable.

In practice, machine learning algorithms cope with that either by employing a
convex approximation to 0–1 loss function (like hinge loss for SVM), which is easier
to optimize, or by posing assumptions on the distribution F(x, y) (and thus stop being
agnostic learning algorithms to which the above result applies).

(c) VC dimension

Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VC dimension) has been proposed and
improved by Russian mathematicians Vapnik and Chervonenkis from 1960 to
1990. In Vapnik-Chervonenkis theory, the VC dimension is a measure of the
capacity (complexity, expressive power, richness, or flexibility) of a space of
functions that can be learned by a statistical classification algorithm. It is defined
as the cardinality of the largest set of points that the algorithm can shatter.

Formally, the capacity of a classification model is related to how complicated it
can be. For example, consider the thresholding of a high-degree polynomial: if the
polynomial evaluates above zero, that point is classified as positive, otherwise as
negative. A high-degree polynomial can be wiggly, so it can fit a given set of training
points well. But one can expect that the classifier will make errors on other points,
because it is too wiggly. Such a polynomial has a high capacity. A much simpler
alternative is to threshold a linear function. This function may not fit the training set
well, because it has a low capacity. This notion of capacity is made rigorous below.

A classification model f with some parameter vector theta is said to shatter a set of
data points (x_{1}, x_{2},. . ., x_{n}) if, for all assignments of labels to those points,
there exists a theta such that the model f makes no errors when evaluating that set of
data points [13].

The VC dimension of a model f is the maximum number of points that can be
arranged so that f shatters them. More formally, it is the maximum cardinal D such
that some data point set of cardinality D can be shattered by f.

(d) Probabilistic upper bound

The VC dimension can predict a probabilistic upper bound on the test error of a
classification model. Vapnik proved that the probability of the test error distancing
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from an upper bound (on data that is drawn i.i.d. from the same distribution as the
training set) is given by Eq. 3.1.33

R wð Þ � Remp wð Þ þ φ
h

n

� �
ð3:1:33Þ

R wð Þ � Remp wð Þ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h ln 2n

h

� �þ 1
� �� ln η

4

� �
n

s
ð3:1:34Þ

The Eq. (3.1.33) shows that the risk of machine is made up of two components;
one is the empirical risk and the other is the training error. Replace the training error
with the VC dimension and training samples. Then the Eq. (3.1.33) turns into
Eq. (3.1.34).

When the training sample number is fixed, the training error will increase with the
VC dimension, leading to the over-fitting phenomenon. Therefore, when designing
the machine learning algorithm, the VC dimension should be kept as low as possible
to obtain the small risk.

(e) Structural risk minimization

Structural risk minimization (SRM) is an inductive principle for model selection
used for learning from finite training datasets. It describes a general model of
capacity control and provides a trade-off between hypothesis space complexity
(the VC dimension of approximating functions) and the quality of fitting the training
data (empirical error), shown in Fig. 3.6. The procedure is outlined below.

Fig. 3.6 Structural risk minimization
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1. Using a priori knowledge of the domain, choose a class of functions, such as
polynomials of degree n, neural networks having n hidden layer neurons, a set of
splines with n nodes, or fuzzy logic models having n rules.

2. Divide the class of functions into a hierarchy of nested subsets in order of
increasing complexity, for example, polynomials of increasing degree.

3. Perform empirical risk minimization on each subset (this is essentially parameter
selection).

4. Select the model in the series whose sum of empirical risk, and VC confidence is
minimal.

B. Classification theory

The purpose of the SVM classification is to develop an efficient method to draw a
hyperplane in the high-dimensional space.

(a) SVM characteristic

SVMmethod is based on the VC dimension and SRM principle. According to the
limited sample information, balance the learning accuracy and the generalization
ability so as to obtain a better algorithm. SVM has several following merits [17].

① SVM focuses on the limited sample number; its purpose is to obtain the
optimal solution of with current information instead of the solution under an infinite
sample number.

② SVM can find the global optimal solution which avoids the local optimal
solution of some certain method such as neutral network.

③ SVM transform the nonlinear problem in low-dimensional space into the
linear problem in high-dimensional space, which keeps the generalization ability
of the algorithm.

Assume a binary classification problem; the sample number in dataset LS is n,
LS¼ {(xi, yi), i¼ 1,2,. . ., n}, xi2Rl. If the xi belongs to the first class, then the label
is yi ¼1. If the xi belongs to the second class, then the label is yi ¼ �1. The
following will discuss the linear condition and the nonlinear condition.

(b) Linear condition

If the hyperplane is existed

w � xh i þ b ¼ 0 ð3:1:35Þ

which satisfies the Eq. 3.1.35 when i ¼ 1,2,. . ., n

w � xih i þ b � 1 yi ¼ 1
w � xih i þ b � 1 yi ¼ �1



ð3:1:36Þ

Then the dataset is linearly separable. hw � xii in Eqs.(3.1.35) and (3.1.36) is inner
production of the weight vector, where w2Rl, b2R have been normalized to make the
sample points satisfy the Eq.(3.1.37).
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yi w � xih i þ bð Þ � 1 i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n ð3:1:37Þ

More formally, a support vector machine constructs a hyperplane or set of
hyperplanes in a high- or infinite-dimensional space, which can be used for classi-
fication, regression, or other tasks like outliers detection. Intuitively, a good separa-
tion is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training
data point of any class (so-called functional margin), since in general the larger the
margin, the lower the generalization error of the classifier, shown in Fig. 3.7. H
represents the best classification line. The distance between H1 and H2 are taken as
the margin.

The discriminant function of optimal hyperplane is shown as Eq. 3.1.38:

f xð Þ ¼ sgn w � xh i þ bð Þ ð3:1:38Þ

where sgn() is symbolic function.
The linear discriminant function is normally defined as g(x) ¼ hw � xi + b. Com-

pared to the geometric interval, the output interval will change, and the function
output is called function interval. Therefore, the geometric interval should be
optimized and minimize the norm of the weight vector, which means the function
interval is set as 1. Assume w is weight vector, and the geometric interval can be
calculated as follows:

w � xþh i þ b ¼ 1
w � x�h i þ b ¼ �1



ð3:1:39Þ

At the same time, the weight w should be normalized in order to calculate the
geometric interval. The geometric interval is the function interval of the classifica-
tion machine:

Fig. 3.7 The optimal
classification boundary in
two dimension space
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margin ¼ 1
2

w

wk k2
� xþ

� �
� w

wk k2
� x�

� �� �

¼ 1

2 wk k22
w � xþh i � w � x�h ið Þ ¼ 1

wk k22

ð3:1:40Þ

Therefore, the geometric interval is 1= wk k22, where kwk2 is geometric norm,
marked as kwk.

Normalize the discriminant function, and make all samples of the labels satisfy
the formula |g(x)| � 1. That’s to make sample which is closest to the classification
plane satisfy the formula |g(x)| ¼ 1. Therefore, the maximum interval can be
regarded as the minimum kwk, and then it should satisfy the Eq.(3.1.40) to make
the classification right.

yi w � xih i þ bð Þ � 1 � 0 i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n ð3:1:41Þ

Therefore, the optimal classification plane is to make the Eq. (3.1.40) equality
holds. Those samples are called as support vectors. The optimal hyperplane problem
can be expressed as Eq. (3.1.42):

min
w, b, ξ

1
2

wk k2

s:t: yi w � xih i þ bð Þ � 1 i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n

8<
: ð3:1:42Þ

This is a typical quadratic programming problem. The problem maximum inter-
val classification is that it always generates a result without training error. When the
dataset can’t be totally separated, the maximum interval is negative. To solve this
problem, the relaxation variable ξi, i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., n, is introduced. Then the Eq.
(3.1.42) is transformed into Eq. (3.1.43)

min
w, b, ξ

1
2

wk k2 þ γ
Xn
i¼1

ξi

s:t: yi w � xih i þ bð Þ � 1� ξi
ξi � 0, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n

8>><
>>: ð3:1:43Þ

where γ is punishment factor. Its value represents the punishment level. The
Lagrange multiplier method is used to solve this problem.

max
α, β

min
w, b, ξ

LP ¼ 1
2

wk k2 þ γ
Xn
i¼1

ξi �
Xn
i¼1

αi yi w � xih i þ bð Þ � 1þ ξi½ � �
Xn
i¼1

βi ξi

( )

s:t: αi � 0, βi � 0

8><
>:

ð3:1:44Þ

where αi and βi are Lagrange multipliers. The dual form is shown as Eq. (3.1.45).
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∂LP
∂w

¼ w�
Xn
i¼1

yiαi xi ¼ 0

∂LP
∂ξ

¼ γ � αi � βi ¼ 0

∂LP
∂b

¼
Xn
i¼1

yiαi ¼ 0

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð3:1:45Þ

The dual optimal can be obtained by bringing the Eq. (3.1.45) into Eq. (3.1.44),
shown as Eq. (3.1.46):

max
α

LD ¼
Xn
i¼1

αi � 1
2

Xn
i:j¼1

yiy jαiα j xi � x j

 �" #

s:t: 0 � αi � γ,
Xn
i¼1

yiαi ¼ 0

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð3:1:46Þ

According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition, at the optimal point, the
Lagrange multiplier is 0

αi yi w � xih i þ bð Þ � 1þ ξi½ � ¼ 0
βi ξi ¼ 0



i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n ð3:1:47Þ

For any standard support vector, because 0 < αi < C, βi > 0 according to the
Eq. (3.1.48). Then for any standard support vector Xi, satisfy the Eq. (3.1.48)

yi w � xih i þ bð Þ ¼ 1 ð3:1:48Þ

Then the parameter b can be obtained as follows:

b ¼ yi � w � xih i ¼ yi �
X
x j2SV

α jy j x j � xi
 �

xi2NSV ð3:1:49Þ

To make the calculation reliable, the parameter b is taken the mean value, which
is shown as follows:

b ¼ 1
NNSV

X
xi2NSV

yi �
X
x j2SV

α jy j x j � xi
 �2

4
3
5 ð3:1:50Þ

where NNSV is the number of the support vectors.
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(c) Nonlinear condition

When the training dataset is nonlinear, the nonlinear function is used to map the
nonlinear data into high-dimensional linear space. Thus to solve the nonlinear
problem, the classification hyperplane is constructed as Eq. (3.1.51).

w � ϕ xð Þh i þ b ¼ 0 ð3:1:51Þ

The discriminant function is Eq. (3.1.52).

y xð Þ ¼ sgn w � ϕ xð Þh i þ bð Þ ð3:1:52Þ

The optimal hyperplane problem can be described as Eq. (3.1.53):

min
w, b, ξ

1
2

wk k2 þ γ
Xn
i¼1

ξi

s:t: yi w � ϕ xið Þh i þ bð Þ � 1� ξi
ξi � 0, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n

8>><
>>: ð3:1:53Þ

The obtained dual problem is shown as Eq. (3.1.54):

max
α

LD ¼
Xn
i¼1

αi � 1
2

Xn
i:j¼1

yiy jαiα j ϕ xið Þ � ϕ x j

� � �

¼
Xn
i¼1

αi � 1
2

Xn
i:j¼1

yiy jαiα jK xi ; x j

� �
2
66664

3
77775

s:t: 0 � αi � γ,
Xn
i¼1

αiyi ¼ 0

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð3:1:54Þ

where K(xi, xj) is the kernel function. The discriminant function is shown as
Eq. (3.1.55):

y xð Þ ¼ sgn
X
Xi2SV

yiαiK xi; xð Þ þ b

" #
ð3:1:55Þ

where the threshold value b is shown as Eq. (3.1.56):

b ¼ 1
NNSV

X
xi2NSV

yi �
X
x j2SV

α jy jK x j; xi
� �2

4
3
5 ð3:1:56Þ

Form the Eq. (3.1.54), (3.1.55), and (3.1.56), we can conclude that while calcu-
lating the optimal problem and the discriminant function, only the kernel function is
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needed to be figured out. Therefore, the dimension disaster is avoided. Several
common kernel functions are shown in Table 3.1.

Above all, SVM is similar to neutral network; the output is the linear combination
of the middle layer points. Every point in the middle layer corresponds to a support
vector, shown in Fig. 3.8.

2. Least square SVM

Although the SVM can adapt the nonlinear, high-dimension, and small-number
samples, it also has problems such as high complexity, large scale, and so
on. Therefore, Suykens proposed the least squares support vector machine to deal
with this problem [18].

Table 3.1 Several common kernel functions

Kernel function Expression

Linear kernel function K(x, xi) ¼ xTxi
Polynomial kernel function of D order K(x, xi) ¼ (xTxi + 1)d

Gauss radial basis kernel function K x; xið Þ ¼ exp �x x�xið Þ2
σ2

h i
Multilayer perceptron kernel function K(x, xi) ¼ tanh (κxTxi + θ)

B-spline kernel function K(x, xi) ¼ B2n + 1(x � xi)

Sheet-spline kernel function K(x, xi) ¼ kx � xik2n + 1

Multiple quadric kernel functions
K x; xið Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x� xik k2 þ c2

q
Inverse multiple quadric kernel function K x; xið Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

x�xik k2þc2
p

Trigonometric polynomial kernel function of D order
K x; xið Þ ¼ sin dþ1

2ð Þ x�xið Þ
sin

x�xið Þ
2

� �

Fig. 3.8 SVM
classification
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LSSVMs are least squares versions of SVMs, which is a set of related supervised
learning methods that analyze data and recognize patterns and which are used for
classification and regression analysis. In this version one finds the solution by
solving a set of linear formulas instead of a convex quadratic programming
(QP) problem for classical SVMs. Least squares SVM classifiers were proposed
by Suykens and Vandewalle [19]. LSSVMs are a class of kernel-based learning
methods.

Same as the above binary classification, LSSVM can describe the optimal
problem as Eq. (3.1.57) [20]:

min
w, b, ξ

J w; b; ξð Þ ¼ 1
2
wTwþ 1

2
γ
Xn
i¼1

ξ2i

s:t:yi w
Tϕ xið Þ þ b½ � ¼ 1� ξi

8<
: i ¼ 1, 2, � � �, n ð3:1:57Þ

where J is the objective function.

W is the weight vector.
B is the threshold value.
ξ is the relaxation variable.
γ is the punishment factor.
ϕ(�) is the nonlinear mapping.

The corresponding Lagrange function is shown as Eq.(3.1.58):

L w; b; ξ; αð Þ ¼ J w; b; ξð Þ �
XN
l¼1

αi yi w
Tϕ xið Þ þ b

� �þ ξi � 1
� � ð3:1:58Þ

where αi is Lagrange multiplier; combing the KKT condition (3.1.59), the Eq.
(3.1.60) can be obtained:

∂L
∂w

¼ 0 ! w ¼
Xn
i¼1

αiϕ xið Þ

∂L
∂b

¼ 0 !
Xn
i¼1

αi ¼ 0

∂L
∂ξi

¼ 0 ! αi ¼ γξi

∂L
∂αi

¼ 0 ! yi w
Tϕ xið Þ þ b

� �þ ξi � 1 ¼ 0

9>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>;

i ¼ 1, 2, � � �, n ð3:1:59Þ
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I 0 0 �ZT

0 0 0 �yT

0 0 γI �I
Z y I 0

2
664

3
775

w
b
ξ
α

2
664

3
775 ¼

0
0
0
1n

2
664

3
775 ð3:1:60Þ

The Eq. (3.1.60) can also be written as Eq. (3.1.61):

0 yT

y ZZT þ γ�1I

� �
b
α

� �
¼ 0

1n

� �
ð3:1:61Þ

where Z ¼ ϕ x1ð Þ;ϕ x2ð Þ; . . . ;ϕ xnð Þ½ �T

y ¼ y1; y2; . . . ; yn½ �T

1n ¼ 1; 1; . . . ; 1½ �T1�n

ξ ¼ ξ1; ξ2; . . . ; ξn½ �T

α ¼ α1; α2; . . . ; αn½ �T

The inner product of the nonlinear function can be replaced by the kernel function
K(xi, xj) under the condition Eq. (3.1.62):

Ω ¼ ZZT ð3:1:62Þ
Ωij ¼ yiy jϕ xið ÞTϕ x j

� � ¼ yiy jK xi ; x j

� � ð3:1:63Þ

Then the LSSVM classification can be expressed as Eq.(3.1.64):

f xð Þ ¼ sgn
Xn
i¼1

αiK xi; xð Þ þ b

" #
ð3:1:64Þ

Normally, the kernel function of the LSSVM is Gauss radial basis kernel
function.

3. Multi-classification support vector machine

SVM is designed for binary classification problem, but there are a lot of multi-
classification problems in practice. To make SVM deal with multi-classification
problems, a lot of researches have been done.

The dominant approach for doing so is to reduce the single multiclass problem
into multiple binary classification problems. Common methods for such reduction
include:

① Building binary classifiers which distinguish between one of the labels and the
rest (one-versus-all) or between every pair of classes (one-versus-one) Classification
of new instances for the one-versus-all case is done by a winner-takes-all strategy, in
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which the classifier with the highest output function assigns the class (it is important
that the output functions be calibrated to produce comparable scores). For the one-
versus-one approach, classification is done by a max-wins voting strategy, in which
every classifier assigns the instance to one of the two classes, then the vote for the
assigned class is increased by one vote, and finally the class with the most votes
determines the instance classification.

② Directed acyclic graph SVM (DAGSVM)
A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a graph whose edges have an orientation and

no cycles. A rooted DAG has a unique node such that it is the only node which has
no arcs pointing into it. A rooted binary DAG has nodes which have either 0 or 2 arcs
leaving them.

SVM will face the problem of wrong classification during the one against one
classification. The training phase of DAGSVM is the same as the one-against-one
method by solving binary SVMs. However, in the testing phase, it uses a rooted
binary-directed acyclic graph which has internal nodes and leaves. Each node is a
binary SVM of th and th classes. Given a test sample, starting at the root node, the
binary decision function is evaluated. Then it moves to either left or right depending
on the output value. Therefore, we go through a path before reaching a leaf node
which indicates the predicted class. An advantage of using a DAG is that some
analysis of generalization can be established. There are still no similar theoretical
results for one-against-all and one-against-one methods yet. In addition, its testing
time is less than the one-against-one method (Fig. 3.9).

2. Experiment and Analysis

1. Data Acquisition

A. Laboratory Data Acquisition

The vibration data in this book are provided by the Case Western Reserve
University [12]; the test rig is shown in the Fig. 3.5. The test stand consists of a
2 hp. motor (left), a torque transducer/encoder (center), a dynamometer (right), and
control electronics (not shown). The test bearings support the motor shaft. Single-
point faults were introduced to the test bearings using electro-discharge machining

Fig. 3.9 Rolling bearing
test rig
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with fault diameters of 7 mils, 14 mils, 21 mils, 28 mils, and 40 mils (1 mil ¼ 0.001
inches). SKF bearings were used for the 7, 14, and 21 mils diameter faults, and NTN
equivalent bearings were used for the 28 mil and 40 mil faults. Drive-end and
fan-end bearing specifications, including bearing geometry and defect frequencies,
are listed in the bearing specifications. Vibration data were collected using acceler-
ometers, which were attached to the housing with magnetic bases. Accelerometers
were placed at the 12 o’clock position at both the drive end and fan end of the motor
housing. During some experiments, an accelerometer was attached to the motor
supporting base plate as well. Vibration signals were collected using a 16 channel
DAT recorder and were post processed in a Matlab environment. All data files are in
Matlab (*.mat) format. Digital data was collected at 12,000 samples per second, and
data was also collected at 48,000 samples per second for drive-end race faults. Speed
and horsepower data were collected using the torque transducer/encoder and were
recorded by hand.

Outer raceway faults are stationary faults; therefore, placement of the fault
relative to the load zone of the bearing has a direct impact on the vibration response
of the motor/bearing system. In order to quantify this effect, experiments were
conducted for both fan- and drive-end bearings with outer raceway faults located
at 3 o’clock (directly in the load zone), at 6 o’clock (orthogonal to the load zone), and
at 12 o’clock.

Data in this book come from the 205-2RS JEM SKF rolling bearing. The motor
load is 3 hp. and the rotating speed is 1730 rpm.

B. Operation Condition Simulation

(a) Environment noise analysis

The main research object of this book is rolling bearing of rail transportation train.
So the noise should be added to simulate the real working condition. Train rolling
bearings are mainly affected by two kinds of noise including the white noise and the
impulsive noise.

The white noise mainly comes from the three following source [21].
① Vibration noise coming from the traction motor, bogie and gears, and so on,

which are named as background noise
② Vibration noise coming from the poor lubrication, improper assemble, and

poor material of rolling bearings
③ Vibration noise coming from the crash between the wheel and the track during

the train operation
The impulsive noise mainly comes from three following source [22].
① The impulsive noise generated by the train when passing through switches
② The impulsive noise generated by the damage of the wheel, such as the wheel

flats impact
③ The impulsive noise generated by the electromagnetic wave such as the

pantograph electromagnetic wave [23]
Based on the above analysis, white noise and impulsive noise were added into the

collected data to simulate the practical operation condition.
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(b) Noise signal simulation:

① White noise signal
Based on the above analysis of the noise environment, each of the three sources of

white noise is composed of multiple sources of interference, so the whole white
noise signal is also the sum of multiple interference sources, and the number of
interference sources is quite large. By the Chebyshev large number theorem, the
noise data after the superposition of an infinite number of interference sources is
bound to conform to the Gauss distribution. Therefore, in order to simulate the white
noise signal of the actual working condition to the maximum extent, we also select
the high-intensity Gauss white noise signal with the amplitude of the original normal
vibration signal amplitude 100% as the interference signal to fully excavate the
algorithm performance.

② Impulsive noise simulation
Among the three impulsive noise sources, the third one which is electromagnetic

interference to the sensor electrical signal. This interference will not have influence
on the device itself. Therefore, only the first two sources are considered. Aiming at
simulating the practical operation conditions of rolling bearings, assuming the wheel
diameter is 840 mm and the operation speed is 50 km/h, the impulsive noise occurs
during every circle. Thus the interval frequency between contiguous impulsive noise
is 5.62 Hz. Considering the weld of the rail track, the interval frequency between
contiguous impulsive noise under the assumption that the rail is welded every
25 meters. Considering the random distribution of the impulsive noise, the impulsive
is set randomly without certain frequency interval. The number of the intervals is
controlled between 55 and 60 in 10 seconds.

For the signal impulsive noise, the symmetric α stable distribution is always used
for model construction [24, 25]; the feature function is shown as Eq. (3.1.65):

φ tð Þ ¼ e�γ tj jα ð3:1:65Þ

where α is feature index, 0 < α < 2 and
γ is dispersion coefficient, γ > 0.
The smaller α is, the larger dispersion trailing is, and the impulsive feature will be

more obvious, when the feature index α¼ 2 which is Gaussian distribution; if feature
index α ¼ 1, which is Cauchy distribution; and if 0 < α < 2 and the dispersion
coefficient γ ¼ 1, which is symmetric distribution. According to the narrow-band
feature of the impulsive, the feature index α is valued between 0.2 and 0.4, in which
the noise amplitude is ten times larger than the normal vibration signal.

③ Compound noise signal
In order to simulate the noise interference environment as close to the practical

working condition as possible, the white noise signal and the shock noise signal are
superimposed to get the compound noise signal. The signal obtained by the super-
position of the original signal and the compound noise signal in the laboratory
environment is used to simulate the vibration data collected in the actual working
environment.
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Through field investigation, it is found that in city rail train vibration sensor of
rolling bearings, acceleration sensor sampling frequency is about 10 k Hz. The
sampling point is set at the load end, so laboratory data with 12 k Hz sampling

frequency are taken as the original vibration data in the simulation of practical
working condition. Figure 3.10 shows the original vibration data in the laboratory
environment and the simulated working condition data after the composite noise is
superimposed.

2. Experiment Preparation

A. Experiment Grouping

To verify the performance of the proposed method, the experiment data include
the laboratory data and the simulated operation condition data.

The experiment is divided into Group 1 and Group 2. Every group has different
test according to the vibration data. Besides, to verify the performance, early fault
data are chosen for the experiment.

Group 1: Laboratory environment
Test 1.1: Sample frequency (Fs) 12 k Hz, load-end data, safety region estimation

of normal condition and fault conditions
Test 1.2: Fs-48 k Hz, drive-end data, safety region estimation of normal condition

and fault conditions
Test 1.3: Fs-12 k Hz, load-end data, safety region estimation of normal condition

and multi-fault conditions
Test 1.4: Fs-48 k Hz, drive-end data, safety region estimation of normal condition

and multi-fault conditions

Fig. 3.10 Vibration data under certain conditions. (a) Vibration data in laboratory. (b) Vibration
data after noise simulation
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Group 2: Simulated practical working condition
Test 2.1: Fs-12 k Hz, load-end data, safety region estimation of normal condition

and fault conditions
Test 2.2: Fs-12 k Hz, load-end data, safety region estimation of normal condition

and multi-fault conditions

B. Parameter Selection

Main parameter selections include the following.
① Vibration data segment interval
Every round of the rolling bearing is taken as a data segment. The rolling bearing

rotates 288 rounds. There are 416 points when the Fs is 12 k Hz and 1666 points
when the Fs is 48 k Hz.

② Feature index for the state identification
RMS, energy, Shannon entropy, and energy moment are chosen for the simula-

tion experiment.
③ LSSVM kernel function: Gauss radial basis kernel function
DAGSVM classification rule
④ The ratio of the training data number to the test data number

C. Performance Assessment Index

Detection rate, false-alarm rate classification rate, and Fleiss’ kappa statistic are
chosen for the performance assessment.

① Detection rate (DR)
DR is defined as the ratio of the correctly detected sample number to the total

number of the certain sample Eq. (3.1.66):

DR ¼ Sample number of detected certain classification
The total sample number of the certain classification

ð3:1:66Þ

② False alarm rate (FAR)
FAR is defined as the ratio the incorrectly detected sample number to the total

number of the certain sample (3.1.67):

FAR ¼ Sample number of certain classification not belonging this classification
Total sample number not belonging this classification

ð3:1:67Þ

③ Classification rate (CR)
CR is defined as correctly detected sample number to the total number of the

whole sample (3.1.68).
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CR ¼ Number of corrected classified sample
Total sample number

ð3:1:68Þ

④ Fleiss’s kappa statistic (FK)
FK statistic is used to evaluate the coherence between the predictive output and

the label. When FK statistic is more than 0.8, the predictive output and the label have
high coherence degree.

In addition, to compare the result between the laboratory environment and the
simulated operation conditions, the float percentage is also used, shown as
Eq. (3.1.69):

Ifloat ¼ IND � IRD
IRD

� 100% ð3:1:69Þ

where Ifloat is the float percentage of some certain index,
IRD is the whole index of the data in laboratory environment
IND is the whole index of the data-simulated operation condition environment.
When the float percentage is more than zero, the index value increases. When the

float percentage is less than zero, the index value decreases. It is noted that the
change of FAR can be shown by the change of the DR.

3. Result analysis

A. Result under laboratory environment:

① Test 1.1and Test 1.2 safety region identification results are shown in Table 3.2.
In the result of the 12 k Hz load-end data, classification result based on energy

features is the best, with correct rate 0.9508, and the corresponding FK value is
0.8969, followed by the energy moment feature, with correct rate 0.9502, and the
corresponding FK value is 0.8950. The third one is the result based on the Shannon
entropy, with correct rate 0.9400 and the corresponding FK value 0.8898. The worst
one is based on the RMS, with correct rate 0.9399, and the corresponding FK is
0.8858.

The classification of energy moment feature based on the correct rate of 0.9502,
the FK value is 0.8950; again for classification Shannon based on entropy, the
correct classification rate is 0.9400, and FK value is 0.8898; the worst performance

Table 3.2 Safety region identification result

12 k Hz load-end data 48 k Hz drive-end data

RMS Energy Shannon
entropy

Energy
moment

RMS Energy Shannon
entropy

Energy
moment

DRnormal 0.9113 0.9610 0.9103 0.9615 0.8965 0.9439 0.9201 0.9589

DRfault 0.9431 0.9499 0.9501 0.9487 0.9385 0.9405 0.9651 0.9459

CR 0.9399 0.9508 0.9400 0.9502 0.9398 0.9401 0.9499 0.9489

FK 0.8858 0.8969 0.8898 0.8950 0.8861 0.8801 0.8997 0.8987
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is the classification based on RMS feature, the correct classification rate is 0.9399,
and the corresponding FK value is 0.8858. It can be seen that the feature extraction
method based on energy is the best performance, and the performance of RMS
feature extraction is the worst.

Seen from the detection rate of the “normal” and “fault,” classification results
show that features based on the RMS and Shannon entropy perform better when
detecting the fault state. Classification results show that features based on the RMS
and Shannon entropy perform equally when detecting those two states. Meanwhile,
under the condition that the number of two samples is largely different, features
based on the energy and energy moment show its adaptation and superiority.

In the result of the 48 k Hz drive-end data, classification result based on Shannon
entropy has the best performance, with the value 0.9499, and the corresponding FK
value is 0.8997, followed by the energy moment, whose value is 0.9489, and the
corresponding FK value is 0.8987. Result based on the RMS is not satisfying with
0.9398 and the corresponding FK value 0.886.

Seen from the detection rate of the “normal” and “fault,” classification results
show that features based on the RMS and Shannon entropy perform better when
detecting the fault state. Classification results show that features based on the
Shannon moment perform equally when detecting those two states. Meanwhile,
under the condition that the number of two samples is largely different, features
based on the energy and energy moment show its adaptation and superiority.

No matter what sample frequency is chosen, the difference of four-feature index
is small. The maximum difference of classification correction rate under 12 k Hz
sampling frequency is 0.0103. The maximum difference of classification correction
rate under 48 k Hz sampling frequency is 0.0101.

All in all, from the perspective of the classification correction rate, mean value of
four-feature index under 12 k Hz sampling frequency is 0.9452. Mean value of four-
feature index under 48 k Hz sampling frequency is 0.9447. The difference is small.

Besides, to show the optimal classification boundary, named safety region
boundary, several figures are given. It should be noted that the common classifica-
tion plane is high dimension. Figure 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 are the classification plane
under Test 1.1and Test 1.2, respectively.

② Test 1.3 of multistate identification result is shown in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4,
respectively.

The classification correctness and FK values of the subclassifiers in the
DAGSVM of the 12 k Hz load-end data of the Test 3.1.3 are shown in Table 3.3.
Seen from Table 3.3, in each of the two subclassifiers classification, better classifi-
cation results can be obtained from three subclassifiers under normal or other three
faults. CR values are higher than 0.9 no matter which kind of feature extraction
method is used. CR values are higher than 0.9; FK value is very close to 0.9. The
worst subclassifier is “roller fault VS outer race fault” subclassifiers. The highest CR
value was only 0.8142 based on the four features, followed by 0.8103, 0.7903, and
0.7504, while the FK value was not higher than 0.7 of the four features. The
performance of “inner race fault VS outer race fault” subclassifier is slightly better
than “roller fault VS outer race fault” subclassifiers, but the results are not satisfying.
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Only one CR value is larger than 0.85, and its FK value was lower than 0.8. The
“roller fault VS inner fault” subclassifier is not as good as three other classifiers. The
CR value is between 0.85 and 0.9; FK value is about 0.8.
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Fig. 3.11 Test 1.1 Safety region boundary based on the energy feature
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Fig. 3.12 Test 1.2 Safety region boundary based on the energy feature
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Compared with the classification results in Table 3.3 based on each feature, we
can see that the CR and FK values of the classifier based on energy and energy
moments feature are better than those of RMS and Shannon entropy features, and the
performance indexes of each subclass based on energy feature are optimal. Take
“normal VS outer race fault” subclassifier as an example; the CR and FK were
0.9260 and 0.9220 based on the energy feature. CR and FK values were 0.9140 and
0.8981 based on RMS. The worst subclassifier is “roller fault VS outer race fault.”
CR and FK value based on energy are 0.8103 and 0.6903. CR and FK value based on
Shannon entropy is 0.7504 and 0.5695.

The comprehensive results of four-state identification of the normal, roller, inner,
and outer race faults of Test 1.3 are shown in Table 3.4. It is the first prior to pay
attention to the detection rate and the error rate index of the four states. From

Table 3.3 Test 1.3 DAGSVM multistate identification result

12 k Hz drive-end data

RMS Energy
Shannon
entropy

Energy
moment

Normal VS outer race fault CR 0.9140 0.9260 0.9258 0.9260

FK 0.8981 0.9220 0.9215 0.9220

Roller fault VS outer race fault CR 0.7903 0.8103 0.7504 0.8142

FK 0.6499 0.6903 0.5695 0.6984

Inner race fault VS outer race
fault

CR 0.8382 0.8582 0.7863 0.8342

FK 0.7459 0.7855 0.6420 0.7365

Normal VS roller fault CR 0.9059 0.9059 0.9180 0.9059

FK 0.8819 0.8819 0.9059 0.8819

Normal VS inner race fault CR 0.9360 0.9260 0.9220 0.9260

FK 0.9160 0.9220 0.9140 0.9220

Roller fault VS inner race fault CR 0.8739 0.8939 0.8538 0.8578

FK 0.8175 0.8577 0.7776 0.7854

Table 3.4 Test 1.3 Four kinds of state identification result

12 k Hz load-end data

RMS Energy Shannon entropy Energy moment

DRnormal 0.9200 0.9200 0.9028 0.8993

FARnormal 0.0857 0.0846 0.0801 0.0802

DRRoller fault 0.8203 0.8513 0.8513 0.8616

FARRoller fault 0.1040 0.0960 0.1246 0.1177

DRInner race fault 0.8926 0.9166 0.8549 0.8755

FARInner race fault 0.1109 0.1075 0.1178 0.1120

DRouter race fault 0.7835 0.8005 0.7459 0.8005

FARouter race fault 0.1075 0.0960 0.1063 0.0915

CR 0.8540 0.8620 0.8385 0.8591

FK 0.8319 0.8459 0.8113 0.8388
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Table 3.4, we can see that no matter which feature extraction method is applied, the
DR value of “normal” state is the highest among the four states, and the highest DR
value of four different characteristics is 0.9200; the lowest one is 0.9028, followed
by the “inner race fault” and “roller fault.” The same as Test 2.1, the DR value of the
“outer race fault” state is the lowest, the highest DR value of the four different
feature is 0.8005, and the lowest one is 0.7459. This result shows that the sample
points in the “outer race fault” are not properly classified to the number of the sample
points of the class. From the FAR index, the four-classification result, “roller fault”
and “inner race fault” of the FAR value, is relatively large. Among four-feature
extraction methods, “roller fault” is the highest with FAR value 0.1246; the lowest is
0.0960, which is close to 0.1; and FAR value of four inner race fault is greater than
0.1. This indicates that the number of two states of the sample points of other states is
misclassified as the “roller fault” and “inner race fault.” Secondly, the classification
result of “outer race fault,” of which two of its four FAR values, is more than 0.1, and
the other two are more than 0.09. The FAR value of the “normal” classification is the
lowest, all over 0.09. Then we focus on the overall performance indicators CR and
FK values of the four states. It can be seen that in the four classification results based
on different features, the largest CR value is 0.8620, the smallest is 0.8385, the
largest FK value is 0.8459, the smallest is 0.8113, and the overall classification
accuracy is not more than 0.9.

Comparing classification results in Table 3.3, the CR value is the highest based on
energy feature, the same with the FK value, followed by the Shannon moment,
whose CR value and FK value are 0.8591 and 0.8388, respectively. The performance
is worst when based on the Shannon entropy. The CR and FK values are 0.8385 and
0.8113.

Figures 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 show the identification results of multistate data
based on the four features of RMS, energy, Shannon entropy, and energy moments
after the decomposition of Test 1.3 LMD, respectively. In the four figures, from the

Fig. 3.13 Test 1.3 Multistate identification result based on RMS
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vertical view, no matter what kind of feature extraction method is used, the “outer
fault” is mostly misclassified as other classes, which have low detection rate,
corresponding to low “outer race fault” DR value, followed by the “roller fault” and
“the inner race fault.” But the “normal” class is least misclassified sample. From the
lateral view, no matter what kind of feature extraction method is used, more samples are
misclassified to the “inner race fault” and “roller fault,” followed by the “outer race fault.”

By comparing four figures, the corresponding results of all kinds of sample point
in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.16 are slightly better than those in Fig. 3.15. That is, the
performance of multi-classifiers based on energy and energy moments is better than
that of multiple classifiers based on Shannon entropy. The results shown in the
figures are consistent with the results in Tables 3.6 and 3.7.

Fig. 3.14 Test 1.3 Multistate identification result based on energy

Fig. 3.15 Test 1.3 Multistate identification result based on Shannon entropy
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③ Test 1.4 multistate identification result is shown in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6.
The classification correctness and FK values of the subclassifiers in the

DAGSVM of the 48 k Hz driving-end data of the Test 1.4 are shown in Table 3.5.
Among six binary classifiers, the classification results are similar. No matter what
feature extraction method is used, each subclassifier CR value of the nearly distrib-
uted between 0.86 and 0.90. Only “normal VS roller fault” subclassification char-
acteristics of RMS based on the CR value is 0.8486. The FK values were both greater
than 0.8, which are between 0.84 and 0.88. The results show that the performance of
the six subclassifiers is good and balanced.

Fig. 3.16 Test 1.3 Multistate identification result based on energy moment

Table 3.5 Test 3.1.4 DAGSVM multistate identification result

48 k Hz drive-end data

RMS Energy
Shannon
entropy

Energy
moment

Normal VS outer race fault CR 0.8536 0.8610 0.8610 0.8800

FK 0.8492 0.8421 0.8421 0.8741

Roller fault VS outer race fault CR 0.8686 0.8686 0.8724 0.8648

FK 0.8572 0.8572 0.8648 0.8496

Inner race fault VS outer race fault CR 0.8648 0.8724 0.8762 0.8724

FK 0.8496 0.8648 0.8724 0.8648

Normal VS roller fault CR 0.8486 0.8686 0.8572 0.8648

FK 0.8402 0.8572 0.8345 0.8496

Normal VS inner race fault CR 0.8724 0.8801 0.8648 0.8801

FK 0.8648 0.8740 0.8496 0.8736

Roller fault VS inner race fault CR 0.8762 0.8760 0.8762 0.8724

FK 0.8724 0.8714 0.8724 0.8648
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The comprehensive results of four-state identification of the normal, roller, inner,
and outer race faults of Test 1.4 are shown in Table 3.6. From Table 3.6, we can see
that no matter which feature extraction method is applied, the DR value of the “inner
race fault” state is the highest in the four features, and the DR highest value is 0.8750
in the four different features; the lowest one is 0.8716, which are greater than 0.87.
Followed by the “outer race fault,” the DR highest value is 0.8750 in the four
different features, and the lowest one is 0.8613, which are greater than 0.86. The
followed results are “roller fault” and “normal,” among which the DR values of four
different features of roller fault are all greater than 0.86, while DR value of the
“normal” state are all greater than 0.84, and the difference between them is not large.
Seen from the FAR index, the difference between the “inner race fault” and “outer
race fault” is large. The FAR of the “inner race fault” is largest with value 0.0707.
Followed by the “outer race fault,” the highest FAR value is 0.65.

The results show that the number of two states of the sample points in other states
is misclassified for “inner race fault” and “outer race fault.” The FAR values of the
two classifications of “normal” and “roller faults” are relatively low, of which the
maximum value of “normal” FAR is 0.0629 and the minimum value is 0.0599. The
maximum value of FAR of “outer race fault” is 0.0648, and the minimum value is
0.0592. Generally speaking, the classification effect of the four-state points is very
small, and the classification accuracy is high.

Comparing classification results with different features based on Table 3.6, the
high CR and FK value is based on the energy moment, which are 0.8773 and 0.8697,
respectively, followed by the energy features. The worst is the RMS value, with the
CR value and FK value 0.8730 and 0.8599, respectively.

Figure 3.17–3.20 show the identification results of multistate data based on the
four features of RMS, energy, Shannon entropy, and energy moments after the LMD
decomposition of Test 2.4, respectively.

In the four pictures, from the vertical view, no matter what kind of feature
extraction method is used, the “normal” class in the sample is mostly misclassified
as other class. The detection rate is the lowest, corresponding to the “normal” low

Table 3.6 Test 1.4 Four kinds of state identification result

48 k Hz drive-end data

RMS Energy Shannon entropy Energy moment

DRnormal 0.8543 0.8509 0.8431 0.8612

FARnormal 0.0629 0.0599 0.0624 0.0599

DRRoller fault 0.8613 0.8682 0.8682 0.8647

FARRoller fault 0.0633 0.0613 0.0619 0.0606

DRInner race fault 0.8750 0.8748 0.8716 0.8740

FARInner race fault 0.0687 0.0653 0.0650 0.0707

DRouter race fault 0.8613 0.8681 0.8750 0.8681

FARouter race fault 0.0648 0.0615 0.0592 0.0593

CR 0.8730 0.8755 0.8735 0.8773

FK 0.8599 0.8654 0.8653 0.8697
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DR value. Followed by the “roller fault,” the “inner race fault” and the “outer race
fault” class in the sample are least misclassified samples. Seen from the lateral view,
no matter what kind of feature extraction method is used, samples which are
misclassified into the “inner race fault” are the most, which is followed by the
“outer race fault.” The number of samples which are classified into the “roller
fault” and “normal” is least, corresponding to low FAR value. Comparing four
figures, the corresponding results of all kinds of sample points in Figs. 3.18, 3.19
and 3.20 are better than those in Fig. 3.17. That is, the performance of multiple
classifiers based on energy and energy moments is better than that of RMS-based
multiple classifiers. The results shown in the diagram are consistent with the results
in Tables 3.5 and Table 3.6.

④ Based on results from the pure vibration data, we come the following
conclusions.

No matter for the binary identification estimated by the safety region or for multi-
fault identification of multiple fault types, the identification methods based on real-
time state feature all have the identification accuracy of more than 0.85, which can
effectively accomplish the identification work.

The size of the data sampling frequency has little effect on the accuracy of the
identification method based on the real-time state feature, and the method can adapt
to the data of different sampling frequencies.

In the binary identification, the identification accuracy differences of energy,
entropy, energy moment, and Shannon features are small. The identification accu-
racy of RMS is in low accuracy. Features based on the energy, energy moment has a
good ability to overcome the unbalanced data problem.

In multistate identification, real-time state features based on energy and energy
moments are more capable of distinguishing different states and improving the
accuracy of state identification. However, real-time state features based on RMS

Fig. 3.17 Test 1.4 Multistate identification result based on RMS
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and Shannon entropy do not perform well in subclassifier training and multistate
identification.

Considering the classification accuracy and adaptability, four kinds of feature
extraction methods can be ranked as energy moment—energy-Shannon entropy—
RMS according to their performance.

B. Results of Simulated Operation Condition

Experimental results of the above section, the accuracy difference of identifica-
tion of four kinds of real-time feature is not very large. To simplify the experiment,
the feature with high identification accuracy is chosen for experiments under simu-
lated operation condition. In addition, the identification accuracy of the data

Fig. 3.18 Test 1.4 Multistate identification result based on energy

Fig. 3.19 Test 1.4 Multistate identification result based on Shannon entropy
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sampling frequency is not sensitive in above section, so the choice of 12 k Hz load
data as the original vibration data to simulate the actual working environment to
verify the algorithm, the results can represent the identification method based on the
characteristics of real-time state simulation performance in actual working
environment.

① Test 2.1safety region binary identification result is shown in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7 shows the Test 2.1 simulation of the normal, and fault state identifica-

tion results in the actual operating environment. In order to compare with the
experimental results in the laboratory environment, the floating percentage of DR
normal, DR failure, CR and FK index is given in the table.

Seen from the Table 3.7, simulation of the practical working environment, real-
time feature extraction method showed that the normal and fault state of the two
detection rates were 0.7787 and 0.9433, the normal detection rate is far lower than

the fault rate, the CR and the FK values of all samples were 0.9095 and 0.7826,
the correct classification rate is still higher than the 90%, and the FK value is close to
0.8. Further, the performance degradation can be obtained from the float percentage.
The float percentage of two states are�18.97% and 0.69%, respectively. The drop of
the CR and FK value is 4.34 and 12.74, respectively. The DR of the normal state
drops largely.

The result shows that the identification method based on the features of the real-
time state of actual working environment in the high-strength composite noise still
can accurately complete the normal and fault condition identification.

② Test 2.2 multistate identification result can be seen from Table 3.7 and
Table 3.8.

Table 3.8 shows the multistate identification result. Table 3.9 shows the identi-
fication result of normal, roller fault, inner race fault, and outer race fault.

Seen from Table 3.8, classifiers related to the outer race fault, such as “roller fault
VS outer race fault,” are in poor performance. The Cr value is lower than 0.6,

Fig. 3.20 Test 1.4 Multistate identification result based on energy moment
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followed by the “roller fault VS inner race fault,” whose CR value is 0.7496.
Another three classifiers are relatively good, with CR value 0.8.

From Table 3.9, we can see that under the simulated practical operation condi-
tions, the classification effect of normal and inner race fault states is better, and the
DR are 0.8439 and 0.7654, respectively, followed by roller fault, with value 0.6848.
The detection rate of the sample points in the outer race fault state is the lowest, only
0.6237. As for the overall multistate identification accuracy, CR and FK values are
0.7206 and 0.6577, respectively. The classification accuracy is slightly higher than
70%, and the FK value is also low.

Table 3.7 Safety region
estimation of simulated
operation condition

Index value Float percentage

DRNormal 0.7787 �18.97

DR fault 0.9433 �0.69

CR 0.9095 �4.34

FK 0.7826 �12.74

Table 3.8 DAGSVM
identification result under
simulated operation condition

Index value

Normal VS outer race fault CR 0.8861

FK 0.8421

Roller fault VS outer race fault CR 0.5908

FK 0.2506

Inner race fault VS outer race fault CR 0.5948

FK 0.2588

Normal VS roller fault CR 0.8819

FK 0.8336

Normal VS inner race fault CR 0.8939

FK 0.8577

Roller fault VS inner race fault CR 0.7496

FK 0.5687

Table 3.9 Identification
results of four-fault-type
under simulated operation
conditions

Index value Float percentage

DRnormal 0.8439 �8.28

FARnormal 0.1272 ——

DRRoller fault 0.6848 �19.56

FARRoller fault 0.4554 ——

DRInner race fault 0.7654 �16.15

FARInner race fault 0.3802 ——

DRouter race fault 0.6237 �22.09

FARouter race fault 0.4811 ——

CR 0.7206 �16.40

FK 0.6577 �22.25
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Further, seeing the changes from the perspective of the value of each index from
Table 3.9, outer race fault state of the sample point detection rate dropped by
22.09%, while the DR floating percentage roller and the inner race fault are
19.56% and 16.15%, respectively. The drop rate is more than 15%. The DR floating
rate of the normal state is nearly 10%. From the point of view of the overall
recognition accuracy, the method of CR floating percentage is relatively larger,
with value 16.40%. The corresponding FK value is �22.25%, which indicates a
poor performance.

To simulate multistate identification results based on real-time feature extraction
of state of practical operation condition more clearly display. Figure 3.21 shows
multi-classification results of simulated practical operation condition. Different
misclassified situations and the results are consistent in Table 3.9.

The experimental results show that identification accuracy will drop a lot under
practical operation conditions. The overall identification accuracy is less than 80%,
and the robustness is poor.

③ According to the analysis of the above experimental results, the following
conclusions can be obtained in view of the vibration data containing complex noise
in the simulated practical operation condition.

In the binary identification, the identification accuracy based on the real-time
feature is more than 90%, which can meet the actual engineering needs.

In the multistate identification, the identification accuracy based on the real-time
feature is seriously affected by the noise. The accuracy of identification is greatly
reduced and the robustness is general.

Fig. 3.21 Simulated results of multistate under simulated operation condition
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B. Efficiency Verification of Algorithm

In the field of application, the online identification is required. So the real-time
verification is required. In order to investigate the efficiency and execution speed of
the algorithm, the execution time of the algorithm is tested.

The computer hardware environment of this book algorithm real-time verification
test is Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU E7500 @ 2.93GHz, 2G RAM. All the
algorithms involved are executed in the Matlab environment. As mentioned in
experiment preparation, the load data of 12 k Hz are tested in this section, and the
energy feature index is chosen as the representative for real-time analysis and
comparison of the algorithm.

In the safety state identification of binary identification and multistate identifica-
tion, the running time refers to the finishing the online running state identification
after the boundary is set by the off-line data, including reading from the original data
to obtaining the whole process of the state identification.

Table 3.10 gives the algorithm execution time for binary identification and
multistate identification. Given the load data of 12 k Hz sampling frequency,
completion time of a binary state identification is 0.0206 seconds and 0.0366 seconds
for a multistate identification. Given the load data of 48 k Hz, completion time of a
binary state identification is 0.0398 seconds and 0.0491 seconds for a multistate
identification.

All in all, the running time of the calculation time is less than 0.0.5 s no matter
what sample frequency is used. The state identification method based on real-time
state feature has a high efficiency. Moreover, with the increase of data sampling
frequency, that is, the increase of data points, the algorithm time is increased, but the
growth rate is not large. Therefore, the state identification method based on real-time
state features has high computing efficiency, and it should be able to meet the
requirements of high real-time field application.

3.2 Degradation Assessment of Rolling Bearings Based
on SVDD

3.2.1 Support Vector Data Description

Support vector data description was originally proposed by Tax and Duin. Given a
target object set xi 2 Rd i ¼ 1,. . ., N, the basic idea of SVDD is to find a minimum-

Table 3.10 Running time of algorithm based on the real-time feature

12 k Hz sample frequency 48 k Hz sample frequency

Binary
identification

Multistate
identification

Binary
identification

Multistate
identification

Running
time

0.0206 0.0366 0.0398 0.0491
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volume hyper sphere in high-dimensional space with center aF and radius R to
enclose most of the objects, as shown in Eq.(3.1.70).

Minimize Op R; aF; ξð Þ ¼ R2 þ c
XN
i¼1

ξi ð3:1:70Þ

Subject to kϕ(xi � aF)k2 � R2 + ζi

ζi � 0 8i ¼ 1, . . .N

where c is the penalty weight which gives the trade-off between the volume of the
hyper sphere and the number of errors. ζi is a slack variable which allows a
probability that some of the training samples can be wrongly classified. ϕ is a
nonlinear mapping which maps the input object into a high-dimensional feature
space F.

The dual problem of (3.1.70) is as (3.1.71), where K(xi, xj) is the kernel function.

Maximize Od αð Þ ¼ 1�
XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

αiα jK xi ; x j

� � ð3:1:71Þ

Subject to
XN
i¼1

αi 0 � αi � C i ¼ 1, . . . , N C2 1=N; 1½ �.
In this study, the Gaussian kernel, K(xi, xj)¼ ϕ(xi) � ϕ(xj)¼ exp (�kxi� xjk2/2σ2)

is selected. It is because Gaussian kernel has only one free parameter to be turned
and is shown to yield tighter boundaries than other kernel choices, where α is
Lagrange multiplier. According to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the objects can be
classified into three categories: the object with αi ¼0 are inside of the hyper sphere;
the objects whose 0 < αi < C are on the hyper sphere boundary; and the objects
whose αi ¼ C fall outside the hyper sphere and have nonzero ξi.The objects with
αi > 0 are the support vectors. Objectors lying on the hyper sphere boundary
(0 < αi < C) are also called unbounded support vectors. Objects lying outside the
hyper sphere (αi ¼ C) are also called bounded support vectors. The center can be
expressed as Eq. (3.1.72). And its radius R can be determined by utilizing the
distance between aF and any support vector x on the ball boundary (unbounded
support vectors), as (3.1.73). Finally, for the test object x, the output can be obtained
by comparing its distance to the center aF with radius D in space F. The SVDD
decision function is as (3.1.74):

aF ¼
XNs

i¼1

αiϕ xið Þ ð3:1:72Þ
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R ¼ 1� 2
X
xi2SVs

αiK xi ; xkð Þ þ
X
xi2SV

X
sx j2SVs

αiα jK xi ; xkð Þ
0
@

1
A

1
2

ð3:1:73Þ

D xð Þ ¼ ϕ xi � aFð Þk k2 � R2 ¼ c� 2
XNs

i¼1

αiK x; xið Þ ð3:1:74Þ

where c ¼ 1� R2
� �þXNs

i¼1
αiα jK xi ; x j

� �
is a constant. For the rolling bearing

fault detection, the real-time monitoring data x are accepted as target objects if D
(x) � D, which indicates the rolling bearing is normal. Otherwise, it is rejected as an
outlier, which indicates the rolling bearing is abnormal. There are two parameters
needed to be tuned, C and q. C controls the trade-off between the volume of the
hyper sphere and the classification error of the model. It can be tuned to archive the
determined confidence level of the fault detection process. By changing the value of
the width parameter q ¼ 1/2σ2 in the Gaussian kernel, the description transforms
from a solid hyper sphere to a Parzen density estimator.

The above inference involves the inner product of the vector. According to the
theory proposed by V. Vapnik, the kernel function can be used for the calculation of
the inner product of vectors. So the nonlinear problem in low dimension can be
converted in the linear problem in the high dimension. The following will introduce
the kernel function.

1. Polynomial kernel function

K xi ; x j

� � ¼ xi � x j

� �þ 1
� �d ð3:1:75Þ

where d represents the order of the kernel function. The difference between the
polynomial kernel function and other functions is the redundant vectors from the
order 2 to order n.

When the dimension and the order is small, such as dimension equals to 2 an
order equals to 3, the mapping can be represented as Eq.(3.1.76):

ϕ xð Þ ¼ 1; x1; x2; x3; x1 � x2; x2 � x3; x1 � x3; x21, 1x22; x23
� � ð3:1:76Þ

2. Gaussian radial basis kernel function

K xi ; x j

� � ¼ exp � xi � x j

�� ��2
2σ2

 !
ð3:1:77Þ
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3. Multi-quadric kernel function

K xi ; x j

� � ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xi � x j

�� ��2 þ c2
q

ð3:1:78Þ

4. Perceptual kernel function

K xi ; x j

� � ¼ tanh βxi � x j þ b
� � ð3:1:79Þ

5. B-spline kernel function

K xi ; x j

� � ¼ B2nþ1 xi � x j

� � ð3:1:80Þ

3.2.2 Particle Swarm Algorithm Based on Dynamic Weight
Adjustment

In 1995, James Kennedy and Russell Eherhart propose the particle swarm algorithm
[13]. This is an evolving algorithm which seeks the optimal solution in the space.
According to the transmission of the information among particle swarm, the whole
swarm moves to the optimal solution. This algorithm has been used widely for its
good performance, but it tends to fall into the local optimal solution. Therefore, a lot
of researches pay attention to its improvement.

1. Particle swarm algorithm

In the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, the optimal solution
searching process will turn into the particle-searching process, and object function
of every location of the will be evaluated. Every particle will decide the next move
based on the current location and global optimal location. Like the searching food
process of birds, particles will have influence on each other. And this influence will
drive the particle to move toward the global optimal solution. Therefore, the particle
swarm algorithm can be described as follows [26]:

In a continuous space with D dimensions, a particle swarm composed of m
particles fly in a certain speed. In the searching process for every particle, consid-
ering the optimal point of a certain particle and the global optimal point of the whole
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swarm, the location of the swarm is changed. Suppose the ith particle is composed of
three D dimension vectors. Their state can be expressed as follows:

Current location : xi ¼ xi1 ; xi2; . . . ; xiDð Þ:
History optimal location : pi ¼ pi1; pi2; . . . ; piDð Þ

Speed : vi ¼ vi1; vi2; . . . ; vi3ð Þ

where i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., n.
The current location of the particle can be described by coordinates, and the

object location will be assessed after each iteration. The optimal location of the
whole swarm is marked as pg ¼ ( pg1, pg2, . . ., pgD). The speed and location of each
particle can be updated as Eq. (3.1.81) and Eq. (3.1.82), respectively:

vid ¼ vid þ c1 � randðÞ � pid � xidð Þ þ c2 � randðÞ � pgd � xid
� � ð3:1:81Þ

xid ¼ xid þ vid ð3:1:82Þ

where the acceleration constant c1 � 0, c2 � 0 and two constants show the
intelligence of particles. Rand() is a random function in the [0,1]. Vmax is the
maximum speed set by users, and the speed of particles can be controlled between
[�Vmax,Vmax].

To further improve the performance of PSO, Y. Shi and R. Eberhart introduce the
weight into the algorithm. The weight can decide the influence of the historical speed
on the current speed, and a new speed update formula can be expressed as
Eq. (3.1.83):

vid ¼ ω � vid þ c1 � randðÞ � pid � xidð Þ þ c2 � randðÞ � pgd � xid
� � ð3:1:83Þ

Y. Shi and R. Eberhart found that the algorithm can perform well when the weight
is between 0.9 and 1.2. With the iteration of the algorithm, the weight can decrease
linearly. Therefore, maximum weight ωmax, minimum weight ωmin, and the largest
iteration time tmax are introduced. The weight can be adjusted as Eq. (3.1.84):

ω ¼ ωmax � t

tmax
ωmax � ωminð Þ ð3:1:84Þ

Therefore, the improved PSO can be summarized as follows.

Step 1: Initialize the speed and the location of each particle in the D dimension.
Step 2: Assess the adaptation value of the optimization function in D dimension.
Step3: Compare the current value and the historical value, and update the location

and speed according to the comparison result. The updated rule is based on the
Eq. (3.1.81) and Eq. (3.1.82).

Step 5: Stop the iteration if the result is satisfying, or return to the step either.
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2. Particle swarm algorithm based on dynamic weight adjustment

According to the 4.3.1, if the whole particle swarm converge at a certain particle
pg, the iteration will stop. The optimal particle is local particle pg and the optimal
value cannot be obtained. To keep the diversity of the whole swarm, which means
the particle I can change randomly when the above situation happens, the similarity s
(i, g) of particles is introduced.

Definition: The similarity degree of two particles has to satisfy the following
rules:

1. s(i, i) ¼ 1
2. When d(i, j) ! 1,s(i, j) ! 0.
3. For any particle such as i and j, s(i, j) 2 [0, 1].

Based on the rule, the similarity between i and j is calculated through Eq. (3.1.85):

s i; jð Þ ¼
1, d i; jð Þ � dmin

1� d i; jð Þ
smax

max
h iα

, dmin � d i; jð Þ
0, d i; jð Þ � dmax

8><
>: � dmax ð3:1:85Þ

where d(i, j) is the Euclidian distance between particle i and particle j. dmax and
dmin are constants.

Set iteration times t of dmax and dmin, respectively, and calculate similarity degree
s(i, j).When the similarity is zero, the inertia weight of the particle is the largest one
representing by ωmax.When the similarity is one, the inertia weight of the particle is
the lowest one representing by ωmin.When the similarity is between zero and one,
similarity decreases accordingly. The calculated formulas of inertia weight are show
as follows:

ωi¼iωmax � s i; gð Þ ωmax � ωminð Þ ð3:1:86Þ

ωi ¼ ωmin � ωi � ωminð Þ � tmax � t

tmax
ð3:1:87Þ

Finally, the kernel parameter and penalty weight selection method based on
DPSO is made up of six steps:

Step 1: Generate n locations and initial speeds of kernel parameter or penalty weight.
Step 2: Evaluate the adaptation of every kernel parameter or penalty weight.
Step 3: Confirm the best location of every particle and the global best location.
Step 4: Calculate particle and global similarity of every penalty or penalty weight

according to Eq. (3.1.85), and calculate particle and global weight according to
Eq. (3.1.86) and Eq. (3.1.87).
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Step 5: Update the location and position of kernel parameter or penalty weight.
Step 6: If the result satisfies the stopping condition, output the result. Otherwise, turn

to Step2.

3.2.3 Research on the Self-Adaptation Warning

The degradation state of rolling bearings can be assessed by the calculation of the
distance between the test value and the center of the SVDD hyper sphere. However,
the SVDD distance is a dimensional index which means the distance value will be a
lot more different. Thus the warning threshold is hard to set. However, the SVDD
distance is a continuous value; thus, the SVDD distance should subject to the same
probability distribution [27]. Therefore, the abnormal value detection method such
as Pauta method and Chauvet Nat method can be used for the warning. The Pauta
method is used for the application. The Pauta method is also called as 3S method
which assumes the value is abnormal when the expectation value difference between
the current data point and the whole set, shown as Eq. (3.1.88):

x� �xij j > 3S ð3:1:88Þ

The warning variable used in the research is SVDD distance, because the SVDD
distance is stable when rolling bearings operate normally. When rolling bearings
enter into an early degradation stage, the SVDD value will increase in an impulsive
manner. Then, the SVDD distance keeps in a stable value until rolling bearings enter
into a deep degradation stage.

Inspired by the above findings, the data smoothing method is introduced into the
Pauta method to set the warning value. N continuous data are chosen for the mean
value calculation so as to obtain the proper expectation value difference, shown as
Eq. (3.1.89).

xi1 þ xi2 þ . . .þ xiNð Þ
N

�M

				
				 > 3S ð3:1:89Þ

The self-adaptation method can be described as Fig. 3.22.

3.2.4 Case Study

1. Data Acquisition

In this section, the rolling bearing life vibration data are from the University of
Cincinnati intelligent maintenance system (IMS) center. The test apparatus is shown
in Fig.3.6. Four ZA-2115 Rexnord rolling bearings are mounted on the same output
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Calculate the length of the index
sequence Length(Dnow-string)

DNow-string=[DNow-string,DNew]

DNow-string=[DNow-string,DNew]

Online index Dnew

Calculate the mean value and
the variance

M=mean(Dnow-string)
S=std(Dnow-string)

M=mean(DNow-string)
S=std(DNow-string)

Warningthreshold
UpperthresholdM+3S
LowerthresholdM-3S

Warningthreshold
UpperthresholdM+3S
LowerthresholdM-3S

Continous warning
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Yes No
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Stop

Yes

Set the initial warning 
level: Alarm-level = 0
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ClearDnow-string
Dnow-string=[Dnow-string,Dnew]

Alarm-level=Alarm-level+1

1 2 ...
3i i iNx x x

M S
N

Length(Dnow-string)>L

Fig. 3.22 Main steps of adaptive alarm method
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shaft with different positions. The speed of the output shaft is 2000 rpm. In the shaft
and bearing, the radial load of 6000 lb. is exerted by the spring mechanism. Collect
the data by data collection card NI DAQ6062EJ, and the sample rate is 20 kHz.
Collect the data every 10 minutes and the collection time is 1 second. The data length
is 20,480 (Fig. 3.23).

2. DPSO Algorithm Verification

To research the optimization ability of the DPSO, several commonly used
functions are applied to the performance examination, including Rosenbrock,
Rastrigin, Griewank, and Ackley, shown in Fig. 3.24. The optimization ability
between PSO and DPSO is simulated via four examination functions. The optimi-
zation process between the proposed algorithm and the PSO is shown in Fig. 3.25.
Concluding from the Fig. 3.25, both DPSO and PSO converge quickly at the earlier
stage. However, Fig. 3.25(d) shows that PSO stops declining from the beginning of
the iteration, indicating PSO is easily affected by the partial optimum solution.
Therefore, the DPSO has a better simulation result.

3. Degradation Assessment of the Train Rolling Bearing

The degradation assessment of the rolling bearing is carried out with the feature
extracted via PCA. This paper mainly discusses the incomplete data and takes the
50 groups normal data out of 2000 groups for training. After standardizing process,
the data are input into the SVDD model for finding the center and radius of the
SVDD hyper sphere. Then data to be tested are input into the existing SVDD model,
and the degradation degree is obtained by calculating the distance between the data
and the hyper sphere center.

The SVDD distance is shown in Fig. 3.24, and it is divided into three stages. The
first stage covers the data between 0 and 735, which means the rolling bearing is
normal stage and the SVDD distance is very small and stable. The second stage
covers the data between 736 and 1638, which means SVDD distance increases and
fluctuates in a larger scale indicating that the rolling bearing enters into an initial
stage. The third stage covers the data between 1639 and 2000, and the SVDD

Fig. 3.23 Rolling bearing test rig
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Fig. 3.24 Figure for test
function
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Fig. 3.25 Convergence
performance comparison of
two methods
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distance increases rapidly up to another scale indicating that the rolling bearing
enters into a deep degradation stage (Fig. 3.26).

3.3 Fault Diagnosis of Door System Based on the Extended
Petri Net

3.3.1 Subway Train Door: Open Process Analysis

The door-opening process model of door system model can be parted into three
layers: electrical control layer, EDCU control layer, and mechanical action layer.
Electrical control layer includes relays, electrical loops, power supply, and electrical
machines, accomplishing giving out signals of opening the door and driving the
motor. EDCU control layer consists of EDCU units and their peripheral circuits,
giving out signals of door movement velocity interactively controlled by EDCU and
the electrical machine. And the mechanical action layer includes the door and the
connected mechanical parts (masts, screw rods, guide rails, and so on), with the
function of accomplishing the movements of mechanical parts of the door. The three
subnets correlate and interact with each other, controlling the movement process of
door system jointly.

3.3.2 Subway Train Door System Fault Diagnosis Theory
and Method

1. Extended Time Petri Net

If time intervals tmi ¼ [a, b] and tmj ¼ [c, d], a and c are the lower bounds of tmi and
tmj, respectively, while b and d are the upper bounds of tmi and tmj, respectively. ΣF

represents a FDES. e 2 E is a fuzzy event, state identification Mi[e > Mj. State
transportation can be done in time interval tmij, with time constrain, which is denoted
by Mi[e ⊳ tmij > Mj.

Compound fault casual chain model based on temporal casual relations is
established by extended time petri net (ETPN) [28–32]. ETPN is an eight tuple
∑ET ¼ (S

0
,T

0
;F

0
,E

0
, I

0
, δ

0
, τ

0
,M0

0
), in which:

1. (S
0
,T

0
;F

0
) is a prototype Petri net, with 8s2S : sf g\ s • ¼ ∅

!
, 8t 2 T

0
: j •t j � 1.

2. E
0
is the finite set of events.

3. I
0 � F

0
is the finite set of inhibitor arcs.

4. δ0 : E0 ! 2jT
0 j is event map in transportation subset.

5. τ
0
: T

0 ! R0 � (R0 [ {1}), τ
0
(ti) is time delay interval related to transportation ti.

6. M0
0
is the original state identification of ΣET and M

0
(si) 2 R0 � R0 is the token of

si.
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Fig. 3.26 The curve of
performance degradation
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2. Possibility Petri Net with Time Constraints

If ΣTP is possibility petri net with time constraints (TC-PPN), fuzzy state identi-
fication of ΣTP is M ¼ [M(s1),M(s2), � � �,M(sn)]

T, in which n ¼ j Sj.
Through ETPN model inversion, TC-PPN can be got for correct decoupling,

which can eliminate the impacts of virtual event and timing error. Based on inhibitor
arcs and original state, model reduction can be done in TC-PPN. We will get
TC-PPN after reduction.

Fig. 3.27 is the reduction process of TC-PPN, in which the dotted line elements
can be deleted in the original net.

In Fig. 3.27, inhibitor arcs are represented by lines with circles in the tail.

3. Decoupling Net Construction

If ΣTP is a FDES, time constraint of ΣTP is defined as a three tuple TG(ΣTP)¼ (V,
Arc,H ), in which:

1. V ¼ {Vi| i¼ 1, 2, . . ., n}, Vi ¼ a; bð Þja; b2R: a � bf g together with si 2 S are time
constraint, which is called vertex set TG(ΣTP).

2. Arc 	 Fis the arc set of TG(ΣTP).
3. H : Arc ! 2jTj is the mark of arc.

The time constraint graph of TC-PPN is established, which is used to calculate
ODDT with time constraint.

– –

– –– –

( )

( )

( ) ( )

( )

– –

Fig. 3.27 TC-PPN reduction
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If ΣTP is a TC-PPN and TG(ΣTP)¼ (V,Arc,H ) is the time constraint graph, ODDT
of event e 2 E is

de ¼ d o
e ; d

uo
e

� � ð3:1:90Þ

d o
e ¼

P
t2δ eð Þ

μ

j δ eð Þ j � j ε j ð3:1:91Þ

d o
e þ d uo

e ¼ 1 ð3:1:92Þ

in which jεj represents the number of μ ¼ ε in t 2 δ(e). The calculation method of
μ is:

1. If si 2 •t, sj 2 t• : j Vi j > 1 _ j Vj j > 1, then,

μ ¼ φ Vi;V j; τ tð Þ� � ð3:1:93Þ

φ ¼

P
vi2Vi, v j2V j, viþτ tð Þ6¼v j

κ vi; v j; τ tð Þ� �
j Vi j � j V j j � j vi þ τ tð Þ 
 v j j ð3:1:94Þ

in which jvi + τ(t) 
 vjj is time interval number of satisfying vi + τ(t) ¼ vj and κ is
calculated by Eq.3.1.90. φ is non-self-voting function.

2. If si 2 •t, sj 2 t• : Vi =2 V ^ Vj =2 V, then μ ¼ 0.
3. If si 2 •t, sj 2 t• : j Vi j ¼ 1 ^ j Vj j ¼ 1, then μ ¼ ε, which means unknown state

out of d o
e calculation.

Set ∑TP ¼ (S,T;F,E, I, δ, τ,M0) as a FDES with multiple casual coupling. Then
DT ¼ dT

e je2E
� �

is an ODDT set of all events in ΣTP. With ODDT, multiple casual
decoupling algorithm of FDES is established and used to do decoupling. The result
is type I decoupling net in the first step.

Search leakage library in type I decoupling net. If the leakage library is not the
source library of original ETPN, type II decoupling net needs to be constructed.

ΣI is given as type I decoupling net of ΣTP, and the reachable state mark set is RI.
ΣI only has one state mark Ml ¼ (Mσ � l,Mυ � l), which satisfies 8Mυ ¼ (Mσ,Mυ),
Mυ 2 RI : Mσ � l(s) ¼ max {Mσ(s)} ^ Mυ(s) 	 Mυ � l(s). δ

'(e7) ¼ {t7, t9} is the final
state of ΣI.

ΣI is given as type I decoupling net of ΣTP. R and RI are the reachable state mark
set of ΣTP and ΣI, respectively. ΣTP projection in ΣI is P(R). And then P(R) ¼ RI.

ΣI is given as type I decoupling net of ΣTP, ∑TP ¼ (S,T;F,E, I, δ, τ,M0),X
I
¼ SI; T I;FI;EI; II; δ; τ;M

I
0

� �
. Ml and M I

l are given as the final state of ΣTP

and ΣI, SI � in ¼ {s| s 2 SI ^ s• ¼ ∅}, Sin ¼ {s| s 2 S ^ s• ¼ ∅}. If
Sint ¼ Sin \ SI � in ^ Sint 6¼ ∅, as to 8s 2 Sint, Ml sð Þ ¼ M I

l sð Þ.
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Set ∑TP ¼ (S,T;F,E, I, δ, τ,M0),
X

I
¼ SI; T I;FI;EI; II; δ; τ;M

I
0

� �
, in which ΣII

is given as type II decoupling net of ΣTP. RII is the reachable state mark set of ΣII. ΣII

has only one state mark Ml ¼ (Mσ � l,Mυ � l), satisfying 8Mυ ¼ (Mσ,Mυ),
Mυ 2 RI : Mσ � l(s) ¼ max {Mσ(s)} ^ Mυ(s) 	 Mυ � l(s). Ml is the final state of ΣII.

ΣII is the reduction result of ΣI, which means all the elements in ΣII are subsets of
ΣI elements. Thereby,

X
TP

¼ S; T ;F;E; I; δ; τ;M0ð Þ ð3:1:95Þ

ΣII ¼ SII; T II;FII; III;EII; δ; τ;M
II
0

� � ð3:1:96Þ

Ml and M II
l are given as the final state of ΣTP and ΣII, respectively, SII � in ¼ {s|

s 2 SII ^ s• ¼∅}, Sin ¼ {s| s 2 S ^ s• ¼∅}. If Sint ¼ Sin \ SII � in ^ Sint 6¼∅, as to
8s 2 Sint, Ml sð Þ ¼ M II

l sð Þ.
This inference illustrates the final state in accordance with the original model can

be obtained by recalling the reduction model based on time interval and conditional
probability. In the information system with complex causalities, such as backward
inference, fault analysis, and diagnosis, analysis and reduction with this method will
lead to a result consistent with original model at a low computing cost.

3.3.3 Case Study

In order to test whether this method is effective or not, a decoupling deduce is made.
This simulation experiment follows the opening-door process of rail transportation
vehicles. According to the recorded frequency of door fault, the input of compound
fault during the opening-door process is set as the faults of screw-nut and screw-rod
unlocking, masts, electrical machines, brakes, and popping of backing pins
(Table 3.11).

In the opening-door process carried out by the door system model in Fig. 3.28, the
monitoring system will capture the following information (the unit is ms): O
(S38) ¼ 2951, O(S35) ¼ 2892, O(S28) ¼ 2243, O(S25) ¼ 1145, and O(S19) ¼ 1077,
among which O(x) refers to the time when x is captured for the first time. It aims to
get the possible faulted running equipment and their triggered event chain.

Probability data of some nodes used in experiment are as in the following table.
Based on the above parameters and analysis, along with the causal chain of

running equipment, an ETPN model is as in the following Fig. 3.28.
∑ET ¼ (S',T';F',E', I', δ', τ',M0

') is given as ETPN in Fig. 3.28, among them
(Table 3.12).
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1. S
0
is a collection of libraries. Implications of each library can be found in

Table 3.12. T
0 ¼ {t1, � � �t39}, F0

is shown as in the figure:
2. E

0 ¼ {e1, � � �e39};
3. I

0 ¼ {(S22, t15)};
4. δ

0
(e1) ¼ {t1}, δ

0
(e2) ¼ {t2}, δ

0
(e3) ¼ {t3}, . . ., δ

0
(e39) ¼ {t39};

5. τ(t15) ¼ τ(t17) ¼ τ(t18) ¼ τ(t19) ¼ τ(t22) ¼ τ(t26) ¼ τ(t28) ¼ τ(t30) ¼ [10, 40],
τ(t4) ¼ τ(t9) ¼ τ(t11) ¼ τ(t12) ¼ τ(t14) ¼ τ(t32) ¼ τ(t34) ¼ τ(t37) ¼ [310, 340],
τ(t5) ¼ τ(t6) ¼ τ(t21) ¼ τ(t23) ¼ τ(t24) ¼ τ(t25) ¼ τ(t39) ¼ [510, 540],
τ(t1) ¼ τ(t3) ¼ τ(t7) ¼ τ(t16) ¼ τ(t33) ¼ τ(t35) ¼ τ(t39) ¼ [110, 140],
τ(t2)¼ τ(t8)¼ τ(t10)¼ τ(t13)¼ τ(t20)¼ τ(t27)¼ τ(t29)¼ τ(t31)¼ τ(t36)¼ [20, 40];

6. M0(S38) ¼ [2951, 2951], M0(S35) ¼ [2892, 2892], M0(S28) ¼ [2243, 2243],

M0(S28) ¼ [2243, 2243], M0(S19) ¼ [1077, 1077], and M
0
0 elseð Þ ¼ ε.

Table 3.11 Probability data of some nodes

Node Probability data Node Probability data Node Probability data

1 0.0005 11 0.0015 21 0.0034

2 0.0010 12 Y0.0033 22 0.0028

3 0.0001 13 0.0010 23 0.0002

4 0.0002 14 (Y)0.0143 24 0.7793

5 Y0.0011 15 0.0001 25 0.2207

6 Y0.0042 16 (Y)0.0001 26 0.0010

7 0.0064 17 0.0001 27 0.0001

8 (Y)0.0220 18 0.0001 28 0.0001

9 0.0167 19 Y0.0046 29 (Y)0.0723

10 Y0.0029 20 0.0004 30 0.1187
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Fig. 3.28 ETPN model of the door system in the opening-door process
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Table 3.12 Implications of each library in the ETPN model

Marking Implication Marking Implication Marking Implication

S0 Zero-speed
signal

S18 Driving signals of elec-
trical machines

S36 Upper guide
rail

S1 Stop-in-place
signal

S19 Electrical machines work S37 Lower guide
rail

S2 ATC S20 Locking devices turn on S38 Door opens to
85% of the
maximum

S3 Door enabling
signal

S21 Minor control library 2 S39 Position sen-
sor of the door

S4 HMI S22 S2 moves S40 Backing pins
on top of the
door work

S5 ATO S23 Door movements
allowed

S41 Minor control
library 3

S6 ATO switch not
on automatic
catch

S24 Unlocking of electrical
machines and screw-nut
pairs

S42 Minor control
library 7

S7 ATO switch on
automatic catch

S25 Screw-nut locking
devices quit the LS
locking segment

S43 Current con-
trolled by
electrical
machines
decline

S8 Opening-door
signal

S26 S1 switch off S44 Door opens to
the maximum

S9 VCU S27 S4 switch off S45 Minor control
4

S10 Relays in door
system get
electricity

S28 Backing pin popping S46 Minor control
5

S11 Zero-speed
signal

S29 Racks slide on the short
guide pillar, with the
long guide pillar moves
laterally

S47 Minor control
6

S12 Opening-door
signal

S30 Lower suspension arm
swings

S48 Mechanical
machines shut
down

S13 Normally open
contacts of
EDCU power
circuits close

S31 Idler wheel slides in the
cross slide way

S49 Yellow lights
on

S14 EDCU gets
electricity

S32 Idler wheel enters the
lower slide way

S50 Door stop

(continued)
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Inverse ΣET and ΣTP
0 ¼ (S, T;F,E, I, δ, τ,M0) is drawn. Moreover, ΣTP ¼ (S,T;F,

E, I, δ, τ,M0) is got when ΣTP
0
is reduced, shown in Fig. 3.29.

Making the extension degree of time interval λ ¼ 0.5, the ODDT of each event is
calculated by the time constraint derived from TG: d o

e31 ¼ ε, d o
e30 ¼ 1, d o

e29
¼ 0,

d o
e28

¼ 0, d o
e27

¼ 0, d o
e26

¼ 0, d o
e24 ¼ 0:935, d o

e22 ¼ 0, d o
e21 ¼ 0:841, d o

e20 ¼ 0,
d o
e19 ¼ 0:725, d o

e15
¼ 0, d o

e13
¼ 0, do

e18
¼ 0:5, d o

e17
¼ 0, do

e25
¼ 0, and d o

e23
¼ 0. Create

type I decoupling net of ΣTP based on ODDT of events is as follows (Fig. 3.30):
Construction of type II decoupling net of ΣTP, ΣII, based on type I decoupling net

ΣI is shown in the following Fig. 3.31.
From 3.28 and 3.29, if the final condition of ΣII is got, the conclusion that it is in

accordance with ΣTP under the condition of ODDT may be drawn. Thus, in this
example, possible faulted running equipment and their triggered event chains can be
got based on analysis of ΣII.

Create a whole working model functioning in door opening created in the system
emulator. In this model, if inhibitor arcs are added to nodes where faults can be
tested, possible faults are expressed. When several faults occur at the same time, the
most likely casual chain can be decoupled based on faults tested. The fault chain
deduced by simulation environment is as in Fig. 3.32.

Table 3.12 (continued)

Marking Implication Marking Implication Marking Implication

S15 Minor control
library 1

S33 Screw rod S51 Motor current
increases
instantly

S16 EDCU S34 Screw nut

S17 Yellow lights
wink

S35 Masts drive the door
moves longitudinally
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Fig. 3.29 Schematic diagram of TC-PPN of the door system during the opening-door process
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Chapter 4
Train Reliability and Safety Analysis

4.1 Introduction

With the rapid development of China’s high speed railway industry and the rapid
increase of EMU demand, the safety and reliability of high speed train system has
attracted more and more attention. At present, the railway system in developed
countries has formed a relatively perfect safety assessment and management system,
and has developed a series of feasible technical standards for safety assessment. The
international standardized management system, IEC 61508 standard, released in
2000. Later, a series of safety standards: EN 50126, EN 50128, EN 50129 and EN
50159 were launched for different railway transportation applications by European
Committee for Electromechanical Standardization, which were qualified by the IEC
organization and applied by European railways. Besides, the rules and standards of
series of EN were used for reference in Taiwan area of China.

Up to now, the standard IEC 61508 has been introduced into the safety manage-
ment of China’s railways, and the national standard GB/T 20438 has been worked
out. However, there is still lack of targeted analysis method and corresponding
industry and national standards for the safety and reliability analysis of high speed
train system, there is a pressing need to establish a system of operational and
designed safety and reliability analysis of traffic train to support the safety and
reliability design and operation of traffic train.

4.1.1 Reliability and Safety Standards of European Railway
System

Compared with the present domestic situation of the safety and reliability evaluation
system research, the safety and reliability evaluation system has been developed a
relatively perfect safety assessment and management system abroad. The above EN
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standard, EN 50126, EN 50128, EN 50129 and EN 50159 which advocate the
concept that safety to a certain degree can be measured by reliability indices, that
is, the basic idea is functional safety, safety integrity and safety ensured by
technology.

Take the standard EN 50126 as an example, it is the specification and description
of RAMS in the railway applications. RAMS is short of reliability, availability,
maintainability and safety, which defines the requirements of RAMS in each phase
of the system’s safety lifecycle. RAMS is an important feature of system service
quality, which can be obtained through the system’s safety lifecycle by the designed
idea and technical method. In order to achieve the required RAMS, it is necessary to
make some effective control of the influence factors of RAMS in the whole system,
that is, the random failure and system failure. As for the standard EN 50126, the
system life cycle can be divided into 14 stages, and each stage has its own work,
covering the whole safety lifecycle from the initial design to the waste of the system,
represented by the ‘V’ shape. The branch from top to bottom can be often called
development, which is a gradual refinement process, starting from the system
concept until the manufacturing of the system components. The branch from bottom
to top represents the assembly, installation, acceptance and operation of the whole
system. The standard EN 50126 has been applied in China and revised the national
standard TB/T 3133 in China.

4.1.2 System of Train Operational Reliability and Safety
Analysis

The system of operational safety and reliability analysis of traffic train can be
regarded as a system engineering methodology system for traffic train’s system
safety, which covers the general steps, specific stage and knowledge scope of
operational safety and reliability analysis for traffic train. Traffic train is a complex
electromechanical system, whose safety evaluation system is not only related to the
system operational maintenance, but also refers to the relationship between system
reliability and safety. Therefore, the system of operational safety and reliability
analysis of traffic train can be constructed as a three-dimensional structure, which
can be shown in Fig. 4.1.

4.1.2.1 Data

As for the system safety assessment of traffic train, the corresponding data are
needed. Data acquisition usually takes a certain period of time, and the structural
designed data are prepared for the structural reliability analysis of traffic train
system. The data of operation, fault and maintenance can be collected during the
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running of traffic train, which can be also prepared for the system safety evaluation
of traffic train.

4.1.2.2 System Reliability Assessment

The system reliability assessment is based on the operational failure data after the
acquisition and processing, including the reliability of the component, subsystem,
system of traffic train and the operational reliability of traffic train.

4.1.2.3 System Safety Assessment

The system safety assessment is mainly based on the safety affected data and system
reliability assessment, the general steps of which includes system safety assessment,
safety measures formulation and implementation.

4.1.3 Procedure of Train Operational Reliability and Safety
Assessment

The procedure of operational safety and reliability assessment of traffic train is a
complete closed loop process, which includes the failure description and recording
of traffic train, the safety and reliability analysis of the component, subsystem,
system of traffic train and the operational reliability of traffic train, and application
of traffic train’s safety and reliability, which can be shown in Fig. 4.2.

The first step in the operational safety and reliability assessment of traffic train is
the failure data analysis, which needs to standardize the description and record and
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Fig. 4.1 Three-dimensional structure of operational safety and reliability analysis
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analyze the failure mode of traffic train. The purpose of the reliability analysis of the
component is to explore the design life and failure time interval of the related
component, which can provide the basis for the reliability analysis of the component
and system reliability analysis of traffic train. Besides, the reliability analysis of the
component is the process to look for, record and describe the component failure and
reliability, which is the premise for the system reliability analysis based on the
coupling of each component, as well as the active maintenance of traffic train. As
for the system reliability analysis, it is to identify the dangerous source in the traffic
train system in the operation period, and reduce the risk to an acceptable level, which
can avoid major casualties and property losses.

The operational safety and reliability assessment of traffic train is to compare the
results of assessment and the safety and reliability standard set in advance, or
compare the risk degree among each component, so as to determine the safety
level of each component and the whole system. The safety measures formulation
and implementation of traffic train is to take measures based on the assessment
results, which can be affected by many factors. Therefore, relevant evaluation
information needs to be collected and updated timely.

Target of operational safety and reliabilityof

traffic train 

Collection and processing the failure data of

traffic train

Operational safety and reliability analysis of

the component

Operational safety and reliability analysis of

the subsystem

Operational safety and reliability analysis of

the system

Operational safety and reliability formulation

and implementation of traffic train

Operational safety and reliability analysis of

traffic train

Detection

and

feedback

Fig. 4.2 The procedure of operational safety and reliability assessment of traffic train
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4.2 Reliability Analysis and Prediction of Bogie Frame

Bogie frame is the main load bearing component, the installation requirement of
other components. Bogie frame not only supports the vehicle body, but also passes
the vertical and longitudinal forces between the vehicle body and the wheel, and the
reliability of which directly affects the performance and safety of the locomotive.

The research of bogie frame’s reliability mainly focuses on the fatigue life
analysis and sensitivity analysis [1–3], the lack of uncertainty in life data was
considered. The key point of the research of bogie frame failure rate prediction
lies on how to use artificial intelligence accounting to set up a prediction model with
high accuracy. Typical prediction methods include time order prediction, neutral
network prediction. BP is of many advantages such as being fast in convergence rate,
small in absolute error, accurate in the prediction of developing tendency in failure
rate [4]. However, a problem that we are blind in selecting the training parameters
will appear if we only use BP as prediction model.

Therefore, survival analysis is used for reliability analysis of bogie frame to solve
uncertain life time problem. A prediction model of failure rate composed of PSO-BP
is came up with in this paper, so BP prediction model get developed, furthermore it
can be used to predict the failure rate with high accuracy.

4.2.1 Reliability Analysis of Bogie Frame Based on Survival
Analysis

4.2.1.1 Survival Analysis Theory

Survival analysis theory is developed as a new branch of mathematical statistics in
the past three decades, which focuses on statistical analysis of randomly censored
data [5]. Survival analysis not only can be used in biological and medical fields, but
also can be used in engineering sciences, such as reliability engineering. Survival
analysis is used for reliability analysis of bogie frame to solve uncertain life time
problem, resulting in a more reasonable assessment results.

Survival analysis focuses on non-negative random variable T, count according to
the object observed. Four types of values are obtained by observing each of the
individual’s life.

• Complete data. The exact value of individual life is observed.
• Right censored data. The exact value of individual life is not observed; only know

that is greater than a specified number, denoted t+.
• Left censored data. The exact value of individual life is not observed; only know

that is less than a specified number, denoted t�.
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• Interval censored data. The exact value of individual life is between the two
numbers Probability density function p(tj), survival function S(tj), failure rate
function are

p t j
� � ¼ p T ¼ t j

� � ¼ Dj=N, 1 � j � n ð4:2:1Þ
s t j
� � ¼ R t j

� � ¼ P T > t j
� � ¼X

t j>t

p t j
� � ð4:2:2Þ

λ t j
� � ¼ lim

Δx!0
P t j < T � t j þ ΔtjΤ t j
� �

Δt
¼ � d

dx
log R t j

� �� � ð4:2:3Þ

The failure of bogie frame cannot be found during train operation, only can be
found through maintenance. Therefore, the failure time data of bogie frame can be
expressed as

Li;Rið � ð4:2:4Þ

Where, Lt is time of last maintenance of i-th bogie frame; Ri is time of this
maintenance of i-th bogie frame.

4.2.1.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Assuming that, the number of life time data is N, n1 of which are right censored, n2 of
which are left censored, and n3 of which are interval censored. The likelihood
function is

L λð Þ ¼
Yn1
i¼1

1� F Li; λð Þ½ � �
Yn1þn2

i¼n1þ1

F Ri; λð Þ �
YN

i¼n1þn2þ1

� ln F Ri; λð Þ � F Li; λð Þ½ � ð4:2:5Þ

Take the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (4.2.5)

ln L λð Þ ¼
Xn1
i¼1

ln 1� F Li; λð Þ½ � þ
Xn1þn2

i¼n1þ1

lnF Ri; λð Þ þ
XN

i¼n1þn2þ1

� ln F Ri; λð Þ � F Li; λð Þ½ � ð4:2:6Þ

Take the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (4.2.6) and assume the result of the
formula is Eq. (4.2.7).
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d ln L λð Þ
dλ

¼ 0 ð4:2:7Þ

The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters are obtained.

4.2.1.3 Goodness of Fit Test

Anderson–Darling (A–D) test method in Minitab software focuses on degree of data
subject to a particular distribution. A–D statistic is smaller, the degree of data
subjects to the distribution is better. The formula of A–D statistic [6] is shown as
follow.

A2 ¼ �n� 1
n

Xn
i¼1

2i� 1ð Þ lnF xið Þ þ ln 1� F xnþ1�ið Þð Þ½ � ð4:2:8Þ

Where, F xið Þ ¼ Φ
xi � �x

σ

� �
is cumulative distribution function subject to normal

distribution.

4.2.2 Failure Rate Prediction of Bogie Frame Based on BP
and PSO-BP Methods

4.2.2.1 BP Neural Network

BP neural network have hierarchical feed forward network architecture, is suitable
for nonlinear prediction. In the classical structure of BP neural network, the output of
each layer is sent directly to each neuron in the layer above. While there can be many
layers, but the process can be done with a minimum of three layers: one layer that
receives and distributes the input pattern, one middle or hidden layer that captures
the nonlinearities of the input/output relationship, and one layer that produces the
output pattern.

For a group of contiguous sequence x(i), the x(i), x(i + 1), x(i + 2), . . .x(k + i � 1)
as an input vector, x(k + i) as the output value, in order to establish the training
sample, and BP prediction model is described as

x k þ ið Þ ¼ f x ið Þ; x iþ 1ð Þ; . . . ; x k þ i� 1ð Þð Þ ð4:2:9Þ
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4.2.2.2 Basic Principles of PSO

PSO was proposed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy, originated from the study on
the behavior of birds foraging. Assuming a D-dimensional search space, there are
N particles forming a population in which the position of each particle is represented
as a D-dimensional vector with Xi ¼ (xi1, xi2, . . .xiD) representation; particles’ flight
speed recorded as Vi ¼ (vi1, vi2, . . .viD); particle i have been found as the optimal
position so far, denoted Pbest;the best position of whole swarm have been searched so
far, denoted by gbest; after finding the two positions, the particles update their speed
and position according to Eqs. (4.2.10 and 4.2.11).

vkþ1
id ¼ w∗vkid þ c1r1 pk

id � xkid
� �þ c2r2 pk

gd � xkid

� �
ð4:2:10Þ

xkþ1
id ¼ xkid þ vkþ1

id ð4:2:11Þ

Where, vkþ1
id is the flight speed of i-th particle in (k + 1) generations; kkþ1

id is the
position of i-th particle in (k + 1) generations; pk

id is the best position of i-th particle to
k-generation; pk

gd is the best position populations to k-generation; pk
id � xkid is

individual cognition; pk
gd � xkid is the population cognition; w is the inertia weight;

vkid is the velocity of the particle; c1 and c2 are learning factors; r1 and r2 is the random
number of uniformly distribution in [0,1]; i ¼ 1,2,. . ., N.

4.2.2.3 PSO-BP Prediction Model

PSO-BP prediction model is divided into three modules: (1) data preprocessing
module is that experimental data are normalized to obtain the required model for
training and testing data sets. (2) PSO parameter optimization module is the use of
the PSO algorithm to optimize the BP parameters, then the optimal parameters pass
to the BP. (3) BP prediction module using the training data set has been training to
obtain prediction model, and use the test data set for prediction. The structure of
prediction model has been shown in Fig. 4.3.

In PSO parameter optimization module, the fitness function should be deter-
mined. PSO algorithm used fitness value to evaluate the merits of an individual or
population in the search process of evolution, and as the basis of the particle velocity
and position changes, it gradually evolved to the optimal solution. The root mean
square error (RMSE) is the fitness function in this paper.

RMSE y; ymð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN

i¼1
y ið Þ � ym ið Þð Þ2

r
ð4:2:12Þ

Where y is the actual value of the training sample, ym is the predicted value of the
model; N is the number of data samples. The RMSE is smaller, which means the
higher prediction accuracy, the predicted value closer to the target value.
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Based on the above prediction model, failure rate prediction algorithm steps
based on PSO-BP will be shown in Fig. 4.4.

4.2.3 Case Study

4.2.3.1 Analysis of Bogie Frame

The basic idea of bogie frame reliability frame is as follows: Firstly, censored data of
life time was counted, and then the maximum likelihood estimation method was
used to estimate the parameters of the life time, and finally find the best distribution
model according to the A–D statistic.

The life time of bogie frame includes two types of censored data, interval
censored data and right censored data, life time of censored data is shown in
Table. 4.1.

The censored life time data is inputted into Minitab software. Maximum likeli-
hood estimation method is used for the exponential, lognormal, two-parameter
Weibull distribution and three-parameter Weibull distribution parameter estimation

Fig. 4.3 The structure of PSO-BP prediction model
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and goodness of fit test. The result is shown in Fig. 4.5, the worst of the fit is
exponential distribution. The A–D statistic values of exponential, lognormal,
two-parameter Weibull distribution and three-parameter Weibull distribution are
0.530, 0.500, 0.820, 0.484. Therefore, the best distribution of bogie frame life
time is three-parameter Weibull distribution.

The life time of bogie frame subjects to three-parameter Weibull distribution,
shape parameter β is 1.11034, scale parameter η is 17.3206, threshold γ is 0.576497.

Fig. 4.4 Failure rate
prediction algorithm steps
based on PSO-BP

Table 4.1 Censored life
time data

No. Life time

1 (4,]

2 (5,6]

. . . . . .

59 (13,]
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The probability density function, survival function (or reliability function), failure
rate function are shown as Eqs. (4.2.13, 4.2.14, and 4.2.15).

Fig. 4.5 The comparison between the predicted and actual value. (a) The training set predictive
data comparison. (b) The testing set predictive data comparison
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f tð Þ ¼ 1:11034

17:32061:11034
t � 0:576497ð Þ0:11034e� t�0:576497

17:3206ð Þ1:11034 ð4:2:13Þ

R tð Þ ¼ e�
t�0:576497
17:3206ð Þ1:11034 ð4:2:14Þ

λ tð Þ ¼ 1:11034
17:3206

t � 0:576497
17:3206

� �0:11034

ð4:2:15Þ

4.2.3.2 Prediction of Failure Rate

To verify the validity of PSO-BP bogie frame failure rate prediction model, Line 2 of
one metro corporation, for example, the data of year 2010–2012 was selected as the
original experimental data sample. Using Eq. (4.2.15) on failure rate value data are
normalized, taking the dimension input vector is 10, building a experimental sample
set whose capacity is 118 groups, where the data of the first 90 groups as the training
sample set, the data of the last 28 groups as the test sample set.

xscali ¼ xi � xmin

xmax � xmin
ð4:2:16Þ

In order to measure the accuracy of the prediction model, this section selected
root mean square error as predictive accuracy of fitness function evaluation model.
However, due to the small root mean square error value, it is difficult to visually give
the difference between the actual value of bogie frame failure rate and the predicted
value of PSO-BP failure rate prediction model, and analysis the correlation through
linear regression analysis. Therefore, using the correlation coefficient R to further
measure the curve fitting and linear regression analysis between the predicted value
and the actual value of the prediction model.

R y; ymð Þ ¼
PN

i¼1 y ið Þ � �yð Þ ym ið Þ � �ymð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i¼1 y ið Þ � �yð Þ2 �PN

i¼1 ym ið Þ � �ymð Þ2
q ð4:2:17Þ

Where, �y is the average of the test sample, �ym is the average of the predicted value.
R-value is closer to i, which means that the model prediction has higher accuracy, the
closer to the actual system.

Set PSO parameters are: population size is 30; inertia weight initial wmax ¼ 0.9;
inertia weight final value wmin ¼ 0.4; learning factor c1 ¼ c2¼ 2; maximum velocity
Vmax ¼ 5; maximum speed and position limits scaling factor k ¼ 0.6; maximum
evolution generation Tmax ¼ 20. Training process adaptation curve is shown in
Fig. 4.6.

Survival analysis is used for reliability analysis of bogie frame to solve uncertain
life time problem. It turns out that the best life distribution model of is three-
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Fig. 4.6 The correlation curve of predicted value and the actual value. (a)Correlation of the
training set. (b) Correlation of the testing set
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parameter Weibull distribution. A prediction model of failure rate composed of
PSO-BP is come up with to predict the failure rate of bogie frame accurately.

4.3 Residual Life Prediction of Rolling Bearings Based
on GA-BP

Rolling bearing, as a critical component of metro trains, is widely applied to the
frequent transmission of heavy load in the mechanical systems of trains. The state of
rolling bearing can directly affect the train’s operational safety. Serious accidents
such as train derailment, overturn and operational collision will be brought about as a
result of a little problem from rolling bearings. As for the bearing failure, most
maintenance measures at present that the rolling bearings need to be serviced at the
depot regularly, which makes it difficult to grasp the change of the operational state.
Due to the untimely and inaccurate maintenance measures, a large number of rolling
bearings operated in the field can work with problems or be replaced far from the life
expectancy, which can bring about the hidden danger and a waste of resources for
the safety operation of the train. Therefore, accurate and effective residual life
prediction based on condition monitoring for the rolling bearings of train is urgent
in demand for the sake of reducing train accidents, improving operational safety and
reducing maintenance costs.

Currently, some sophisticated and formulaic life prediction algorithms have been
applied for general rolling bearings. But the algorithm parameters are often fixed,
these algorithms cannot adapt to the situation of frequent change of state variables
(such as load, speed, temperature, noise, etc.). And for the traditional life prediction
methods based on reliability theory, only event statistical data can be used. For a
specific rolling bearing, prediction accuracy of this type of approaches based on
reliability may not satisfy the site requirements because the operating state informa-
tion is ignored. Therefore, the residual life prediction method based on GA-BP is put
forward in this paper.

4.3.1 Residual Life Prediction Model of Rolling Bearings
Based on GA-BP

With the harsh operating conditions, complex structure and sophisticated mecha-
nism, the rolling bearings of rail vehicles are generally designed to be non-standard
forms. And the types of rolling bearings are different for different installation
positions. Generally, according to the shape of rolling element, rolling bearings
can be divided into cylinder rolling bearings, tapered rolling bearings, and spherical
rolling bearings. Usually, spherical rolling bearings and cylinder rolling bearings are
often used to support the motor rotor for traction motor. For the bogie system, the rail
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vehicles operating conditions with high load, high speed operation, frequent starting
should be considered, so cylinder rolling bearings and tapered rolling bearings will
be selected to withstand and transmit various loads between wheel and the truck
parts.

Figure 4.7 shows the basic composition of a rolling bearing (tapered rolling
elements) of rail vehicles. Rolling bearing is mainly composed of outer race, inner
race, rolling elements, and cage. Usually, the inner race assembles on the shaft neck
and rotates together with the axis. The outer race is fitted within the axle boxes or
bearing block and plays a supportive role. The rolling elements located between the
inner and outer race. And when the shaft neck and the inner race rotate together and
outer race does not rotate, the rolling elements not only can rotate around its axis, but
also can scroll around the inner and outer raceway. The size and number of rolling
elements determine the carrying capacity of rolling bearing. The cage function is to
make each of the rolling elements distributed evenly, and prevent the collision and
friction, and keep the rolling elements roll well.

As for the traditional BP neural networks, the weights and thresholds of the initial
values are randomly selected. It can fall into the local minimum with the slow
convergence of the model if these parameters are not appropriate. As mentioned in
the Sect. 4.2.2, Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a global optimization algorithm based on
the principle of natural selection and natural genetic mechanism, which can simulate
the life evolution mechanism and achieve the optimization of specific target in
artificial system. The essence of GA is to get the global optimal solution based on
group search technology and the principle of survival of the fittest [6]. Therefore, GA
algorithm is applied to get a good initial weight distribution, and BP neural network
model based on LM training algorithm is used to adjust weights reasonably to find
the global optimal solution in the chapter. The basic procedure of prediction model

Fig. 4.7 The basic configuration of the rolling bearings. 1 Sealing ring; 2 The outer race; 3 The
rolling elements; 4 The cage; 5 the inner race; 6 The middle spacer race
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construction based on GA-BP model can be expressed as follows, which can be
shown in the Fig. 4.8.

• Collect and select sample data. Preprocess the above data and divide training
samples and test samples.

• Determine the GA algebra, initial population size, fitness function and so
on. Determine the related coefficients and parameters of BP neural network
model optimized by GA.

• Input the optimal parameters obtained by GA and data preprocessed into BP
neural network model so as to get BP neural network trained in the process.

• Test the prediction accuracy of the trained model by the pretreated test data and
construct the final residual life prediction model.

4.3.2 Case Study

The experimental data of rolling bearing full life cycle was proposed by Center for
Intelligent Maintenance Systems (IMS) [7]. The bearing used in the experiment is
Rexnord ZA-2115 double row rolling bearing, and the operational speed is
2000 rpm/min. The field bench of life data collection can be shown in Fig. 4.9. To
collect the vibration data, 353B33 high sensitivity acceleration sensor produced by
PCB is applied in the axle box housing. The 6062E data acquisition card of National
Instruments Corporation is selected to collect data and the sampling frequency was
20 k Hz. The full life cycle vibration data is composed of data sets collected at three
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Fig. 4.8 Process of GA-BP model
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different time intervals with 20 K Hz sampling frequency, and the data was sampled
every 10 min, and each sampling time is 1 s.

This chapter applies vibration data from No. 3 bearing of the third data sets. The
process of the data acquisition began from the bearing installed until the bearing
failure takes about 740 h, nearly for a month (from the beginning of March 4, 2004 to
the end of April 4, 2004). To reduce the computational burden of model, a segment
vibration data is selected every 24 segments (about 4 h) from total 4448 segments
vibration data, and 186 segments vibration data has been selected, where each
segment contains 20,480 vibration acceleration data points.

After full life vibration data are collected and selected, the five dimensional
features of 186 segments vibration data can be extracted based on statistical model
method:

• T1: standard deviation of normal distribution.
• T2: log likelihood value of normal distribution.
• T3: scale of logistic distribution.
• T4: log likelihood value of logistic normal distribution.
• T5: log likelihood value pf Weibull distribution.

Figure 4.10 shows the variation curve diagrams of the extracted five dimensional
features with the bearing running time respectively. The features of the Fig. 4.10a, c
change lowly before the bearing operates to 400 h, while changes after 400 h are
obvious. The feature trends of the Fig. 4.10b, d are consistent with the Fig. 4.10c. In
summary, the variation of five dimensional features extracted based on statistical
model is sensitive, which can effectively reflect the residual life of the bearing.
Therefore, the five dimensional features extracted based on statistical model are
applied as inputs in the GA-BP neural network model for the residual life of the
bearing.

Fig. 4.9 Life data
collection of rolling
bearings
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In order to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional BP neural network, this
chapter applies GA to optimize the connection weights of the BP neural network. In
the process of residual life prediction model establishing, the coding method, initial
population size, fitness function, individual selection method, individual crossover
mode and mutation probability of GA need to be determined. This chapter takes
entity coding method, where the individual value is in the range of [0,1], the
individual coding length l¼ number of hidden units� input node number + number
of hidden units � output node number + number of hidden units + output node
number. The initial population size is 40, and the maximum generation is 60. The
fitness function is the RMS value of the actual output compared with the target
output. Roulette method is applied to select the excellent individual. The individual
crossover mode is arithmetic crossover, where the crossover probability is 0.7 and
the mutation probability is 0.05. The training process of GA is shown in Fig. 4.11,
and the result can be stable when the number of iterations is over 25.

In order to facilitate the analysis of the residual life prediction effect based on
GA-BP neural network model, 155 training samples and 31 test samples are applied
in the experiment. Figure 4.12 shows the comparison between the target output of
training samples and testing samples and GA-BP neural network respective, which
indicates that the output of GA-BP neural network model drops followed by the
target output during the whole life cycle (0 ~ 740 h), and varies in a slight float
around the target output, which can better reflect the actual situation of bearing
residual life. Figure 4.13 shows the difference between the target output and GA-BP
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Fig. 4.11 Training process of GA
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of each training sample and test sample, which indicates that the change of difference
is around 0 with slightly floating.

Similarly, in order to further evaluate the prediction accuracy and model perfor-
mance of residual life based on GA-BP neural network, the RMSE and correlation
coefficient R are presented in Table 4.2, and the corresponding results of correlation
analysis can be seen in Fig. 4.14. The results show that the RMSE value of training
samples and testing samples is 7.8873 and 9.6969 respectively, which is less than
10 and has been improved compared with the BP neural network model. The
correlation coefficient of the training samples is 0.9500, which is over than that of
BP neural network. The correlation coefficient of test sample number is 0.8662,
which is over than that of BP neural network.
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Fig. 4.12 The comparison between target output and GA-BP. (a) Training sample. (b) Test sample
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4.4 Operational Risk Assessment of High Speed Train

Nowadays, the flourish of economy and trade in China drives the booming of high
speed railway to satisfy the great demand of transportation. High speed train pro-
vides services for a large number of passengers, which plays a crucial role in its
safety operation. Great loss like train derailment, overturn and operation collision
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Fig. 4.13 Difference between target output and GA-BP. (a) Training sample. (b) Test sample

Table 4.2 The evaluation
index of output based on
GA-BP neural network model

Training sample Test sample

RMSE 7.8873 9.6969

R 0.9500 0.8662
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will be brought about as a result of a little problem from the train. Hence, advanced
study and analysis must be implemented to the significant issue for the risk assess-
ment of high speed train in order to identify and control the risk.

The risk of high speed train refers to the likely outcome of probability of
occurrence and the severity of consequence, which can be influenced by the inter-
action of various factors in the operation environment. Staff [8], environment [9],
infrastructure [10] and train itself can be the major influence factors which can be
divided into two main categories of internal and external influence factors. Opera-
tional risk assessment of high speed train is to identify the risk factors of the train,
thus to get the risk ranking of each component in the system, for the risk of the train
can be controlled and involved train maintenance plans can be prepared and updated
periodically. During the process of risk assessment, some researchers had made
many contributions in risk assessment of high speed train. Many traditional
approaches such as fault tree analysis (FTA) [11], event tree analysis (ETA) [12]
and Bayesian analysis [13], failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) [14] and
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) based on expert judgments [15] are used to get
the risk state of trains. However, FTA, ETA and Bayesian analysis can be better
aimed at the analysis of a particular accident rather than a whole equipment system.
Besides, FMEA and AHP can be often carried out by qualitative analysis. However,
high speed train is a complex electromechanical system of more than 40,000
interconnected components under different condition, which makes it more difficult
for the above approaches to meet the technical demands of high speed train opera-
tional risk assessment with system analysis, quantitative analysis and period analy-
sis. Thus, an efficient modified risk assessment approach for high speed train is
urgent in demand.

Due to the various risk state and complexity of high speed train, multiple risk
indices with qualitative and quantitative information based on the staff, environment,
infrastructure and train itself may be a good choice to evaluate the risk of high speed
train. However, multiple risk indices with qualitative and quantitative information
always require to be transformed into the same type in most researches. The process
of transformation may bring about information distortion or loss, which can bring
about the calculation uncertainty and cause some impact on the results. In addition,
the situations where the experts and engineers are not able to express their preference
in the risk assessment can also bring about the uncertainty for the assessment results.
Therefore, VIKOR approach [16], which is directed against the calculation uncer-
tainty, expert preference and information indeterminacy has been put forward to deal
with this problem. VIKOR approach, developed for multi-criteria evaluation on the
basis of TOPSIS approach and overmatched it in the algorithm, can be well applied
to the problem of high speed train risk assessment, since it is directed against
concentrating the mixed quantitative and qualitative information, which can better
deal with the various risk state and complexity of high speed train. Besides, VIKOR
approach can well deal with the calculation uncertainty and expert preference by a
maximum group utility of the ‘majority’ and a minimum individual regret of the
‘opponent’ [17]. Jahan et al. [18] applied VIKOR approach to evaluate the material
selection by the hybrid information. Kavita [19] applied VIKOR approach to cope
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with multiple criteria decision making problems and the result illustrated the effec-
tive of the method. Mohsen [20] adopted fuzzy VIKOR approach to rank and
prioritize the failure modes in the FMEA, which has been proved to improve the
applicability of the conventional FMEA approach. VIKOR approach provides a
more practical way to solve the hybrid risk assessment with qualitative and quanti-
tative information on the basis of various risk state and system complexity, which
can be well applied to the problem of high speed train operational risk assessment in
this paper.

As for the qualitative risk information which cannot be expressed distinctly by
quantitative data in the risk assessment of high speed train, it can be expressed by the
professional judgment of experts applied with the fuzzy sets. Fuzzy set theory was
first proposed by Zadeh in 1965 [21], which was applied to describe inaccurate and
qualitative information. In 1986, Atanassov [22] filled up the deficiency of fuzzy set
in depicting fuzzy relationship and raised the theory of intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS).
IFS can concentrate its two aspects of information from membership and
non-membership, which makes it more flexible in describing the fuzzy problems.
Despite the successful study and application of IFS in risk analysis and assessment
[23–25], the membership degree and the non-membership degree are difficult to be
described by numerical values because of the complexity and fuzziness of the
qualitative risk information on high speed train. Thus, type-2 intuitionistic fuzzy
set (type-2 IFS) was proposed to deal with these problems in a better way. Type-2
IFS [26] possesses many advantages over type-1 IFS, as their membership functions
and non-membership functions are themselves fuzzy, making it possible to model
and minimize the effects of indeterminacy in fuzzy matters. Since interval number
IFS [26, 27] was raised as an application of type-2 IFS to cope with the fuzzy
problems, sometimes the extreme points value of the interval require to be too large
or too small in order to cover the entire range of interval, which can further enlarge
the interval range and affect the final result [28]. Therefore, triangular fuzzy number
between 0 and 1 was applied in the IFS as another application of type-2 IFS to
overcome this problem [29]. Triangular fuzzy number intuitionistic fuzzy set
(TFNIFS) has been applied in some fields of science and technology for the fuzzy
problems [30], there is few applications to the high speed train risk assessment yet.
Accordingly, TFNIFS can be commendably applied to the problem of high speed
train operational risk assessment in this paper.

During the process of the risk assessment, most of researches [20, 23–25, 28, 30]
have been applied the static indices without involving the influence of time on the
assessment, which may not fully reflect the facts of the risk state to a certain extent.
The risk state of high speed train system and related risk factors with staff, environ-
ment and infrastructure can change constantly with the time, showing a dynamic risk
feature. In addition, the recognition and understanding about high speed train of the
relevant experts and decision makers can be more accurate and clear as time goes
on. With the combination of time, it can be more systematic and effective to evaluate
the mixed risk information. Therefore, a new ranking approach of dynamic VIKOR
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based on the different periods is proposed for high speed train operational risk
assessment in this paper.

As discussed above, we are devoted to studying the operational risk assessment of
high speed train based on triangular fuzzy number intuitionistic fuzzy set and
dynamic VIKOR approach in this paper, which is put forward to cope with the
uncertainty and complexity of the risk information and rank the risk of system
components. The assessment period can be chosen according to the maintenance
plan, and the operational risk assessment index system of high speed train can be
proposed based on the factors of staff, environment, infrastructure and train itself.
The field test data of a specific high speed train is implemented and can provide
technique support for the high speed train operational risk assessment with signif-
icant practice.

The rest of this paper can be organized as follows. In Sect. 4.2, basic problem of
high speed train operational risk assessment are explained. In Sect. 4.3, application
of dynamic VIKOR in high speed train operational risk assessment based on
constant different periods is explained. In Sect. 4.4, a numerical study based on
the field test data of a specific high speed train is implemented. In Section 5, some
conclusions are made of the paper.

4.4.1 Basic Challenges of High Speed Train Operational Risk
Assessment

The risk of high speed train refers to the likely outcome of probability of occurrence
and the severity of consequence, which can be influenced by the interaction of
various factors in the operation environment. The operational risk assessment is to
identify the risk factors of high speed train and get the risk ranking of system
components in order to control the risk, prepare and update the maintenance plan
for the train. The maintenance schedule of a specific high speed train in China can be
divided into five classes [31]: (1) the primary class operated every 2 days for visual
inspection and functional test, (2) the second class operated around every year for
component performance detection, (3) the third class operated around every one and
a half years for bogie system disassembling inspection, (4) the forth class operated
every 3 years for disassembling inspection of each system and (5) the fifth class
operated every 6 years for the whole train maintenance. Due to the different schedule
classes for high speed train maintenance, the component performance detection of
the second class and the system disassembling inspection of the forth class need to be
taken into account in the operational risk assessment of high speed train. Therefore,
the dynamic operational risk assessment of high speed train can be carried out
comprehensively for three periods according to the second and forth class mainte-
nance schedule.
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4.4.1.1 Construction of High Speed Train Operational Risk Assessment
Index System

High speed train is a complicated mechatronics system, and the risk of the train can
be influenced by the interaction of various factors which can be divided into two
main categories of internal and external influence factors from staff [8], environment
[9], infrastructure [10] and train itself.

Staff factor may be one of the most critical and pivotal factors among the various
elements of high speed train. As for the operation of high speed train in a relatively
closed environment, the activity range of passenger is only in the train carriage.
However, train staffs like train driver and maintenance personnel are closely related
to the train operation. It may cause large damage or even accident if the train driver
or maintenance personnel is inexperienced or fatigue working with continuous long
periods. Therefore, the staffs’ operation skills as well as mental state can be applied
to risk elements as staff factor. The operational skills of the staff can be comprehen-
sively affected by the age, education and technical title. The mental state of the staff
can be influenced by constant working period.

As one of the critical risk elements, environment factor has a crucial influence on
the safety state of high speed train. During the operation of high speed train, the
wind, heavy rain, snow, dust storms and other bad weather provide enormous
challenges for the train system, which can result in the performance degradation
and function failure. Thus, environment factor of high speed train synthetically
based on the extreme weather, temperature and humidity should be taken into
account.

Infrastructure in the operation of the train also has a significant impact on the risk
state of the high speed train. Infrastructure factor involves various elements such as
tracks, bridges, electrical facilities, signal facilities and so on. Above the mentioned
factors, the tracks have directly relationship with the trains operation. The quality of
the tracks can be referred to the track quality, which can affect the normal operation
and safety state of high speed train as well as the comfortable trip of passengers.
Therefore, track quality index (TQI) [10] can be applied to evaluate the risk of high
speed train.

As for the internal risk factors of train itself, mean distance between failure
(MDBF), mean time to restoration (MTTR), maintenance cost, fault detectability
and the risk effect on system, people and environment are the inherent risk factors of
high speed train, which can play a great important role in the safe operation of high
speed train. MDBF is another form of mean time between failure (MTBF), as time is
replaced by running distance. MDBF describes the probability of risk occurrence. In
addition, MTTR, maintenance cost and the risk effect on system, people and
environment of the train describe the severity of risk consequence. MTTR is the
variable to measure the average time cost to repair the component. Maintenance cost
focuses on the complexity and significance of the system. Risk effect on system,
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people and environment reflects the consequence severity of the failure components.
Besides the inherent risk factors above, high speed train is a complicated
mechatronics system consisting of various parts and subsystems with different
relationships and interactions. Hence, correlation risk index integrated with system
structural risk and components failure is proposed in this paper.

As discussed above, the operational risk assessment index system of high speed
train for each component can be set up based on the above factors, which can be
shown in Fig. 4.15. The above factors consist of quantitative and qualitative infor-
mation, dividing the assessment index into numerical, interval and fuzzy type.
MDBF index, MTTR index, correlation risk index, operation skills index, mental
state index and TQI index can be calculated by some specific formulas [32], the
result of which can be presented as numerical type with accurate number. However,
risk effect index on system, people and environment, fault detectability index and
environment risk index cannot be presented and calculated by the accurate number,
which need fuzzy set theory to capture the subjective judgments of experts and
engineers to represent the risk state. Besides, the above factors can be also divided
into benefit type and cost type according to their result effect. The operational risk
assessment index information can be seen in Table 4.3.

Operational Risk
Assessment Index

System of High
Speed Train

Internal
Influence

External
Influence

MDBF index C1
Fault possibility

Fault severity
MTTR index C2

Risk effect index on system, human,
and environment C3

Maintenance cost index C4

Fault detectability index C5

Correlation risk index C6

Operation skill sindex C7

Mental status index C8

Environment risk index C9

TQI index C10

Fault monitoring degree

Correlation risk of components

Staff risk

Environment risk

Infrastructure risk

Inherent riskComponent

Pantograph
Traction system

Traction motor

Traction control

Air supply
Braking system

Brake control

Brake rigging

Frame assembly
Bogie system

Bearing

Junction box

Car frame
Car body

Car floor

Connector

Fig. 4.15 Operational risk assessment index system of high speed train
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4.4.1.2 Applications of TFNIFS in the Risk Assessment Index System

In the risk assessment index system of high speed train, risk effect index on system,
people and environment, fault detectability index and environment risk index cannot
be presented and calculated by the accurate number, which need fuzzy set theory to
capture the subjective judgments of experts and engineers to represent the risk state.
TFNIFS has been applied as an application of type-2 IFS in this paper to illustrate the
value of the qualitative risk information for the as assessment. TFNIFS is proposed
by Liu and Yuan [29] to cope with the fuzzy problems in the way that definite value
of the membership and non-membership of IFS have been adjusted to the triangular
fuzzy numbers, which can better express the indeterminacy of qualitative evaluation
information.

Definition 1 An intuitionistic fuzzy set ~A in X ¼ {x} can be defined as follows [22].

~A ¼ < x; μ~A xð Þ; ν~A xð Þ > x2Xj	 
 ð4:4:1Þ

Where the function membership and non-membership μ~A : X ! 0; 1½ �,
ν~A : X ! 0; 1½ � and 0 � μ~A xð Þ þ ν~A xð Þ � 1.

Definition 2 The value of π~A xð Þ ¼ 1� μ~A xð Þ � ν~A xð Þ can be called the degree of

hesitancy of x to ~A.

In the description of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, ~A can concentrate its two aspects of
information from the degree of membership and non-membership of x to ~A, which
makes it more flexible in describing the fuzzy problems. However, the membership
degree and the non-membership degree are difficult to be described by numerical
values because of the complexity and fuzziness of the qualitative risk information on
high speed train. Therefore, TFNIFS integrated with triangular fuzzy number and
IFS has been applied to overcome this problem in this paper.

Definition 3 A triangular fuzzy number a¼ (al, am, ar) in X¼ {x} is a special fuzzy
number, its membership function μa : X ! [0, 1] can be defined as follows [29].

μa xð Þ ¼
x� alð Þ= am � alð Þ al � x � am
x� arð Þ= am � arð Þ am � x � ar

0 otherwise

8<
: ð4:4:2Þ

Where the membership function μa(x) 2 [0, 1], 0 � al � am � ar � 1, am is the
barycenter of fuzzy number a.

Definition 4 A triangular fuzzy number intuitionistic fuzzy set A
*
in X ¼ {x} can be

defined as follows [29].
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A
* ¼ x; < μ

A
* xð Þ; ν

A
* xð Þ >

� �
x2Xj

n o
ð4:4:3Þ

Where μ
A
* xð Þ ¼ μA

*1

xð Þ; μA*2 xð Þ; μA*3 xð Þ
� �

and

ν
A
* xð Þ ¼ νA

*1

xð Þ; νA*2 xð Þ; νA*3 xð Þ
� �

are triangular fuzzy numbers of X ¼ [0, 1],

which express the membership and non-membership degree of x in X.

As for risk effect on system, people and environment, fault detectability and
environment risk of high speed train, the index linguistic variable described as
TFNIFS type can be seen in Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. Take the environmental risk
as an example, Fig. 4.16 shows TFNIFS with “Very Safe (VS)” – ((0.0, 0.0, 0.3),
(0.6, 0.8, 1.0)) in green, “Safe (S)” – ((0.1, 0.3, 0.5), (0.4, 0.6, 0.8)) in blue,
“Subcritical (SU)” – ((0.3, 0.5, 0.7), (0.2, 0.4, 0.6)) in purple, “Fatal (H)” – ((0.5,
0.7, 0.9), (0.0, 0.2, 0.4)) in pink and “Very Hazardous (VH)” – ((0.7, 1.0, 1.0), (0.0,
0.0, 0.2)) in red, respectively. The solid lines describe the membership functions of
TFNIFS, while the dotted lines describe non-membership functions of TFNIFS.

TFNIFS possesses many advantages as its membership and non-membership
functions are themselves fuzzy, which can make it possible to minimize the defect
and error of the subjective judgments of experts and engineers. Therefore, TFNIFS
can be more appropriate to describe the risk state of high speed train.

Table 4.4 Linguistic variable
of fault detectability C5

TFNIFS Linguistic variable

((0.0,0.0,0.3),(0.6,0.8,1.0)) Very Difficult (VD)

((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) Difficult (D)

((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.2,0.4,0.6)) Subcritical (SU)

((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) Easy (E)

((0.7,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) Very Easy (VE)

Table 4.5 Linguistic variable
of risk effect on system,
people and environment C3

TFNIFS Linguistic variable

((0.0,0.0,0.3),(0.6,0.8,1.0)) Slight (S)

((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) Light (L )

((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.2,0.4,0.6)) Subcritical (SU)

((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) Fatal (F)

((0.7,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) Disastrous (D)

Table 4.6 Linguistic variable
of environmental risk C9

TFNIFS Linguistic variable

((0.0,0.0,0.3),(0.6,0.8,1.0)) Very Safe (VS)

((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) Safe (S)

((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.2,0.4,0.6)) Subcritical (SU)

((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) Fatal (H )

((0.7,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) Very Hazardous (VH)
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4.4.1.3 Correlation Risk Index

High speed train is a complex electromechanical system consisting of more than
40,000 components, with various degradation and complex connection properties.
Once a small failure of components occurs, it may lead to a loss of production and
investments in relevant components or casualties and damage of the whole train
system. There can be some defects in the internal risk factors analysis which only
consider the components properties in an independent way and ignoring the rela-
tionship between the components. Thus, correlation risk index integrated with
system structural risk and components failure, which is aimed at the interactions of
components and the state importance in the train system, is proposed in this paper.

In recent years, complex network theory based on the system structure, which
focuses on the structural properties such as node degree and clustering coefficient,
has been utilized to the risk analysis of the relationships and interactions in the
complex mechanical system [33–36] However, these researches are just conducted
through a single-layer network, which cannot meet the need to represent the risk and
complexity of high speed train with different mechanical, electrical and information
interactions. Thus, multiplex network [37–40], which is coupled with various
subnets of nodes and edges, is proposed to analyze the risk and complexity of
high speed train.

Components in the high speed train system contact and interact with each other
through their respective functions. However, a component may have various func-
tions, which bring about different interactions. The loss or incomplete of a function
may not affect the relationships between the relative components, as the different
interactions between them. Therefore, the interactions of the components need to be
divided according to the actual function of high speed train. The same function is
placed on the same level, forming a mechanical, electrical and information interac-
tion layer of the train system, and a multiplex network of high speed train is
established, which can be seen in Fig. 4.17.

In the multiplex network of high speed train, components and their interactions
can be described as nodes and edges respectively. The multiplex network of high

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

1.0
Very Safe Safe Subcritical Fatal Very Hazardous

Fig. 4.16 Linguistic variable of environmental risk
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speed train can be constructed by the mechanical interaction layer G1, electrical
interaction layer G2 and information interaction layer G3 according to the actual
function of high speed train, where proj(M ) is the projection of the multiplex
network, which integrates all the interactions. In the mechanical interaction layer,
components connect with each other by bolting and riveting, and the mechanical
force can be transferred through the connections. Components in the electrical
interaction layer are connected by cables and wires of different conductors, which
can transfer the electric energy. Components in the information interaction layer are
connected through the transmission medium, which can transfer the command and
state information of each component. In these layers, the same component can
integrate the different mechanical, electrical and information function through the
layer connections, representing the relationship between the functions of the same
component. The relationship between different components can be represented by a
directed edge. One-way edge represents the one-way transmission, while two-way
edge represents two-way transmission.

Multiplex network model, which can be applied to the analysis of correlation risk
for high speed train, can be always combined with the structural properties such as
node degree, clustering coefficient, closeness centrality, eigenvector centrality, etc.
However, each component of high speed train system has its practical functional
behaviors, which can affect the risk state of the whole train system in the form of
failure, and present dynamic properties varying with time. Therefore, dynamic
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Fig. 4.17 High speed train
multiplex network model
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properties with failure characteristic of the multiplex network based on the structural
properties and the failure state of the train components are proposed to analyze the
correlation risk in this paper, which can be seen in Table 4.7.

K(i) is the failure degree of vi, which is the result value based on the topological
degree and node failure synthetically. K(i) represents the affected average range of
neighbor nodes as the node fails. C(i) is the failure clustering coefficient of vi, which
measures the cluster degree after the node fails. �eij is the number of the normal
connections of vi after the node fails. �dij is the length of failure path for vi. CD(i) is the
failure closeness centrality of vi, which describes the centrality of vi as the node fails.
CE(i) is the failure eigenvector centrality of vi, which represents the importance of vi
with the feedback of neighbor nodes, λ is the eigenvalues of its neighbor matrix. I(i)
is the value at risk of failure of vi, which can reflect the network efficiency after the
node fails. E0 and Ei are the network efficiency at the period of normal and failure
operation respectively.

These five properties of the train multiplex network model combined with failure
and its failure rate present the dynamic feature of high speed train system, which can
be better to describe the risk and complexity of high speed train. Correlation risk
index can be an amalgamation of these five properties based on the PCA approach
[41]. Therefore, the weight of each property can be defined as

wj ¼
X n

j¼1
a jpij=

Xn

j¼1

Xm

i¼1
a jpij ð4:4:4Þ

Where λi is the eigenvalue of covariance matrix p with n*m dimension, fi is the
principal component of the property Cj, and the correlation risk index of each
component can be defined as

CR ¼
X5

j¼1
w jC j ð4:4:5Þ

To summarize, correlation risk index of high speed train is mainly aimed at the
interactions and relationships of components as well as the state importance in the
train system, which can consummate the operational risk assessment.

Table 4.7 Dynamic
properties with failure of high
speed train multiplex network

Properties Calculation formula

K(i) K ið Þ ¼ λi ki ¼
Xm

j¼1
λi aij

C(i) C ið Þ ¼ 2
Xm

j¼1
eij=ki ki � 1ð Þ

CD(i) CD ið Þ ¼ m� 1ð Þ=
Xm

j¼1
dij

CE(i) CE ið Þ ¼
Xm

j¼1
λi aij x j=λ

I(i) I(i) ¼ 1 � Ei/E0
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4.4.2 Dynamic VIKOR Method for High Speed Train
Operational Risk Assessment

The operational risk assessment of high speed train with qualitative and quantitative
information brings about calculation uncertainty in the evaluation process, which
can cause some impact on the results. Therefore, VIKOR approach [16], directed
against the calculation uncertainty and concentrating the mixed data without infor-
mation distortion or loss, has been applied in this paper.

VIKOR approach, developed for multi-criteria evaluation can be well applied to
the problem of high speed train risk assessment, since it can reckon with the
uncertainty particularly in situations where the experts and engineers are not able
to express their preference in the risk assessment. VIKOR approach can determine
the compromise ranking solution by a maximum group utility of the ‘majority’ and a
minimum individual regret of the ‘opponent’, which can be the basis for negotiation,
involving the preference of experts and engineers by indices weights [17]. The basic
idea of VIKOR approach is the development from the Lp metric [17]:

Lp, i ¼
Xn

j¼1
wj r∗j � rij

��� ���� �
= r∗j � r�j
��� ���� �h ipn o1=p

ð4:4:6Þ

Where wj is criterion weight of the judgment, rij is the score of alternative Aj from
the jth criterion. r∗j and r

�
j is the ideal and negative ideal solutions of each alternative.

Nevertheless, the risk assessment of high speed train is carried out for three
periods in this paper according to the second and forth class maintenance schedule
of a specific high speed train in China. Relevant risk information and the expert
cognition may experience constant and extreme change. Besides, the former stage
would affect the latter stage, which would take on a dynamic feature about the
process. Therefore, an extend VIKOR approach based on dynamic time is proposed
for high speed train operational risk assessment in this paper.

As for the risk indices, the qualitative indices can be calculated according to the
Table 4.3, while the quantitative indices should be illustrated as TFNIFS by the
judgments from experts and engineers including maintenance personnel D1, design
manufacturer D2 and high speed train driver D3, under the three different annual

check periods. ((al1, am1, ar1), (bl1, bm1, br1)) is a TFNIFS number A
*
, which is used

as the value of expert evaluation. (al1, am1, ar1) and (bl1, bm1, br1) is the membership

and non-membership of A
*
, respectively, which represents the positive and negative

degree of the risk index. [aL 1, aU 1] can be always applied to express interval data

setA
¼
, aL 1 and aU 1 is the upper and lower bound ofA

¼
. Ai (A¼ {A1,A2,. . .,An}) is the

evaluation alternative (component), Cj (C ¼ {C1,C2,. . .,Cm}) is the evaluation
criteria (risk index), Ds (D ¼ {D1,D2,. . .,Dd}) is the experts and uk ij is the
comprehensive evaluation value under the period Kk (K ¼ {K1,K2,. . .,Kv}), Wk j is
the weight of criteria Cj. The mixed fuzzy decision matrix Uk can be represented as
follows.
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C1 C2 � � � Cm

Uk ¼
A1

A2

⋮
An

uk
11 uk

12 � � � uk
1m

uk
21 uk

22 � � � uk
2m

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
uk
n1 uk

n2 � � � uk
nm

2
664

3
775 ð4:4:7Þ

W k
j ¼ wk

1 ;w
k
2 ; � � �;wk

m

� T ð4:4:8Þ

Usually, the mixed fuzzy decision matrix needs to be standardized by

r kij ¼ uk
ij=maxuk

ij or r
k
ij ¼ ukL

ij =maxukU
ij ; ukU

ij =maxukU
ij

h i
ð4:4:9Þ

r kij ¼ minuk
ij=u

k
ij or r kij ¼ minukL

ij =u
kU
ij ;minukU

ij =ukU
ij

h i
ð4:4:10Þ

Equations (4.4.9) and (4.4.10) are applied to the criteria of cost and benefit type
respectively. Obviously, the rk ij after standardization can be between 0 and 1. It is
easy to know that the ideal and negative ideal solution of the mixed fuzzy decision
matrix can be expressed as.

rk∗j ¼ max
i

r kij , rk�j ¼ min
i

r kij for benefit type C j ð4:4:11Þ

rk∗j ¼ min
i

r kij , rk�j ¼ max
i

r kij for cost type C j ð4:4:12Þ

Later the weight of expert can be determined by Eqs. (4.4.11 and 4.4.12) based on
expert credibility [22], and the weight of evaluation criteria can be determined by
Eqs. (4.4.5, 4.4.6, 4.4.7, and 4.4.8) based on entropy weight [20].

Bk
s πð Þ ¼ �

Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

π k
sij

 !
In

Xn
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

π k
sij

 ! !�1

ð4:4:13Þ

λ ks ¼ Bk
s πð ÞPd

s¼1
Bk
s πð Þ

ð4:4:14Þ

~r k
j is the aggregation operator of criteria Cj, Eqs. (4.4.3, 4.4.4, and 4.4.5) are

applied to the value of numeric, interval and TFNIFS type respectively.

~r k
j ¼ r k1 j þ r k2 j þ � � � þ r knj

� �
=n ð4:4:15Þ

~r k
j ¼

Xn

i¼1
r kLij

� �
=n;

Xn

i¼1
rUkij

� �
=n

h i
ð4:4:16Þ
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~r k
j ¼

Yn
i¼1

ak
lij

� �1=n
;
Yn
i¼1

ak
mij

� �1=n
;
Yn
i¼1

ak
rij

� �1=n !
; 1�

Yn
i¼1

1� bk
lij

� �1=n !
;

  

1�
Yn
i¼1

1� bk
mij

� �1=n !
; 1�

Yn
i¼1

1� bk
rij

� �1=n !!!

ð4:4:17Þ

The entropy of criteria Cj is ek j, which can be calculated as

ekj ¼ �
Xn

i¼1
d
�
r kij ;~r

k
j

�
=
Xn
i¼1

d
�
r kij ; ~r

k
j

� !
ln d

�
r kij ; ~r

k
j

�
=
Xn
i¼1

d
�
r kij ; ~r

k
j

� !" #
= ln nð Þ

ð4:4:18Þ

Therefore, the weight of evaluation criteria can be calculated as

ω k
j ¼ 1� ekj

� �
=
Xm

j¼1
1� ekj

� �
ð4:4:19Þ

The weight of each period k can be calculated under entropy weight approach in
accordance with Eqs. (4.4.17, 4.4.18, and 4.4.19).

r ki ¼
Xm

j¼1
r kij=m
� �

, �rk ¼ E r ki
� � ð4:4:20Þ

ek ¼ �
Xn

i¼1
d
�
~r k
j ; �r

k
�
=
Xn
i¼1

d
�
~r k
j ; �r

k
�" #

ln
�
d
�
~r k
j ; �r

k
�
=
Xn
i¼1

d
�
~r k
j ; �r

k
��" #

=In nð Þ

ð4:4:21Þ

ηk ¼ 1� ek
� �

=
XK

K¼1
1� ek
� � ð4:4:22Þ

The maximum group utility, the minimum of individual regret and the compre-
hensive risk value can be calculated in accordance with Eqs. (4.4.20, 4.4.21, and
4.4.22).

Si ¼
XK

k¼1

Xm

j¼1
ηkω j d rk∗j ; r kij

� �
=d
�
rk∗j ; rk�j

�� �
ð4:4:23Þ

Ri ¼ max
j

ω jη
k d rk∗j ; r kij

� �
=d
�
rk∗j ; rk�j

�� �h i
ð4:4:24Þ

Qi ¼ v Si � S∗ð Þ= S� � S∗ð Þ þ 1� vð Þ Ri � R∗ð Þ= R� � R∗ð Þ ð4:4:25Þ

The proposed dynamic VIKOR approach has the ability to reckon with the
various risk state and complexity of high speed train operational risk assessment
under the different periods with dynamic features. The procedure of dynamic
VIKOR approach can be explained as follows, which can be seen in Fig. 4.18.
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Step 1. Compute each risk evaluation index based on the assessment index system
under the period k.

Step 2. Determine the weight of expert for the qualitative index under the period k.
Step 3. Standardize the mixed fuzzy decision matrix under the period k.
Step 4. Determine rk* jand rk- jof the mixed fuzzy decision matrix under the

period k.
Step 5. Determine the weight of evaluation criteria for the mixed fuzzy decision

matrix under the period k.
Step 6. Determine the weight of each period k for the comprehensive assessment.
Step 7. Determine the maximum group utility, the minimum of individual regret and

the comprehensive risk value and determine the ranking order of the alternatives
based on the comprehensive risk value.

TFNIFS Inntegrated DataTFNIFS Integrated Data

TFNIFS data

of Expert 1
TFNIFS data

of Expert 1
TFNIFS data

of Expert d
TFNIFS data

of Expert d

Qualitative Information

Numeriic dataNumeric data Interval dataInterval data

Quantitative Information
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wweight
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weight

Mixed Fuzzy Decision MatrrixMixed Fuzzy Decision Matrix

SStandardization DataStandardization Data

*k
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k
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DetermineDetermine and of Criteria
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Fig. 4.18 Procedure of dynamic VIKOR approach for high speed train operational risk assessment
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4.4.3 Case Study

In this paper, the operational risk assessment based on TFNIFS and dynamic VIKOR
approach is validated by taking a specific high speed train bogie system as an
example. The components of bogie system have been applied to establishing the
multiplex network model of high speed train bogie system, which can be shown in
Fig. 4.19. Nodes of each sub network can be shown in Table 4.8.

Based on the multiplex network model of high speed train bogie system, the
correlation risk index can be calculated with the fusions of failure degree, failure
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Fig. 4.19 Multiplex network model of high speed train bogie system
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clustering coefficient, failure closeness centrality, failure eigenvector centrality and
the value at risk of failure of each component based on the PCA approach according
to the Eqs. (4.4.9 and 4.4.10), Fig. 4.20 gives an example of the above properties of
the multiplex network model under the period 1. Correlation risk index of these three
constant periods can be comprehensively integrated and illustrated in the Fig. 4.21.

Table 4.8 Components in a Specific High Speed Train Bogie System

No. Component No. Component No. Component

1 Frame assembly 13 Coupling 25 Main duct and solenoid
valve

2 Brake clamp 14 Gearbox assembly 26 Velocity sensor1

3 Brake lining 15 Ground device 27 Velocity sensor2

4 Wheel-mounted disc
brake

16 Traction motor 28 Velocity sensor3
LKJ2000

5 Pressure cylinder 17 Height adjustment
device

29 Surface cleaning device

6 Spring assembly 18 Coil resistance shock
absorber

30 Acceleration sensor

7 Axle box body 19 Air spring 31 Junction box

8 Primary vertical shock
absorbers

20 Center for traction pin 32 Gear box bearing temper-
ature sensor

9 Bearing 21 Traction rod 33 Journal temperature
sensor

10 Wheel 22 Transverse shock
absorber

34 Velocity sensor4 AG37

11 Axle 23 Lateral stop 35 Velocity sensor5 AG43

12 Vertical shock absorber
– 2

24 Anti-roll bar

Fig. 4.20 Properties of high speed train bogie system under Period 1
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As it is shown in the Fig. 4.21, the correlation risk index of each component is in
the interval of 0.1 and 0.7, where the risk degree of the dynamic failure properties
takes on ascend trend with the time and the maximum correlation risk index comes to
the frame assembly.

Three experts and engineers including maintenance personnel D1, design manu-
facturer D2 and high speed train driver D3 have been invited to assess the risk effect
on system, people and environment, fault detectability and environment risk index,
which are expressed as TFNIFS, under the three different periods. Tables 4.8, 4.9
and 4.10 give a view of the assessment index value of the risk effect on system,
people and environment from maintenance personnel D1, design manufacturer D2

and high speed train driver D3 which are just listed the number of first 10 in the
alternative of components.

For instance, ((0.6, 0.8, 1.0), (0.0, 0.0, 0.2)) is the value of the risk effect on
system, people and environment from the maintenance personnel D1, which
expressed as TFNIFS. (0.6, 0.8, 1.0) is a triangle fuzzy number, which is defined

Fig. 4.21 Correlation risk index of three Periods

Table 4.9 Risk effect value on system, people and environment for first 10 components from D1

No. Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

1 ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

2 ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.7,0.9,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

3 ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.2,0.4,0.6))

4 ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.0,0.0,0.2),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.2,0.4,0.6))

5 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.3,0.5,0.7)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.3,0.5,0.7))

6 ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5))

7 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

8 ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.2,0.4,0.6)) ((0.0,0.2,0.4),(0.2,0.4,0.6))

9 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4))

10 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))
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as the membership of TFNIFS and indicates the positive degree for the risk effect
index on system, people and environment. (0.0, 0.0, 0.2) is the other triangle fuzzy
number defined as the non-membership of TFNIFS, which indicates the negative
degree for the risk effect index on system, people and environment. It can be easy to
see that the positive degree is much higher than the negative degree, which expresses
the expert idea that the risk effect on system, people and environment is more likely
to be higher and affects bogie system.

Figure 4.22 gives an example of the trend of the risk effect index value on system,
people and environment over time for the axle box body (component 7). ((0.4, 0.6,
0.8), (0.0, 0.2, 0.4)) in blue, ((0.5, 0.7, 0.9), (0.0, 0.2, 0.4)) in pink and ((0.6, 0.8,
1.0), (0.0, 0.0, 0.2)) represents the risk effect index value on system, people and
environment under the Period 1, Period 2 and Period 3, respectively. It can be easy to
see that the trend is getting higher, which expresses the expert idea that the risk effect
on system, people and environment is getting higher over time.

Later, the qualitative assessment value of the index, which consists of the risk
effect on system, people and environment, fault detectability and environment risk,
can be compromised into the comprehensive assessment value of each index

Table 4.10 Risk effect value on system, people and environment for first 10 components from D2

No. Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

1 ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

2 ((0.7,0.9,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

3 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4))

4 ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4))

5 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.3,0.5,0.7)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.3,0.5,0.7))

6 ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.3,0.5,0.7)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5))

7 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4))

8 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.3,0.5,0.7)) ((0.0,0.2,0.4),(0.2,0.4,0.6))

9 ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.3,0.5,0.7)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4))

10 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4))

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

1.0

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

Fig. 4.22 Trend of risk effect index on system, people and environment over time for axle
box body
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according to the Eqs. (4.4.11 and 4.4.12) based on expert credibility [8]. Table 4.11
gives a view of the comprehensive value of the index for the risk effect on system,
people and environment based on these 3 experts and engineers. The weight of D1,
D2 and D3 under the different 3 periods can be determined as follows.

• λ1 1 ¼ 0.43, λ1 2 ¼ 0.36, λ1 3 ¼ 0.21;
• λ2 1 ¼ 0.33, λ2 2 ¼ 0.35, λ2 3 ¼ 0.32;
• λ3 1 ¼ 0.34, λ3 2 ¼ 0.32, λ3 3 ¼ 0.34.

The weight of experts and engineers in one period is disciplines distinct from the
other, which can account for the reasons that their jobs and working environment
differ a lot. Therefore, the cognition and preference can make a large change to the
risk matters with bogie system. In addition, the information obtained from the former
period can have a great influence on the assessment of the latter period. The
information quantity and quality obtained from different period can also differ a
lot with each other. As a result, the weight of each expert in the different period can
have a great difference.

With the advance of the proposed approach, the mixed fuzzy decision matrix
under different period can be set up based on the risk factors with MDBF, MTTR,
risk effect on system, people and environment, maintenance cost, fault detectability,
and correlation risk, operation skills, mental state, environment risk and TQI index.
Table 4.12 illustrates a mixed fuzzy decision matrix under the period 2, which is just
listed the number of first 10 in the alternative of components.

In the mixed fuzzy decision matrix under the period 2, the external elements for
the operation skills, mental state and TQI index are calculated as the overall
indicators, which can affect the whole high speed train. Therefore, the index value
for these three risk factors can be illustrated as a same numerical value. Apart from
these, maintenance cost is illustrated as interval numbers, which can represent the
expense as a range of numbers with the definitive extreme points of the intervals
(Table 4.13).

After the mixed fuzzy decision matrix is standardized according to the
Eqs. (4.4.13 and 4.4.14), rk* jand rk�j of the mixed standardized fuzzy decision

Table 4.11 Risk effect value on system, people and environment for first 10 components from D3

No. Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

1 ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

2 ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.7,0.9,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

3 ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.2,0.4,0.6))

4 ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.0,0.0,0.2),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.2,0.4,0.6))

5 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.3,0.5,0.7)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.3,0.5,0.7))

6 ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5))

7 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

8 ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.2,0.4,0.6)) ((0.0,0.2,0.4),(0.2,0.4,0.6))

9 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4))

10 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))
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matrix under the different period can be determined to provide the basic preparation
for the dynamic VIKOR approach. Later, the weight of each index can be calculated
and the result can be shown as follows.

• w1 ¼ [0.03 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.25 0.25 0.03 0.25];
• w2 ¼ [0.03 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.27 0.27 0.02 0.27];
• w3 ¼ [0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.26 0.26 0.03 0.26].

Then, the weight of each period for the comprehensive assessment can be
determined according to the Eqs. (4.4.18, 4.4.19, and 4.4.20), which can be obtained
as

• η1 ¼ 0.24, η2 ¼ 0.37, η3 ¼ 0.39.

In the end, the maximum group utility Si, the minimum of individual regret Ri and
the comprehensive risk value Qi can be calculated according to the Eqs. (4.4.18,
4.4.19, and 4.4.20). Figure 4.23 illustrates the results of Qi, from which the ranking
order of the alternatives can be obtained. Furthermore, Fig. 4.23 also compares the
results between static [32] and dynamic assessment. From the results comparison
between static and dynamic assessment of high speed train bogie system in the
Fig. 4.23 frame assembly is still the highest risk component. The risk degree of brake
clamp, wheels and axle box body exceed over the state of static assessment, which
need more attention to take care of.

In addition, these two different results make it clear that the relevant risk
information and the expert cognition can experience constant and extreme change
over time. The operational risk assessment of high speed train is carried out for three
periods in this paper according to the second and forth class maintenance schedule of
a specific high speed train in China. It can thank to the assessment of the former
period in the dynamic process, which makes it more reliable to assess the risk state of
high speed train. What is more, relevant information can be more systematic and
effective, for the failure accumulates as the time goes by. Therefore, operational risk

Table 4.12 Comprehensive risk effect value on system, people and environment for First
10 components

No. Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

1 ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

2 ((0.6,0.8,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

3 ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5))

4 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) ((0.3,0.6,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5))

5 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.3,0.5,0.7)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.3,0.5,0.7))

6 ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.0,0.4,0.4)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.3,0.5,0.7),(0.1,0.3,0.5))

7 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.0,0.2))

8 ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.1,0.3,0.5)) ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.3,0.5,0.7)) ((0.0,0.2,0.4),(0.2,0.4,0.6))

9 ((0.1,0.3,0.5),(0.2,0.4,0.6)) ((0.2,0.4,0.6),(0.4,0.6,0.8)) ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4))

10 ((0.4,0.6,0.8),(0.0,0.2,0.4)) ((0.5,0.7,0.9),(0.0,0.0,0.2)) ((0.8,1.0,1.0),(0.0,0.0,0.2))
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assessment based on TFNIFS and dynamic VIKOR approach can provide technique
support for high speed train safety operation.

This chapter works on the study of the operational risk assessment of high speed
train based on TFNIFS and dynamic VIKOR approach under constant periods, a
comprehensive operational high speed train risk assessment index system is
established associated with the risk factors of staff, environment, infrastructure and
the train itself. As for the calculation uncertainty, expert preference and information
indeterminacy in the assessment, VIKOR approach can be well applied to cope with
this problem. Due to the qualitative risk information which cannot be expressed
distinctly by quantitative data, TFNIFS as an application of type-2 IFS can reckon
with this problem as its membership and non-membership functions are themselves
fuzzy, which can make it possible to minimize the defect and error of the subjective
judgments of experts and engineers. Since the risk assessment of high speed train is
carried out for three periods in this paper according to the second and forth class
maintenance schedule of a specific high speed train in China, and the comprehensive
risk assessment is integrated synthetically based on the result of three periods.
Relevant risk information and the expert cognition may experience constant and
extreme change. In addition, the former stage would affect the latter stage, which
would take on a dynamic feature about the process. Therefore, an extend VIKOR
approach based on the different time periods is proposed with TFNIFS for high
speed train operational risk assessment in this paper. Finally, a specific example of
high speed train bogie system is implemented to validate the proposed approach. The
result is also compared with the static operational risk assessment result, which the
authors once proposed. Between the comparisons, it can be found out that dynamic
VIKOR approach and TFNIFS can be better utilized in the operational risk assess-
ment for high speed train.

Fig. 4.23 Results comparison between static and dynamic assessment
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Chapter 5
Operational Risk Analysis of Rail
Transportation Network

5.1 Operational Risk Assessment Model

Plenty of operational risk analysis of urban railway transportation network have been
carried out. Diversified characteristics, which develop toward intelligent, systematic
and in-depth trend, and focus on the analysis of risk factors of ‘man-machine-
environment-management’ and formulation of relevant standards [1]. Brian put
forward measures to improve safety of railway transportation from the people,
vehicles, lines, laws and other operational risk factors of urban railway transportation
[2]. Shi and others made a depth analysis of the main problems of operational safety
of railway transportation from technical equipment, network transport capacity,
operation organization, emergency and other aspects [3]. Lv [4] explored the factors
that influenced the operational safety of urban railway transportation, which could be
divided into internal and external factors. The internal factors included the equip-
ment state, design reasons and personnel quality. Besides, vehicle system, mainte-
nance system, signal system, communication system, power supply system and other
system factors were among the equipment state. The external factors included
personnel interference, construction annoyance, criminal activities, terrorist activi-
ties, natural climate and other factors. As for the above operational risk factors, some
prevention, control measures and rescue measures were put forward. Ye [5]
established four evaluation index systems by ‘man-machine-environment-manage-
ment’, aiming at the complex system of urban railway transportation, such as the
safety evaluation index systems of operational equipment, personnel, external envi-
ronment and government of urban railway transportation.

The operational safety changes of urban railway transportation network can be
brought about by the interaction and interrelationship of man, machine, environment
and management [6]. In order to make the evaluation index system fully integrated
with field operation, plenty of investigation and analysis have been made in the
urban railway transportation, and the main factors of operational safety of urban
railway transportation have been summarized in this chapter. The evaluation index
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system based on the ‘microcosmic, middle and macroscopic’ level has been
constructed above the main factors, and the operational safety evaluation of ‘station
– line road network’ has been accomplished as well.

5.1.1 Operational Safety Assessment Index System of Metro
Station

The metro station is a huge and complex system. The change of metro station’s risk
is the result of interaction and interrelationship of the four elements: people, equip-
ment, environment and management. Based on the survey of metro station, the
number of accidents, casualties and economic loss can be found to affect the risk
of the metro station. As a summary, the main factors which affect the risk of metro
station are passenger flow, equipment, environment, management and accident.

People are the most critical and flexible elements in the system, the performance
of people directly affect the operation of the metro station. In order to reflect the risk
state of the metro station, some features of passenger flow are selected. The load
degree of AFC (Auto Fare Collection) at the exit and entrance reflects the use of
AFC. The value of the load degree is higher, the speed of passengers is slower,
which leads to passenger gathering and has a stampede risk. The congestion degree
of platform, stairs, passageway and escalator reflects the intensity of platform, stairs,
passageway and escalator. The value of the congestion degree is higher, means the
passenger flow is larger and the overcrowding and stampede events are more likely
to occur.

As one of the factors, the equipment are the basis for the safe operation of the
metro station. The operating state of the equipment must be highly concerned about
in the risk assessment. The equipment in the metro station consist of escalator,
drainage system, fire alarm system (FAS), screen door system, lighting system, air
conditioning system.

Environment has a significant impact on safe operation of the metro station. It
affects the safety in a subtle way. Its influence may be a positive effect, but
sometimes also be a negative effect. The temperature, humidity, PM2.5, PM10
and CO2 are taken into account.

Management plays a central role in the metro station system. It penetrates into
every aspect to prompt various elements into a whole. Good management can
strengthen the positive effect and impair the negative effect, which provide good
conditions for safe operation of the metro station.

In addition, the number of accidents, the casualties and economic loss during the
accidents are taken into account.

In summary, the safety evaluation index system is built up from the five indices:
passenger flow, equipment, environment, management and accident. The safety
evaluation index system of metro station can be shown in Fig. 5.1.
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This chapter analyzes the influence of indicators on the station’s safety situation,
and on the basis of field investigation and literature analysis, deduced the calculation
formula of each index, as shown in Table 5.1. Quantitative values of each index
calculated can objectively reflect the station’s risk state and ensure the accuracy of
the result on metro station risk assessment.

Management B4

The index system of metro
station risk assessment

Risk index of safety management C18

Risk index of emergency evacuation capacity C19

Equipment B2

Risk index of escalator system C7

Risk index of drainage system C8

Alarm index of FAS system C9

Risk index of air conditioning system C12

Risk index of screen door system C10

Passenger flow B1

Entrance AFC capacity index C 1

Exit AFC capacity index C 2

Platform congestion degree C 3

Passageway congestion degree C5

Stairs congestion degree C4

Environment B3

Temperature index C13

PM2.5 index C15

PM10 index C16

Humidity index C14

CO2 content index C17

Accident B5

Economic loss index C22

Escalator congestion degree C6

Risk index of lighting system C11

Number of accidents index C20

Casualties index C21

Fig. 5.1 The index system of metro station risk assessment
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Table 5.1 The calculation formula of each index

The meaning of indicators Calculation formula & parameters

C1/C2/C4/C5/C6 is the load degree of entrance
AFC/exit AFC/stairway/passageway/escalator
during the peak times of passenger flow of
station

C ¼
Xn
i¼1

λi � Si

Si ¼ Qi

Ci

8>><
>>:
Si—The load degrees of the i-th entrance
AFC/exit AFC/stairway/passageway/escalator;
λi—The weight of the i-th entrance AFC/exit
AFC/stairway/passageway/escalator; Qi—The
actual passenger traffic of the i-th entrance
AFC/exit AFC/stairway/passageway/escalator;
Ci—The traffic capacity of the i-th entrance
AFC/exit AFC/stairway/passageway/escalator;
n—The number of entrance AFC/exit
AFC/stairway/passageway/escalator

C3 is the ratio of the actual assembling on the
station platform and the actual area of the sta-
tion platform during the peak times of passen-
ger flow of station

C3 ¼ Q1 �T1þQ2 �T2ð Þ
S ϕ

Q1—The pitted people of per second;Q2—The
outbound people of per second; S—Actual area
of the station platform, m2;T1—Train arrived
in time interval,s;T2—The longest travel time
from the platform to the station hall, s;Φ—The
platform uneven coefficient of passenger flow
density

C7/C8/C9/C10/C11/C12 is the ratio of escalator/
drainage/FAS/shielding door/lighting/air con-
ditioning system failure numbers and system
numbers of station

C ¼ M
N

M—Escalator/drainage/FAS/shielding door/
lighting/air conditioning system failure num-
bers; N—Escalator/drainage/FAS/shielding
door/lighting/air conditioning system numbers

C13/C14/C15/C16/C17 is the ratio of the mea-
surement value of temperature/humidity/parti-
cles smaller than 2.5 micrometers/particles
smaller than 10 micrometers/CO2 and the stan-
dard value of station

C ¼ c
S

c—The measurement values; S—The standard
values

C18 is the comprehensive evaluation for the
safety management of the station of station

C18 ¼ 1� c
1000

c—The score given by the experts

C19 is the accident evacuation time of the plat-
form layer during the peak time of passenger
flow. Of station

C19 ¼ Q1þQ2
0:9 A1 N�1ð ÞþA2B½ �

Q1—Train passenger numbers; Q2—The total
number of waiting passengers and staff on the
station platform; A1—Through capacity of
escalator, people/min�m; A2—Through capac-
ity of stairway, people /min�m; N—The num-
ber of escalator; B—The total width of the
stairway, m; 0.9 is reduction factor

C20 is the number of accidents during of station
C20 ¼

X5
i¼1

wisi

wi—The weight of i-th accident; Si—The
number of i-th accident; accidents include

(continued)
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5.1.2 Operational Safety Assessment Index System
of Traffic Line

The traffic line, which is composed of various metro stations, is an important part of
urban railway transportation network, and the change of traffic line’s risk is also the
result of interaction and interrelationship of the five elements: people, equipment,
environment, management and accident.

The factors of people can be the risk of stampede, when total scale of passenger
flows exceeds the maximum transmission capacity of the line. Therefore, the
maximum full load rate and the mean of full load rate of each section at peak hour
at both upside and downside direction can be referred to the risk formula.

As for the equipment, vehicle system, as the carrier of passenger transport, plays
an important role in the operation of urban railway transportation. Signal system is
one of the key facilities to ensure the safety of operation and improve the operation
efficiency of urban railway transportation. Besides, the interlocking equipment
which can monitor and record the working state itself contributes a lot to the safety
of urban railway transportation. Power supply system is also an important link to the
safety of urban railway transportation, whose power supply mode can be divided
into unilateral, bilateral and beyond area supply modes. Communication system
consisted of transmission system, private line system, closed circuit telephone
system, broadcast system and wireless system can make a great impact on the safety
of urban railway transportation. Electromechanical system aimed at aeration system
at interval tunnel links in the safety operation chain. The civil engineering system
mainly considers the design and the structure of underground line, overhead line,
station building, vehicle base and operation center. The failure of platform screen
door system can directly affect the number of normal thoroughfare for vehicles. The
line system mainly considers the line and its subsidiary system. The rail damage is a
prominent problem in the line system which has a close relationship with driving

Table 5.1 (continued)

The meaning of indicators Calculation formula & parameters

special major accidents, major accidents, acci-
dents, accident insurance and general accident.

C21 is the casualty rate of the station during
statistical period of station

C21 ¼ n
N

n—The number of casualties during statistical
period; N—The passenger flow in the station

C22 is the economic loss caused by accidents of
station C22 ¼

X5
i¼1

wisi

wi—The weight of i-th accident; Si—The eco-
nomic loss of i-th accident
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safety and can severely affect the safety operation of railway train. AFC and safety
system is an important link to ensure the safe arrival of passengers, which can also
influence the safety state of traffic line. Apart from the above equipment factors,
other factors such as external environment can also have an effect upon the safety of
urban railway transportation.

Analogy to the safety management at station, the safety management at traffic line
can also be the safety operation standardization evaluation index of urban railway
transportation. Different from the risk of accident at station, the risk of accident at
traffic line need combine operation mileage with the number of accidents. Besides,
the influence of stations at traffic line can also impact the safety of urban railway
transportation. Therefore, the passenger and environment comprehensive index of
line and station can be proposed to measure the safety state of traffic line.

In summary, safety evaluation index system of traffic line basically designed with
reference to the standards of the metro station’s safety evaluation index system,
shown in Fig. 5.2. Based on the field investigation and literature analysis, the
deduced calculation formula of each index for traffic line can be shown in Table 5.2.

5.1.3 Operational Safety Assessment Index System of Traffic
Network

The traffic network of urban railway transportation is made up of different metro
stations and traffic lines, which makes it more complex to analyze the safety state of
urban railway transportation. The change of traffic network’s risk is also the result of
interaction and interrelationship of the five elements: people, equipment, environ-
ment, management and accident.

As for the factors of people, the capacity matching of lines risk index can be
presented by the full load rate of each section, which reflects the transfer matching
between the lines. Concerning about the equipment, the impaction of vehicle, signal,
power supply, communication, civil engineering, platform screen doors, AFC, safety
system and other factors of network can be measured by the weighted mean of each
system’s operational risk index. With regard to the environment for the network, the
comprehensive risk can be measured by the comprehensive index of environment at
each line based on Weighted Algorithm. Analogy to the factor of accidents at line,
the risk of accident at traffic network also need combine operation mileage with the
number of accidents.

In short, safety evaluation index system of traffic network basically designed with
reference to the standards of the metro line’s safety evaluation index system, which
can be shown in Fig. 5.3. Based on the field investigation and literature analysis, the
deduced calculation formula of each index for traffic line can be shown in Table 5.3.
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5.2 Operational Risk Prediction Model

Railway transportation network, as the backbone of urban public transport system, is
a place for passengers to wait, ride, drop and transfer. Railway transportation
operation system has the characteristics of highly specialized operation, complicated
infrastructure and large passenger flow. Once an accident occurs, it will cause a lot of
damage to the economy and society. Therefore, it is of great significance to guaran-
tee the safe and reliable operation of railway transportation system.

Management B4

The index system of traffic
line risk assessment

Risk index of safety management C16

Equipment B2

Risk index of electromechanical system C7

Risk index of civil engineering system C8

Risk index of platform screen doors system C9

Risk index of security system C12

Risk index of line system C10

Passenger flow B1

Passenger risk index at upside direction C1

Passenger risk index at downside direction C2

Risk index of vehicle system C3

Risk index of power supply system C5

Risk index of signal system C4

Line & Station B3

Passenger comprehensive index C14

Risk index of other factors C13

Environment comprehensive index C15

Accident B5

Risk index of communication system C6

Risk index of AFC system C11

Accident rate index C17

Fig. 5.2 The index system of traffic line risk assessment
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In the safety state of urban railway transportation network, the safety region refers
to the area where the safety state variables are determined in the traffic network
system, and are applied to evaluate whether the traffic network system is safe or not.
If the safety state of railway transportation network in the boundary near the critical
value cannot be controlled well in the effective time, it will be worsening deeper in
the future, in a state of uncontrollable, and eventually evolved into the accident.
Therefore, in order to prevent the state in the boundary near the critical value from

Table 5.2 The calculation formula of each index

The meaning of indicators Calculation formula & parameters

C1/C2 is the risk index of passenger upside/
downside direction of line

c ¼ w1
pmax
P þ w2

na
N þ w3

nt
T

Pmax—The maximum full load rate of section
at peak hour at upside/downside direction; P—
The mean of full load rate of section at upside/
downside direction; na—The number of sec-
tion whose full load rate is over 70% at upside/
downside direction; ni—The number of time
interval whose full load rate is 100% at upside/
downside direction; N—The number of sec-
tions; T—The time of operation; wi—Weight
coefficient

C3/C4/C5/C6/C7/C8/C9/C10/C11/C12/C13 is the
operational risk index of vehicle/signal/power
supply/communication/electromechanical/civil
engineering/platform screen doors/AFC/safety
system/other factors of line

c ¼ w1
t
T þ w2

d
D þ w3

n
N

t—The failure time of vehicle/signal/power
supply/communication/electromechanical/civil
engineering/platform screen doors/AFC/safety
system/other factors; T—The time of opera-
tion; d—The affected operation mileage of
vehicle/signal/power supply/communication/
electromechanical/civil engineering/platform
screen doors/AFC/safety system/other factors;
D—The operation mileage of main line; n—
The failure times of vehicle/signal/power sup-
ply/communication/electromechanical/civil
engineering/platform screen doors/AFC/safety
system/other factors; N—The operation mile-
age; wi—Weight coefficient

C14/C15 is the passenger/environment compre-
hensive index of line & station c ¼

Xm
i¼1

wiQi

Qi—The comprehensive index of passenger/
environment at station; wi—Weight coeffi-
cient; m—The number of stations

C16 is the risk index of safety management of
line

c16 ¼ 1� c
1000

c—The score given by the experts

C17 is the accident rate index of line
c17 ¼

Xn
i¼1

wisi
l

wi—The weight of i-th accident; Si—The eco-
nomic loss of i-th accident; l—The operation
mileage; n—The number of accidents
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deteriorating, the accurate prediction of the safety state of the railway transportation
network is an inevitable trend for the realization of active safety research.

Accurate prediction of the safety state of the railway transportation network can
reduce the risk factor of the network, to avoid accidents caused by the threat to the
safety of the risk factor, bring about the realization from “passive safety” to “active
safety”, and it has an important significance to protect the safety operation of the
traffic network for preventing accidents and reducing the loss of life and property of
passengers.

At present, the methods of predicting the safety state of railway transportation
network include the prediction of time series, neural network, gray model and
support vector machine (SVM) [7, 8]. The key point of safety state prediction
research is that the high precision prediction model. The data of safety state changes
over time, which can be viewed as a group of time series arranged chronologically.
Auto-regressive and moving average model (ARMA model) has better prediction
accuracy in predicting such data [9]. Support vector regression (SVR) has the

Management B4

The index system of traffic
network risk assessment

Risk index of safety management C13

Equipment B2

Risk index of civil engineering system C6

Risk index of platform screen doors system C7

Risk index of security system C10

Risk index of line system C8

Passenger flow B1

Capacity matching of lines risk index C1

Risk index of vehicle system C2

Risk index of power supply system C4

Risk index of signal system C3

Network & Line B3

Environment comprehensive index C12

Risk index of other factors C11

Accident B5

Risk index of communication system C5

Risk index of AFC system C9

Accident rate index C14

Fig. 5.3 The index system of traffic network risk assessment
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advantages of fast convergence, small absolute error, strong fitting ability and high
accuracy in the prediction [10].

This chapter selects ARMA and GA-SVR method to build railway transportation
network safety state prediction model and find a high precision prediction model
through the comparative analysis, so as to realize the high precise prediction of
railway transportation network safety state.

5.2.1 Safety State Prediction Based on ARMA Model

ARMA model is one of the most common models to describe stationary random
sequence features, which has been structured and standardized, and it is more
convenient to realize the model by the existing statistical software. The basic idea
of safety state prediction of railway transportation network based on ARMA model
is to regard the safety state value varying with time as time series. In this series, the
safety state at time of n can be affected not only the disturbance of safety state at the
former time from 1 to n-1, but also the safety state itself at the former time from 1 to
n-1, so the safety state prediction model can be constructed. Safety state prediction of
railway transportation network based on ARMA model can be viewed, shown as
Eq. (5.2.1).

Table 5.3 The calculation formula of each index

The meaning of indicators Calculation formula & parameters

C1 is the capacity matching of lines risk index
of network

C1 ¼ ∑ k � (w1 � pa + w2 � ( pa � pb))
k—The ratio of transfer number of each direc-
tion to total transfer number of lines.; Pa—The
full load rate of a section; Pb—The full load rate
of the former section; wi—weight coefficient

C2/C3/C4/C5/C6/C7/C8/C9/C10/C11 is the oper-
ational risk index of vehicle/signal/power sup-
ply/communication/civil engineering/platform
screen doors/AFC/safety system/other factors
of network

C ¼ ∑ wixi
xi—The operational risk index of vehicle/sig-
nal/power supply/communication/civil engi-
neering/platform screen doors/AFC/safety
system/other factors of line; wi—weight
coefficient

C12 is the environment comprehensive index of
network & line

C12 ¼ ∑ wiQi

Qi—The comprehensive index of environment
at line; wi—weight coefficient

C13 is the risk index of safety management of
network

c13 ¼ 1� c
1000

c—The score given by the experts

C14 is the accident rate index of network c14 ¼
P wisi

l
wi—The weight of i-th accident; Si—The eco-
nomic loss of i-th accident; l—The operation
mileage
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Xt ¼
Xp
i¼1

ϕiXt�i �
Xq
j¼1

θ jεt�j þ εt ð5:2:1Þ

Where {Xt} represents value by zero mean processing.{εt} is white noise with
independent and identically distributed as {Xt}, and E(εt)¼ 0 while Var(εt)¼ σ2 > 0.
ϕ1, ϕ2, . . ., ϕp and θ1, θ2, . . ., θq represent the autoregressive coefficients and moving
average coefficients of the model respectively, which can be expressed as ARMA( p,
q).

The procedure of the safety state prediction of railway transportation network
based on ARMA model can be expressed as follows.

(1) Collecting and preprocessing data.

Firstly, the safety state time series can be expressed as {x1, x2, . . ., xt}. Then, state
curve can be plotted according to the safety state time series, and determine whether
the curve changes periodically, if the periodic change exists, the safety state time
series need to be differentiated. The new time series can be formulated according to
{Xt} ¼ {xt + i � xt} with i as cycle length.

After that, the autocorrelation coefficients and partial autocorrelation coefficients
of the new time series can be calculated according to Eqs. (5.2.2) and (5.2.3), and the
autocorrelation analysis is performed.

ρ
_
k ¼

Pn�k

i¼1
X

0
t � X

0
tþk

Pn
i¼1

X
0
t2

ð5:2:2Þ

ϕ
_

kk ¼

ρ
_
1, k ¼ 1

ρ
_
k �

Xk�1

j¼1

ϕ
_

k�1, j � ρ_k�j

1�
Xk�1

j¼1

ϕ
_

j, j � ρ_j

, k ¼ 2, 3, . . .

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð5:2:3Þ

Let ϕ
_

k, j ¼ ϕ
_

k�1, j � ϕ
_

kk � ϕ
_

k�1,k�j.
Then, the self-correlation of the safety state time series can be analyzed according

to the confidence interval �2=
ffiffiffi
n

p
; 2=

ffiffiffi
n

pð Þ [11], and the stationarity and randomness
of the new time series after zero mean processing need to be tested. As k > 3, the
autocorrelation coefficients of the new time series tends to be 0, and are in the scope
of the confidence interval, which can show that the new time series is relatively
stable. While the autocorrelation coefficients of the new time series fall in the scope
of the confidence interval, it can show that the new time series is random. As the new
time series has both stationarity and randomness, the new time series after zero mean
processing can be analyzed based on ARMA model for the next stage of prediction
analysis.
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(2) Model building and parameter estimation.

After the self-correlation analysis, the ARMA ( p, q) model need to be chosen
reasonably. The coefficient p and q need to be tested by the autocorrelation coeffi-
cient and partial autocorrelation coefficient of the new time series.

• If the autocorrelation coefficient is censored at q, p¼ 0, and the model is MA (q).
• If the partial autocorrelation coefficient is sensor at p, q¼ 0, and the model is MR

( p).
• If both the autocorrelation coefficient and partial autocorrelation are trailed, the

model is ARMA ( p, q).

After the model is determined, the model order should be selected. At present, the
time series method is more common in economy analysis, and the statistical software
SPSS and SAS are more convenient to deal with such problems. These statistical
software can directly output R square value and BIC value under different combi-
nations. The larger the R value and the smaller the BIC value is, the higher the
prediction accuracy of the model order will be. Then, the model order can be used as
the final model order.

As for the selection of the model order in the statistical software, it can also output
the estimation of parameters. Thus, the safety state prediction of railway transpor-
tation network based on ARMA model can be expressed as follows

X
0
t ¼ ϕ1X

0
t�1 þ . . .þ ϕpX

0
t�p þ εt � θ1εt�1 � . . .� θqεt�q ð5:2:4Þ

(3) Safety state prediction.

Finally, the safety state of the next stage can be predicted by the ARMA model In
general, the more abundant the data is, the higher the prediction accuracy of the
model will be.

5.2.2 Safety State Prediction Based on GA–SVR Model

(1) Support vector regression (SVR) model.

In 1995, Corinna Cortes firstly proposed the SVR model, which is superior to neural
network model in dealing with the generalization problems. To a certain extent, SVR
model can make up for the deficiencies in the structural risk minimization of neural
network, and has been widely used in function approximation, pattern recognition
and state prediction research. SVR model is based on SVM. Therefore, SVM can be
introduced firstly.

The main idea of SVM can be introduced as: the main way in the regression or
classification process in the Euclidean space is to determine the real function g(x) of
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Rn, and output variable y with the mapping relation to the variable x by decision-
making function f(x) ¼ sgn[g(x)]. The solution of g(x) is to construct nonlinear
mapping ϕ(�) to express its duality nonlinear programming problem.

Kernel function K(xi, x) ¼ ϕ(xi)
Tϕ(x)is the main way to complete the mapping of

high dimensional space, and needs to meet the requirements of Mercer theory [12],
that is, kernel function is expanded with positive coefficients αm, which can be
shown as follows

K u; vð Þ ¼
X1
m¼1

αmψ uð Þψ vð Þ ð5:2:5Þ

If the Eq.(5.2.5) is workable, the Eqs. (5.2.6) and (5.2.7) must be satisfied as well.

ZZ
K u; vð Þg uð Þg vð Þdudv > 0 ð5:2:6Þ
Z

g2 uð Þdu < 1 ð5:2:7Þ

Kernel function plays a key role in SVM, common kernel function can be shown
as:

• Sigmoid kernel function

K xi ; x j

� � ¼ tanh v xi � x j

� �þ c
� � ð5:2:8Þ

Sigmoid kernel function can only satisfy the Mercer theory in particular case of v
and c, slightly different from the following Gauss radial basis and polynomial.

• Gauss radial basis kernel function

K xi ; x j

� � ¼ exp � xi � x j

�� ��2= 2σ2
� �h i

ð5:2:9Þ

Gauss radial basis kernel function can be short for Gauss RBF kernel function,
which has the highest frequency in SVM algorithm, in which the kernel parameter is
expressed as σ.

• Polynomial kernel function

K xi ; x j

� � ¼ exp � xi � x j

�� ��2= 2σ2
� �h i

ð5:2:10Þ

Where q is the order of the kernel function.
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According to the theory of kernel function, the decision function of Rn can be
expressed as

f xð Þ ¼ sgn
Xl

i¼1

αiyiK xi; xð Þ þ b

" #
ð5:2:11Þ

Where l is the number of SVM, αi and γi are the weight, b is the threshold.
The output of SVM is a linear combination of intermediate nodes, the structure of

which is similar to the neural network, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
The main idea of the support vector regression, as a derivative of SVM, can be

expressed as: determine the SVR input and output data (x1,y1), (x2,y2),. . ., (xl,yl),
xt 2 Rn, yt 2 R, t ¼ 1, 2, . . ., N, t expresses the number of samples, f(x) can be
established by the training, and ensure that the difference between the target sample
value and output value within a certain threshold, and that function is smooth. The
model can be expressed as

f xið Þ ¼ w � ϕ xið Þ þ b ð5:2:12Þ

Where w and ϕ(�) are respectively the mapping coefficients and nonlinear map-
pings in the high dimensional spaces, b 2 R.

The SVR model can be considered as an optimization problem [12], and the
model is expressed as follows.

min
wk k2
2

þ C
Xt

i¼1

ξi þ ξ ∗
i

� � ð5:2:13Þ
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Fig. 5.4 Structure of support vector machine
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s:t:
yi � w � ϕ xið Þð Þ � b � εþ ξi
w � ϕ xið Þð Þ þ b� yi � εþ ξ∗i
ξi, ξ

∗
i � 0

8<
: ð5:2:14Þ

Where the insensitive loss function can be expressed as Vapnik ε, penalty factor
C > 0, relaxation variable can be expressed asξi and ξ

∗
i . If |yi� (ϕ(xi)

Tw + b)| > ε, the
coefficient of insensitivity will be|yi � (ϕ(xi)

Tw + b)| � ε. If |yi � (ϕ(xi)
Tw + b)| � ε,

the coefficient of insensitivity will be 0.
The Lagrange function is introduced to solve the above problems, which can be

expressed as

L ¼ wk k2
2

þ C
Xt

i¼1

ξi þ ξ∗i
� ��Xt

i¼1

αi yi � w � ϕ xið Þð Þ � bþ εþ ξið Þ

�
Xt

i¼1

α∗i yi � w � ϕ xið Þð Þ � bþ εþ ξ∗i
� ��Xt

i¼1

ηi ξi þ η∗i ξ
∗
i

� � ð5:2:15Þ

Where αi, α
∗
i , ηi, η

∗
i � 0. Take the derivative of Eq. (5.2.16):

∂L
∂b

¼
Xt

i¼1

αi � α∗i
� � ¼ 0

∂L
∂w

¼ w�
Xt

i¼1

αi � α∗i
� �

xi ¼ 0

∂L

∂ξ ∗ð Þ
i

¼ C � α ∗ð Þ
i � η

∗ð Þ
i ¼ 0

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;

t ¼ 1, 2, � � �,N ð5:2:16Þ

The dual variables can be obtained by substituting the Lagrange function with the
Eq. (5.2.17):

W α; α∗ð Þ ¼ �1
2

Xt

i, j¼1

αi � α∗i
� �

α j � α∗j

� 	
K xi ; x j

� �

þ
Xt

i¼1

αi � α∗i
� �

yi �
Xt

i¼1

αi þ α∗i
� �

ε

ð5:2:17Þ

When
X t

i¼1
αi � α∗i
� � ¼ 0, αi, α∗i can be obtained by maximizing W(α, α∗),

and can be brought it into regression function, the result can be expressed as
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f xð Þ ¼ w � ϕ xð Þ þ b ¼
Xt

i¼1

αi � α∗i
� �

ϕ xið Þ � ϕ xð Þ þ b

¼
Xt

i¼1

αi � α∗i
� �

K xi; xð Þ þ b

ð5:2:18Þ

(2) Safety state prediction based on GA-SVR model.

Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a global optimization algorithm based on the prin-
ciple of natural selection and natural genetic mechanism, which can simulate the life
evolution mechanism and achieve the optimization of specific target in artificial
system. The essence of GA is to get the global optimal solution based on group
search technology and the principle of survival of the fittest [1]. The basic procedure
of the algorithm includes coding, selection, crossover, mutation, fitness function and
selection of control parameters, as shown in Fig. 5.5.

SVR mainly applies nonlinear mapping to map input to high-dimensional state
space, so as to solve nonlinear regression problem based on the linear regression
function in high dimensional space. Nonlinear mapping ϕ(�) is usually composed of
kernel functions, which have great influence on generalization and learning ability of
SVR as well as the parameter selection. The common kernel functions mentioned
above include Sigmoid function, Gauss radial basis function, polynomial kernel
function, etc. In the absence of prior knowledge, RBF kernel function is better suited
to deal with this problem in comparison with other functions [2]. Safety state
prediction of railway transportation network is lack of prior knowledge. Therefore,
RBF kernel function is suitable for dealing with the safety state prediction of railway
transportation network, which can be expressed as the Eq. (5.2.17).
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Fig. 5.5 Optimization of GA
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The determination of the kernel function is very important, and the selection of
the kernel parameter σ, the insensitivity coefficient ε, and the penalty parameter
C must be chosen reasonably. σ expresses the nuclear width, which mainly reflects
the distribution of training samples. The value of σ can affect the size of the RBF
function fitting and generalization ability. The better fit ability is, the smaller the
kernel width will be. However, the value cannot be too small for the generalization
ability. The value of ε can affect the number of SVM. The smaller the value is, the
weaker the generalization ability of the model will be, the more the SVM will be and
the higher the complexity and accuracy of the model will be C is a parameter to
compromise the generalization ability and complexity of SVR. The smaller the value
is, the stronger the generalization ability of model will be and the more the VC
(Vapnik-Chervonenkis) dimensional weight will be. However, when the value of C
is small to a certain extent, it can also cause the failure of sensitive coefficient and the
poor training result in the end [12]. The optimization process of GA is mainly the
optimal selection process of parameters such as kernel parameter, insensitivity
coefficient and penalty factor. The basic procedure of prediction model construction
based on GA-SVR can be expressed as follows, which can be shown in the Fig. 5.6.

• Collect and select sample data. Preprocess the above data and divide training
samples and test samples.

• Determine the GA algebra, initial population size, fitness function and so
on. Determine the nuclear parameters, insensitivity coefficient and penalty
parameter of SVR model by GA.
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test data

Data analysis

Samples of

train data

GA parameter
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Optimal

parameter

Fitness

function

GA parameter

optimization

SVR

prediction

model

Test of SVR

prediction

model

SVR model

training

SVR

prediction

model

Fig. 5.6 Process of GA-SVR model
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• Input the optimal parameters obtained by GA and data preprocessed into SVR
model.

• Test the prediction accuracy of the trained model by the pretreated test data and
construct the final prediction model.

In this paper, the root mean square error RMSS and correlation coefficient R are
used as the indices to evaluate the predictive performance of ARMA and SVR
models.

RMSE y; ymð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN
i¼1

y ið Þ; ym ið Þð Þ2
vuut ð5:2:19Þ

R y; ymð Þ ¼
PN
i¼1

y ið Þ � �yð Þ ym ið Þ � �ymð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i¼1

y ið Þ � �yð Þ2 � ym ið Þ � �ymð Þ2
s ð5:2:20Þ

Where N is the number of samples,ym, y, �y, ym are the model predictive values, the
safety state value, the average value of the safety state, the average value of the
model prediction respectively. The closer the R value is to 1, the better the prediction
fitting effect will be. The more the RMSS value is, the lower the prediction accuracy
will be.

5.3 Case Study

5.3.1 Case Study on ARMA Model

This section applies the safety state data of Beijing railway transportation network
from January to September in 2013, which can be divided into two groups: training
data and test data. The first 243 groups are training data, and the latter 30 groups are
test data.

By analyzing the results of safety state assessment, a more obviously cyclical
change rule cannot be found among the data. Therefore, the data need to be
processed by zero mean and autocorrelation analysis by SPSS software, which can
be shown in the Fig. 5.7.

The autocorrelation analysis shows that both the autocorrelation coefficient and
the partial autocorrelation coefficient begin to fall into the confidence interval as
k¼ 14, presenting an increasing trend without obvious convergence, which indicates
that the trailing property can be found both in the autocorrelation coefficient and the
partial autocorrelation coefficient. Therefore, the ARMA model can be judged, the
correlation test results can be shown in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4 shows that ARMA (14, 14) has the largest R square test and the value is
0.593, the root mean square error of RMSE and BIC are 0.105 and � 3.843
respectively. In contrast to the three models, the mean of ARMA (14, 14) model is
the smallest, which indicates that ARMA (14, 14) model has the best prediction
accuracy. Therefore, the best model can be ARMA (14, 14), and the model param-
eters can be estimated as shown in Table 5.5.

The result predicted by the ARMA model can be shown in Fig. 5.8, the blue line
represents the actual state of the safety value, and the red line represents the fitting
value of the ARMA model. In the first 243 sets data, the red line and the blue line
have a higher degree of anastomosis, and the fitting effect is better. However, the
latter 30 sets data maintain a downward trend.

5.3.2 Case Study on GA–SVR Model

The selection of kernel function parameters, penalty parameter and insensitivity
coefficient are closely related to the accuracy of SVR prediction model. This chapter
applies RBF as kernel function and applies root mean square error as fitness function
to select kernel parameter, insensitivity coefficient and penalty parameter, which can
be calculated as reference Eq. (5.2.14). The coding method of genetic algorithm
adopts entity coding, and the initial population size is 20, the maximum evolution
algebra is 100, and the excellent individuals are selected by roulette mode. The
crossover way of individuals is arithmetic crossover, the cross probability is 0.7, and
the mutation probability is 0.05. The value range of the parameters C, ε and σ are
[0.1, 1000], [0, 1] and [0.001, 100] respectively. In the process of genetic algorithm

Fig. 5.7 Auto correlation function and partial correlation function of safety state

Table 5.4 Test result of
model

Model R square RMSE BIC

ARMA(14,14) 0.593 0.105 �3.843

ARMA(14,15) 0.591 0.106 �3.809

ARMA(15,14) 0.592 0.106 �3.813
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optimization, the changing process of fitness function of safety state can be shown in
Fig. 5.9. The model achieves steady state in the 25 generation of iteration. At this
time, the best parameter can be obtained by genetic algorithm, and the best
parameters C, ε and σ are 11.3618, 0.1022 and 0.0020 respectively.
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Fig. 5.8 Safety state prediction result of ARMA model
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Fig. 5.9 Fitness curve of safety state
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In order to facilitate the analysis and comparison of the safety state prediction
effect based on GA-SVR model and ARMA model, the same 243 training samples
and 30 test samples were used for the experiment.

Training samples and testing samples of the target output and GA-SVR output of
the model can be shown in the Fig. 5.10, which can contrasted in the figure. The
model can accurately track the target output value in the training process, with a
smaller error. The safety state output of GA-SVR model can be in good agreement
with the target, which indicates that GA-SVR model can be well used to predict the
actual safety state of situation.

In order to make a further evaluation of the prediction accuracy and performance
of safety state based on GA-SVR model, the correlation between the training
samples and testing samples can be shown in the Fig. 5.11. Correlation coefficients
of the training and testing safety state are 0.9106 and 0.9238 respectively, which are
both higher than 0.8, indicating the good prediction effect.

At the same time, the root mean square error RMSE of the training samples and
testing samples based on GA-SVR model is 0.0645 and 0.0831 respectively, which
shows that the prediction results have a small error. As a whole, GA-SVR prediction
model can accurately predict the safety state of the railway transportation network.

The safety state predicted by the ARMA and GA-SVR models can be compared
in the Fig. 5.12 and the Table 5.6. The safety state based on GA-SVR model
maintains a downward trend in the last 30 samples, while the real safety state
value fluctuates up and down. The safety state curve predicted by the GA-SVR
model is more consistent with the real safety state curve, which also shows that the
accuracy of GA-SVR model is higher than that of ARMA in this prediction. Based
on the comparative analysis of two models in the Table 5.6, the root mean square
error of training and testing of GA-SVR model are 0.0645 and 0.0831 respectively,
which are both less than 0.1, indicating the better prediction effect than that of
ARMA model’s 0.1049 and 0.2042. R, the correlation coefficient of the training and
testing samples are 0.9106 and 0.9238 respectively, better than that of ARMA
model’s 0.7407 and 0.0261. Besides, the correlation coefficient of the training and
testing samples are both higher than 0.9, which can meet the requirements to be
higher than 0.8. Therefore, GA-SVR model can be selected as the safety state
prediction model.
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Fig. 5.10 Comparison of targets and GA-SVR model predicted values (a)Training sample (safety
state) (b) Testing sample (safety state)
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(a) Training data (safety state)

(b) Testing data (safety state)
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Chapter 6
Safety Prognostic Analysis in Traffic System

6.1 Traffic Operation Risk Analysis Model Based on Safety
Region

6.1.1 Sequential Forward Selection and Principal
Components Analysis

The quality of observed traffic variables (e.g., speed, volume, occupancy) can
influence the effectiveness of data mining/machine learning algorithms in safety
region estimation. If the observed traffic variables contain irrelevant or redundant
features, the knowledge discovery process becomes noisy and unreliable. In this
paper, a state variable extraction method, combining sequential forward selection
and principal components analysis (SFS-PCA), is considered to construct the state
space of the traffic system.

Supposing vector V is the input vector of the SFS-PCA method. V is composed of
the observed traffic variable vector X and the corresponding class label vector Y.
Y¼ {Y1, Y2, . . ., YN}

T, Yl 2{1,�1}, where l¼ 1,2,. . ., N, Yl¼ 1 corresponds to crash
case and Yl ¼ �1 corresponds to crash case and Yl ¼ �1 corresponds to
non-crash case.

The V can be denoted as:

V ¼ Xl; Ylð Þjl ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Nf g ¼ xl1; xl2; . . . ; xlm; Ylð Þjl ¼ 1; 2; . . . :;Nf g ð6:1:1Þ

where Xl is the lth sample in X, each Xl contains m observed traffic variables.
The goal of SFS-PCAmethod is to find a minimal set of state variables F¼ {f1, f2,

. . ., fk} (k � m.) to represent the observed traffic variables in a lower dimensional
state space. The SFS-PCA method can be described as follows:

The best possible subset S (i.e.,S � X) of the observed traffic variables is selected
by SFS firstly. SFS starts from an empty set, and then iteratively updates S by
including the observed traffic variable Xi (i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., m) which results in maximal
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score G(S, X,M ) in each step [1]. Thus, the size of S, denoted by d (d � m), is given
by

Sd ¼ Sd�1 [ arg max
Xi

G Sd�1 [ Xi;X;Mð Þ ð6:1:2Þ

where M denotes the k-nearest neighbor model, which is used as a classification
model to evaluate G(S, X, M ).

After the SFS procedure, the final state variable set F is extracted from S by PCA.
PCA decomposes S into two subspaces (a lower dimensional feature subspace
composed of principle components and a residual subspace) by multiple projections.
Two statistic indicators, T2and squared prediction error (SPE), are calculated in the
two subspaces respectively [2]. T2 reflects the change of the principle component
model in feature subspace and SPE measures the interference and noise in the
residual subspace.

T2 and SPE can be calculated by using the following formulas respectively:

T2
l ¼ slPbλ

�1PT
b s

T
l l ¼ 1, 2, ::,N ð6:1:3Þ

SPEl ¼ sl I � PbP
T
b

� �
sTl l ¼ 1, 2, ::,N ð6:1:4Þ

where sl is the lth sample in subset S, Pb is the matrix of the b loading vectors, which
could be calculated by PCA, I is the identity matrix.

6.1.2 Computation Procedure

The implementation procedures of traffic operation risk analysis based on safety
region are shown as follows

Step 1. Collect crash data and non-crash data as the training data for traffic risk
evaluation method. Crash data include crash information (time, location) and the
matched traffic flow data collected from the traffic surveillance system (speed,
volume, occupancy). Non-crash data are traffic flow data in the given times
interval when the traffic states are under the safe condition.

Step 2. Extract state variables through SFS-PCA. First of all, obtain subset S from the
observed traffic variable set by using SFS. Secondly, process subset S of the
observed traffic variables by PCA, and calculate statistics T2 and SPE. The two
statistics forms a two-dimensional statistical state vector for each sample, and the
vectors would be the final state variable set F.

Step 3. Use the two-dimensional statistical state vector as the input data for LSSVM.
Classify the traffic states into safe state and unsafe state and obtain the best
classified line which is the boundary of the traffic safety region.

Step 4. With the validation data, distinguish the state points in the safety region from
the state points in the unsafe region. If a state point is in the unsafe region, it
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means the corresponding traffic sate is under the unsafe condition. Otherwise, if
the state point is in the safety region, it means the traffic state is under the safe
condition and the corresponding safety margin is calculated.

6.1.3 Case Study

6.1.3.1 Data Description

In this study, field data were obtained from a 35-mile freeway section on the I-880
freeway in Alameda in the United States and the studied segment started from
milepost 10.55 and ended at milepost 45.42. A total of 70 loop detector stations,
which spaced at approximate 0.5 mile, located along the selected freeway segment in
the northbound direction. Crash data and the paired real-time traffic flow data were
collected from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2012. All the data were provided by
the Highway Performance Measurement System (PeMS) [3], which is maintained by
the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans).

Caltrans PeMS database provided raw loop data, i.e., speed, volume and
occupancy, for each lane at 30-s intervals. The raw data were prepared by first
aggregating into 5-min intervals. For example, time interval 0:00 denoted the
measuring period from 0:00:00 to 0:04:59, and time interval 23:55 denoted the
measuring period from 3:55:00 to 23:59:59. And then each crash was assigned to
the nearest loop detector (as shown in Fig. 6.1). The corresponding traffic flow data
5–10 min prior the crash time and the traffic flow data in the crash time were
selected to represent the traffic condition. At the same time, the traffic data of
upstream and downstream were also extracted. For example, if a crash happened at
13:32, at the milepost 15.46. Traffic condition of nearest loop detector at milepost
15.54 in time intervals 13:20, 13:25 and 13:30 is the corresponding traffic state for
this crash. To eliminate the geometric characteristics’ influences on crash risk
evaluation, matched case-control structure was used to extract non-crash data
[4]. For each specific crash case, two non-crash cases, one week before and one
week after the crash time, were identified and matched. For example, a crash

Crash location

Downstream

detectors
Upstream

detectors

Crash location

detectors

Fig. 6.1 Illustration of field data collection
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happened on April 26, 2011, the corresponding non-crash cases (April 19, 2011
and May 3, 2011) at the location of crash occurrence were selected.

For each sample, average and standard deviation values of the speed, occupancy,
and volume for the three detectors (2 � 3 � 3 ¼ 18) constituted the observed traffic
variable set. In this study, a total of 417 crashes and 837 non-crash cases were
identified and used for further data analysis.

6.1.3.2 State Variable Extraction

Variables important scores are calculated via SFS and the subset S is determined
based on the scores. A total of 8 observed traffic variables are selected, i.e.,
downstream standard deviation of speed (DDS), crash location average occupancy
(CAO), upstream standard deviation of speed (UDS), crash location standard devi-
ation of occupancy (CDO), downstream average speed (DAS), upstream standard
deviation of occupancy (UDO), crash location standard deviation of speed (CDS)
and downstream average occupancy (DAO). Furthermore, multi-collinearity test for
the 8 selected traffic variables has been carried using SPSS and the correlation
coefficients between two variables in the subset are calculated, as listed in
Table 6.1. The results imply that some of variables exist highly correlated relations,
e.g., the correlation between DAO and DAS is 0.825, approximating to 1, which
suggests that a further analysis should be conducted on the selected traffic variables
before being used in the following classification models. In order to eliminate the
high correlation among the selected traffic variables, the PCA is applied to the
observed traffic variable subset, see Fig. 6.2. Cumulative percentage of total varia-
tion 80% rule is used to determine the number of components. Finally, three
components are chosen. Figure 6.2 shows the cumulative proportion for the first
3 components. The variances of first 3 components are 0.475, 0.223 and 0.137,
respectively. The corresponding two statistics T2 and SPE are calculated by using
Eqs. 6.1.3 and 6.1.4, which would be the final input state variable set to the LSSVM
method.

Table 6.1 Correlation matrix for selected observed traffic variables

DDS CAO UDS CDO DAS UDO CDS DAO

DDS 1 0.069 �0.014 0.057 0.171 0 �0.413 0.042

CAO 0.069 1 0.096 �0.357 0.041 �0.202 0.153 �0.348

UDS �0.014 0.096 1 0.237 0.045 �0.729 �0.422 0

CDO 0.057 �0.357 0.237 1 0.097 �0.312 �0.699 0.121

DAS 0.171 0.041 0.045 0.097 1 0.016 �0.115 0.825
UDO 0 �0.202 �0.729 �0.312 0.016 1 0.283 0.053

CDS �0.413 0.153 �0.422 �0.699 �0.115 0.283 1 �0.096

DAO 0.042 �0.348 0 0.121 0.825 0.053 �0.096 1
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6.1.3.3 Traffic Safety State Identification

The k-fold cross-validation is employed during the classification experiments. The
state variable set is divided into k subsets, and the classification method is repeated k
times. Each time, one of the k subsets is used as the validation dataset and the other
k-1 subsets are put together to form the training set [5]. In this paper, the four-fold
cross-validation is taken, which implies that 75% of the whole data set is used as the
training dataset and the rest 25% of the whole data set is used to form the validation
dataset. The corresponding classification results of training dataset and validation
dataset are shown in Fig. 6.3. In Fig. 6.3a, the safety region boundary, which tries to
classify the crash state data and non-crash state data into two regions, is estimated by
using training dataset. Figure 6.3b plots the testing data points on the classified
region. It is intuitive that the SFS–PCA-LSSVM method works efficiently in
classifying the traffic safety states. However it is necessary to evaluate these results
in a quantitative way.

CR ¼ The number of samples correctly classified for all classes
The total number of samples

� 100% ð6:1:5Þ

Classification accuracy is used to evaluate the classification performance. The
classification accuracy for the dataset is measured by correct rate (CR).

The classification performance of the proposed method is compared with the SFS.
LSSVM and PCA-LSSVM methods. According to Eq. 6.1.5, the CR of the SFS-
PCA-LSSVM is 88.84%, the CR of the SFS-LSSVM is 77.19% and the CR of the
PCA-LSSVM is 68.82%, as listed in the first row of the Table 6.2. Furthermore, in

Fig. 6.2 The cumulative
variance proportion of the
first 3 components
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order to demonstrate the classification performance, the classification results of three
methods are plotted. As shown in Fig. 6.4, the horizontal axis represents the number
of state points. The 1st ~ 417th points are crash state samples, the 418th ~ 1254th are
non-crash state points. The whole area is divided into two subareas by pink dotted

Fig. 6.3 Fold classification
results: (a) training dataset
and (b) test dataset

Table 6.2 CR and AUC Values for three methods in different training dataset

Criteria Training dataset SFS-LSSVM PCA-LSSVM SFS-PCA-LSSVM

CR 4-fold 77.19% 68.82% 88.84%

3-fold 76.12% 68.34% 88.28%

2-fold 75.54% 67.70% 88.16%

AUC 4-fold 0.6983 0.5495 0.8894

3-fold 0.6854 0.5456 0.8850

2-fold 0.6887 0.5456 0.8806
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lines. Vertical axis from bottom to top represents the classifier results for the two
classes of data samples. In Fig. 6.4a and 6.4b, it can be seen that the scatter points of
the non-crash classifier results are denser than that of the crash classifier results,
which means that the first two models misclassify most of the crash state point as the
non-crash points. However, the proposed model identifies most of the samples
correctly, especially in the crash sample set. It can conclude that the proposed
method performs better than other two methods.

As the safety region estimation is dependent on the size of training dataset. In this
paper, two additional cross-validation experiments, i.e., three-fold cross-validation
and two-fold cross-validation, are conducted. The CR and AUC values for the three
models mentioned above are calculated. As listed in Table 6.2, both the CR and

Fig. 6.4 The classification results of three methods: (a) SFS-LSSVM (b) PCA-LSSVM (c)
SFS-PCA-LSSVM
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AUC values of SFS-PCA-LSSVM are higher than that of other two models. While
the size of training dataset becomes bigger, the corresponding CR and AUC values
increase. It can be concluded that for different size of training dataset, sufficient
training data may improve the classification results. Moreover, state variables
extraction procedure is needed prior to the data mining/machine learning algorithms.
In this paper, experiments with different variable extraction methods are conducted.
It can be concluded that hybrid intelligent methods perform better than single
intelligent methods.

According to the obtained safety region boundary, the traffic states are classified
into two classes: safe condition and unsafe condition. When the traffic state points
are in the safety region, the corresponding safety margin would be calculated. In this
paper, subdivision algorithm is applied to calculate the safety margin. An example of
the safety margin calculation is given in Fig. 6.5a. The state point P (39.3533,
22.7842) represents the traffic condition of the non-crash case at milepost 13.14 in
time interval 16:25, June 21, 2012. With calculation, a point (41.705, 26.6418) on
the boundary is found to own the shortest Euclidean distance, 4.5167, which is the
value of the corresponding safety margin to this state point.

Safety margin has been applied into the safety risk prediction of the rail system’s
key equipment. In highway traffic system, safety margin also can be used to estimate
the traffic crash risk. According to the non-crash case mentioned above, the
corresponding crash case happened at milepost 13.14 in time interval 16:25, June
28, 2012. The corresponding state point is denoted by P3. Two time intervals, i.e.,
16:20 and 16:15, prior to the crash time interval also are analyzed, which are denoted
by P2 and P1 respectively. Three state points are calculated and plotted in Fig. 6.5b.
The safety margin for P1 is 5.4525, for P2 is 3.1780. Then in the next time interval,
traffic crash happens. When the state points get close to the boundary of safety
region, the crash risk may increase. The results allude that safety margin could be
used to grade the traffic crash risk and predict the traffic crash risk in the future
works.

6.2 Traffic Crash Risk Evaluation Model Based
on Reliability Theory

6.2.1 Structural Reliability Analysis Theory

The structural reliability analysis deals with the calculation of the failure probability
under a defined limit state condition [6]. The failure probability of a structural can be
formally calculated from

P f ¼
Z
G Xð Þ�0

f X xð Þdx ð6:2:1Þ
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where x represents the vector of basic random variables, y ¼ G(x) is the limit state
function (LSF), G(x) ¼ 0 is the limit state surface separating the unsafe region G
(x) � 0 from the safe region G(x) > 0 and fx(x) is the joint probability density
function of the random variables x1, x2, . . ., xn.

However in most realistic scenarios, the joint probability density function fx(x) is
always difficult to calculate, the approximate methods, such as the First Order
Reliability Methods (FORM) [7] and the Second Order Reliability Methods
(SORM) [8] are adopted to evaluate the failure probability. The main ideas of the
approximate methods are all trying to calculate the shortest distance β between the
origin and the limit state surface in standard normal space. The shortest distance β is

Fig. 6.5 Safety margin: (a)
state point P (39.3533,
22.7842) and (b) values
versus time
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also termed reliability index. Then the failure probability could be evaluated by
Pf ¼ Φ (�β), where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function.

The Hasofer-Lind index β [9] is the most popularly used in structural reliability
analysis. Its matrix formulation could be expressed as follows

β ¼ min
x2F

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x�mð ÞTC�1 x�mð Þ

q
ð6:2:2Þ

where x is a vector representing the set of random variables, m is the mean values, C
is the covariance matrix, and F is the failure domain. In the original space of the
random variables, the solution of Eq.(6.2.2) is equivalent to finding the smallest
ellipsoid tangent to the limit state surface [10]. And the tangent point, termed design
point, is the most probable failure point. The formula of the ellipsoid is given by
quadratic form as follows.

x�mð ÞTC�1 x�mð Þ ¼ β2 ð6:2:3Þ

6.2.2 Analysis Procedure

This study adopted reliability analysis model to evaluate highway traffic crash risk.
Figure 6.6 presents the flowchart of the main modeling procedure for this study. The
reliability analysis procedure can be summarized as follows:

Step 1. The data are split into training and validation datasets. The training dataset is
utilized to estimate the model and the validation dataset is meant to test the
prediction performance of the reliability model.

Step 2. Random variables are selected as the state variables. The state variables
would construct the state space of the highway traffic system. In this paper, the
classification and regression tree (CART) is utilized to select the most significant
contributing variables from the observed variables.

Training data
State variables 

selection

Constructing space 

of state variables  
LSF estimation

Off-line comprehensive 

evaluation

Real time evaluation

Validation data

Traffic crash risk 
evaluation

Fig. 6.6 Modeling procedure in this study
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Step 3. Base on the chosen state variables, the distribution of each state variable is
estimated. Mathematical procedure is provided to calculate the joint probability
density function.

Step 4. The support vector machines (SVM) model is adopted to approximate the
LSF. The limit state surface separated the state space into two regions, i.e., safe
region and unsafe region.

Step 5. On the basis of the given LSF, highway traffic risk is evaluated in two ways.
One way is evaluating comprehensively off line, including the reliability index β,
the probability of traffic crash Pf, and the design point; the other way is estimating
the real time traffic risk with the validation dataset.

6.2.3 Case Study

In this section, we only focus on the traffic flow state of point of disruption occurred.
That is means, the research data sets just be selected form the nearest loop detectors
at the point of disruption occurred (as shown in Fig. 6.7). Furthermore, the other data
sets clearing, selected and variables calculation methods are mentioned in Sect.
6.1.3. There are a total of 455 crashes and 1039 non-crash cases identified and
used for further data analysis.

6.2.3.1 State Variable Selection

The classification and regression Tree (CART) have been adopted to select the
significant variables from the 6 observed variables mentioned above. In this study,
CART procedure is conducted in SAS Enterprise Miner with the following setting in
the program: Splitting Criterion: Gini; Maximum Depth: 10; Leaf Size: 10; Split
Size: 20; and Number of Surrogate: 3. Crash locations standard deviation of occu-
pancy (CDO) and logarithm of crash locations average volume (Log CAV) are
selected as state variable of traffic system. Moreover, the variable importance is

Crash location

Downstream

detectors
Upstream

detectors

Crash location

detectors

Fig. 6.7 Illustration of field data collection
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calculated based on the number of times a variable appeared and its relative position
in the tree. Final variable selection results are presented in Table 6.3.

6.2.3.2 State Variable of Traffic System

In order to construct the state space for traffic system, distribution fitting should be
done for each selected state variable and the joint distribution would be set up. Five
candidate distributions, i.e., Normal, Gamma, Exponential, Lognormal, and Weibull
distributions, are prepared to fitting the distribution for each state variable. The
procedure is developed by MATLAB. During the procedure, the maximum likeli-
hood method [11] is used to estimate the parameters of the distributions. Moreover,
the likelihood-based statistics are supplied to indicate the data fitting of the estimated
distributions. Among the likelihood-based statistics the Bayesian information crite-
rion (BIC) is selected to identify the most appropriate distribution for the variables.
The smaller the BIC value is, the better the distribution fits the data. Among the five
candidate distributions, the Normal distribution provides the best fit for the CDO and
Log CAV according by BIC, as shown in Table 6.4.

According to the results, the state variables CDO and log CAV satisfy the
distribution of Normal Gamma, and the normal distribution is written as:

f xð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
σ
exp � x� μð Þ2

2σ2

 !
ð6:2:4Þ

where μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the variables, respectively.

Table 6.3 Variable selection results by CART

Variables Description Mean SD Importance

CDO Crash locations standard
Deviation of occupancy

1.6727 1.2351 1

Log CAV Logarithm of crash locations
Average volume

2.5432 0.2626 0.785

Table 6.4 Distribution fitting results for state variables

Distribution

CDO Log CAV

Converged BIC Selected Converged BIC Selected

Normal Yes 2415.90 Yes Yes 31.24 Yes

Exponential Yes 2433.10 No Yes 3845.10 No

Lognormal No – No Yes 308.27 No

Gamma No – No Yes 210.18 No

Weibull No – No Yes 483.78 No
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The process of gaining the joint probability density function of state space is the
following.

Supposing x1 represents CDO, and x2 represents Log CAV. According to the
distribution fitting results, x1 and x2 both follow Normal distribution. Transforming
x1 and x2 into standard normal distributions, which have the formulations:

y1 ¼
x1 � μ1

σ1
, y2 ¼

x2 � μ2
σ2

ð6:2:5Þ

Supposing ρ is the correlation coefficient between y1 and y2. According to
Cholesky decomposition [12], the covariance matrix C could be decomposed by

C ¼ LLT, where L¼ 1 0
ρ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ρ2

p� �
.

Assuming u1, u2 are independent and follows standard normal distribution. y1
and y2 should satisfy y1 ¼ g1(u1,u2) ¼ u1;y2 ¼ g2 u1; u2ð Þ ¼ ρu1 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ρ2

p
u2;.

The joint probability density function of the state variables is set up as follows:

f y1y2 ¼
f u1u2

j J u1; u2ð Þ j
���� u1 ¼ g�1

1 y1; y2ð Þ
u2 ¼ g�1

2 y1; y2ð Þ
¼ f u1 f u2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� ρ2
p

����� u1 ¼ g�1
1 y1; y2ð Þ

u2 ¼ g�1
2 y1; y2ð Þ

ð6:2:6Þ

where J(u1, u2) is Jacobi matrix, and j J u1; u2ð Þ j¼ 1 0
ρ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ρ2

p����
���� ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� ρ2
p

. By

substituting Eqs. (6.2.4), (6.2.5) and (6.2.6), the joint probability density function
can be formulated as follows:

1

2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ρ2

p exp
�1

2 1� ρ2ð Þ y21 � 2ρy1y2 þ y22
� 	
 �

1

2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ρ2

p exp
�1

2 1� ρ2ð Þ
x1 � μ1

σ1

� �2

� 2ρ
x1 � μ1

σ1

� �
x2 � μ2

σ2

� �
þ x2 � μ2

σ2

� �2
" #( )

ð6:2:7Þ

From Eq. 6.2.7, it could conclude that the joint probability in the state space
follows a bivariate normal distribution. As shown in Fig. 6.8, the joint probability
density function is plotted in a 3- dimensional perspective.

6.2.3.3 Limited State Function Estimation

Support vector machine (SVM) is a statistical classification algorithm that classifies
data by separating two classes with the help of a hyper plane. In structural reliability
analysis, LSF acts in a similar manner to the hyper plane in SVM. In this study, SVM
model is adopted to approximate the target limit state function G(x) ¼ 0.
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Let it be known that a set of N training set (X1, l1), (X2, l2), . . ., (XN, lN), where
X ¼ [x1, x2] T represents the matrix for variables selected by CART model,
Xi ¼ (xi1,xi2), i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., N, represents the ith sample of the training set, and li
{�1, 1}, li ¼ �1 responds to crash case and li ¼ 1 responds to non-crash case.

According to the description of hyper plane function, the LSF can be defined as

G xð Þ ¼ w � h xð Þ þ b ð6:2:8Þ

where w is the normal to the limit state surface, h(x) is the mapping function and b is
the bias value.

The LSF is regarded as the optimal separating hyper plane with maximum
margin. By introducing the Lagrange multiplier, the optimization problem has the
dual quadratic programming form:

min
α

1
2

XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

lil jαiα j h Xið Þ � h X j

� �� ��XN
i¼1

αi

s:t:
XN
i¼1

liαi ¼ 0

αi � 0, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,N

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð6:2:9Þ

The dual problem can be solved by using [12] and the αi (i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., N ) is
calculated finally. Then the parameters of the LSF can be estimated as follows

Fig. 6.8 The joint probability density function in state space
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w ¼
XN
i¼1

αilih Xið Þ, b ¼ 1
nSV

�XN
i¼1

li �
XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

l jα j h Xið Þ � h X j

� �� � ð6:2:10Þ

where nSV is the number of support vectors. Support vectors are the vectors on the
margin. And the LSF has the form

G xð Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

αilih Xið Þh Xð Þ þ b ¼
XN
i¼1

αiliK Xi;Xð Þ þ b ð6:2:11Þ

where K(Xi, X) is the kernel function. In this paper, linear kernel is considered

K Xi;Xð Þ ¼ XT
i X ð6:2:12Þ

In this section, the training data set, 70% of the total prepared data, is used for
developing LSF and calculating the off-line comprehensive evaluation results.
According to Eqs. (6.2.10) and (6.2.11), the LSF is set up as

G xð Þ ¼ �0:6617x1 � 1:6551x2 þ 6:5076 ð6:2:13Þ

Figure 6.9 plots the LSF in 3-dimensional and 2-dimensional perspectives,
respectively. In Fig. 6.9a, it is intuitive that the LSF G(x) ¼ 0 also satisfies a normal
distribution. In Fig. 6.9b, a top view is provided. The limit state surface separated the
state space into two regions: safe region and unsafe region, which is the fundament
of calculating reliability index β, design point, and predicting the traffic crash risk.

6.2.3.4 Test Results Analysis

The probability of traffic crash Pf in a historical period is used as a comprehensive
traffic crash risk evaluation criteria. According to the definition of reliability index β
in structural reliability theory, β is closely related to the probability Pf. The bigger
the β value is, the smaller the Pf. value would be. So the problem of estimating Pf can
be transformed into calculating β. The ellipsoid approach via spreadsheet is adopted
to calculate the reliability index β. In Fig. 6.10, the bigger ellipse, termed 1– σ
ellipse, is corresponding to the quadratic formula, (x – m)T C-1 (x – m) ¼ 1. The
correlation coefficient ρ of state variables is 0.1004. The result suggests that the state
variables are not highly correlated. So the semi-major axis of ellipse approximately
parallels to the x coordinate axis shown as Fig. 6.11. The critical ellipse that is
tangent to the limit state surface is β times the size of the 1– σ ellipse. The tangent
point is the design point, which is the point of maximum traffic crash likelihood. In
this paper, the value of β is 0.2912, and the design point is (3.4, 2.5726). The value of
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design point means when the CDO approximates to 3.4, and Log CAV approximates
to 2.5726, the crash occurrence of the highway traffic system is in a high probability.
The probability of traffic crash is Pf ¼ Φ (�β) ¼ 0.3854, which is the total
probability of free highway traffic crash occurred. The reliability index β provides
a general traffic crash risk estimation criteria, which could provide a critical index for
classifying traffic safety grades, for example, most prone to traffic accidents, prone to
traffic accidents, and not prone to traffic accidents.

According to calculation of reliability index β, we can evaluate the conditions of
traffic system operation risk comprehensively. However, it also needs to do real-time
traffic crash risk evaluation. With the validation data set (30% of the total prepared
data), real-time traffic crash risk evaluation accuracy of traffic reliability model is
tested in this section. Based on the foundation of state space (divided into safe region
and unsafe region), when G(x) � 0, the traffic state is in an unsafe region, and It

Fig. 6.9 The limit state surface in state space: (a) side view and (b) top view
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Fig. 6.10 1– σ ellipse, critical ellipse and design point in state space

Fig. 6.11 Illustration of the traffic crash risk prediction results
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means that the traffic crash is likely to happen in a probability. Otherwise, G(x) > 0,
the traffic state is in a safe region. Table 6.5 lists classification numeral results. It
could been seen that the traffic reliability model could classify the validation data set
with an overall accuracy rate of 84.41%, for crash cases with an accuracy rate of
78.79%, and for non-crash cases with an accuracy rate of 86.75%, respectively. The
results, on one hand, show that utilizing reliability model to estimate highway traffic
crash risk is feasible and the accuracy is in an acceptable range, on the other hand,
real-time traffic crash risk evaluation provides the foundation for the traffic crash risk
prediction.
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